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iAbstract
This thesis is based on the PhD work of investigating the Friction Stir Welding process
(FSW) with numerical and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) modelling methods. FSW
was developed at TWI in 1991. As a relatively new technology it has great advantages
in welding aluminium alloys which are difficult to weld with traditional welding
processes. The aim of this thesis was the development of new modelling techniques to
predict the thermal and deformation behaviour.
To achieve this aim, a group of Gleeble experiments was conducted on 6082 and 7449
aluminium alloys, to investigate the material constitutive behaviour under high strain-
rate, near solidus conditions, which are similar to what the material experiences during
the FSW process. By numerically processing the experimental data, new material
constitutive constants were found for both alloys and used for the subsequent FSW
modelling work. Importantly no significant softening was observed prior to the solidus
temperature.
One of the main problems with numerical modelling is determining the values of
adjustable parameters in the model. Two common adjustable parameters are the heat
input and the coefficients that describe the heat loss to the backing bar. To predict these
coefficients more efficiently a hybrid model was created which involved linking a
conventional numerical model to an ANN model. The ANN was trained using data from
the numerical model. Then thermal profiles were abstracted (summarised) and used as
inputs; and the adjustable parameters were used as outputs. The trained ANN could then
use abstracted thermal profiles from welding experiments to predict the adjustable
parameters in the model.
The first stage involved developing a simplified FE thermal model which represents a
typical welding process. It was used to find the coefficients that describe the heat loss to
the backing bar, and the amount of power applied in the model. Five different thermal
boundary conditions were studied, including both convective and ones that included the
backing bar with a contact gap conductance. Three approaches for abstracting the
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thermal curves and using as inputs to the ANN were compared. In the study, the
characteristics of the ANN model, such as the ANN topology and gradient descent
method, were evaluated for each boundary condition for understanding of their
influences to the prediction. The outcomes of the study showed that the hybrid model
technique was able to determine the adjustable parameters in the model effectively,
although the accuracy depended on several factors. One of the most significant effects
was the complexity of the boundary condition. While a single factor boundary condition
(e.g. constant convective heat loss) could be predicted easily, the boundary condition
with two factors proved more difficult. The method for inputting the data into the ANN
had a significant effect on the hybrid model performance. A small number of inputs
could be used for the single factor boundary condition, while two factors boundary
conditions needed more inputs. The influences from the characteristics of the ANN
model were smaller, but again thermal model with simpler boundary condition required
a less complex ANN model to achieve an accurate prediction, while models with more
complex boundary conditions would need a more sophisticated ANN model.
In the next chapter, the hybrid method was applied to a FSW process model developed
for the Flexi-stir FSW machine. This machine has been used to analyse the complex
phase changes that occur during FSW with synchrotron radiation. This unique machine
had a complex backing bar system involving heat transfer from the aluminium alloy
workpiece to the copper and steel backing bars. A temperature dependent contact gap
conductance which also depends on the material interface type was used. During the
investigation, the ANN model topologies (i.e. GFF and MFF) were studied to find the
most effective one. Different abstracting methods for the thermal curves were also
compared to explore which factors (e.g. the peak temperature in the curve, cooling slope
of a curve) were more important to be used as an input. According to close matching
between the simulation and experimental thermal profiles, the hybrid model can predict
both the power and thermal boundary condition between the workpiece and backing bar.
The hybrid model was applied to six different travel speeds, hence six sets of heat input
and boundary condition factors were found. A universal set was calculated from the six
outcomes and a link was discovered between the accuracy of the temperature
predictions and the plunge depth for the welds.
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Finally a model with a slip contact condition between the tool and workpiece was used
to investigate how the material flow behaviour was affected by the slip boundary
condition. This work involved aluminium alloys 6082-T6 and 7449-T7, which have
very different mechanical properties. The application of slip boundary condition was
found to significantly reduce the strain-rate, compared to a stick condition. The slip
condition was applied to the Flexi-stir FSW experiments, and the results indicated that a
larger deformation region may form with the slip boundary condition.
The thesis successfully demonstrates a new methodology for determining the adjustable
parameters in a process model; improved understanding of the effect of slip boundary
conditions on the flow behaviour during FSW and insight in to the behaviour of
aluminium alloys at temperatures approaching the solidus and high strain-rates.
Key words: modelling friction stir welding, artificial neural network, constitutive
behaviour of aluminium alloys, heat transfer numerical modelling, computational fluid
dynamics, CFD
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1CHAPTER 1
Literature Review
Process modelling of FSW presents a multiphysics challenge due to its combination of
coupled heat flow, plastic deformation and material microstructure evolution, which all
contribute to the material’s processability and the consequent quality of the weld1.
Generally the intention of undertaking process modelling is to simulate some physical
phenomena with partial differential equations, which are solved subsequently with a
computer. When applied to FSW, the models can predict the temperature field from the
heat generation at the tool shoulder and pin. The metal flow needs to be modelled as
well since it is fundamental to understanding and developing this industrial process.
Therefore two important subjects in modelling of FSW will be discussed in this review:
heat transferring which gives the temperature field and fluid flow modelling using both
analytical methods and numerical methods. This review will begin by discussing the
primary principles behind the different modelling methods and will illustrate these with
some simple examples. The next section will focus on FSW specifically.
1.1 Partial differential equations
1.1.1 Overall equation
Since all modelling methods are based on mathematical equations, it is necessary to
start with an overall equation, which can summarize mass, momentum or energy
conservation. Versteeg2 explained that each of the conservation equations could be
reduced to the following equation for property ϕ:
      
 Sgraddivdiv
t



u Eq. 1-1
where  is a general variable which is being conserved,  is the density, u is fluid
velocity vector,  is the diffusion coefficient and S is the source term.
To make it more readable, equation 1-1 can be described in words:
2Rate of increase Net rate of flow Rate of increase Rate of increase
of  of fluid + of  out of = of  due to + of  due to
element fluid element diffusion sources
The following paragraphs will introduce particular conservation situations.
1.1.2 Mass conservation
The mass conservation equation is obtained by replacing the general variable  in
equation 1.1 with1. Therefore  graddiv  equals to zero, and the source term is
ignored since it is irrelevant to the mass. Thus the mass conservation equation for the
unsteady, three-dimensional compressible fluid2 is
  0


u
 div
t
Eq. 1-2
where  is the density, and u is the velocity. In an incompressible fluid the density 
is constant and equation 1.2 becomes
  0udiv Eq. 1-3
Incompressible fluid flow is applicable to FSW modelling, because the material density
is constant and independent of the pressure3.
1.1.3 Momentum conservation
A slightly more complicated derivation is required for the momentum conservation
equations2, which are given by
 
        xxxx Sx
divugraddiv
x
pudiv
t
u








 u
u



          yyyy Sy
divugraddiv
y
pudiv
t
u








 u
u



Eq. 1-4
          zzzz Sz
divugraddiv
z
pudiv
t
u








 u
u



where xu , yu and zu are velocities along x, y and z axis of velocity vector u ,  is the
density, p is the pressure, ji, stand for x , yor z axis,  is the first dynamic viscosity
coefficient to relate stress to linear deformation,  is the second viscosity coefficient
3relating stress to volumetric deformation, and xS , yS and zS are the source terms.
Generally equations 1-4 are described as the Navier-Stokes equation for a Newtonian
fluid.
It is possible to correct the fourth and fifth terms in equation 1-4 into stress due to the
following relationships2
 
ji
ji
ij
i
ii
i
u
j
u
div
i
u


















2
2 u
Eq. 1-5
where the suffices i and j in ij indicate that the stress component acts in the j –
direction on a surface normal to the i –direction, andu , iu and ju are velocity vectors.
Substituting 1.5 into 1.4, the momentum conservation equation gives
      mSτdivpgraddivt


 )(uuu  Eq. 1-6
where mS is an integrated source term, and  is the flow stress
4 which is given by
     





 Iuuu divgradgrad T
3
2
 Eq. 1-7
where I is the unit tensor.
Originally the viscosity is a measure of the resistance of a fluid to being deformed by
shear stress, however in the FSW process the material is solid, hence an equivalent
value  is calculated by Colegrove et al.5 from stress at a given temperature versus
strain-rate



3
 Eq. 1-8
where  is the stress and  is the effective strain rate.
When analysing the FSW process, the term  div dominates over the momentum terms
because the material’s flow strength  is larger than    uuu 



 div
t
. Therefore
4the steady state form of the equation 1-6 is a reasonable approximation for the FSW6,
which is given by
    )(τdivgraddiv  puu Eq. 1-9
Note that the conservation of momentum equation is much more complex in turbulent
flows due to their high velocity and compressibility2.
1.1.4 Energy conservation
Versteeg et al.2 transformed the energy conservation equation from overall equation
(equation 1-1) by replacing the general variable ϕ with energy term E
      ESTgraddivpEdivt
E



  u Eq. 1-10
where E is the internal energy per unit mass
2
2u
  
pdTcE
T
Tref p
Eq. 1-11
where pc is the specific heat,  is the density, T is the temperature, and  is the thermal
conductivity.
The first term in equation 1-10 represents the rate of change of the internal energy, and
it can be ignored in a steady state model. The second term calculates the heat flow
caused by the convection. The third term describes the heat flow due to the conduction.
The fourth term states the heat generation.
The FSW thermal model is an application of the energy conservation above. It solves
the partial differential equations for heat flow, to predict the temperature field. In FSW,
heat losses from free surfaces by radiation and convection are usually smaller than the
conductive heat flow so the temperature distribution can generally be obtained from a
fundamental differential equation for heat conduction in solids7. It is similar to equation
1-10 but replacing E with T and deleting irrelevant items
  Tgraddiva
t
T


 Eq. 1-12
where t is the time, and a is the thermal diffusivity which is given by
5pc
a



 Eq. 1-13
1.1.5 Solution types
Solution types are categorised by Versteeg2 due to two principal physical behaviours,
equilibrium and marching.
1.1.5.1 Equilibrium problems
The first category involves the solution of steady state situations, such as the steady
state distribution of temperature in a rod of solid material, which are governed by
elliptic equations. Laplace’s equation which describes incompressible fluid flow as
steady state heat conduction is an example of an elliptic equation. Its two dimensional
form2 is
02
2
2
2






yx
 Eq. 1-14
where  is a general flow variable.
1.1.5.2 Marching problems
The other category is the problems of transient heat transfer, unsteady flow and wave
phenomena, called marching problems2, and are governed by parabolic or hyperbolic
equations.
The parabolic equations include the time-dependent term, with an example being the
one-dimensional diffusion equation:
2
2
xt 



 

 Eq. 1-15
where  is a general flow variable, and  is the diffusion coefficient.
The hyperbolic equations on the other hand govern vibration problems. In general they
include the time-dependent term as well, even though the amount of dissipation is
negligible in this case. An example of a one-dimensional hyperbolic equation is the
wave equation
62
2
2
x
c
t 



  Eq. 1-16
where c is the wave speed.
1.1.5.3 Mach number
To determine whether the system is elliptic, parabolic or hyperbolic, the Mach number
needs to be introduced. The Mach number is a dimensionless measurement of flow
speed relevant to the speed of sound8, and is defined as
s
o
v
v
M  Eq. 1-17
where ov is the velocity of the object in a particular medium, and sv is the velocity of
sound in the same medium. Practical calculation of the Mach number is more complex
than this equation, and results vary enormously depending on velocity of the fluid.
1.1.5.4 Classification criterion of flow equations
The solution types in Table 1-1 are classified according to their viscidity. Usually the
steady state Navier-Stokes equations discussed above, the energy, and the enthalpy
equations are elliptic, while the unsteady flows are parabolic.
Steady flow Unsteady flow
Viscous flow Elliptic Parabolic
Inviscid flow M<1 : Elliptic
Hyperbolic
M>1 : Hyperbolic
Table 1-1: Classification of the main categories of flow equations9
The absence of the higher order viscosity terms makes classification of inviscid flow
equations different from classification of Navier-Stokes or energy equations2. It depends
more on fluid compressibility which is the reason why the Mach number M plays such
an important role. The elliptic character of inviscid flows at M < 1 is caused by the
value of fluid pressure since it propagates disturbances at the speed of sound. However
when M > 1 the fluid velocity domains because pressure is not large enough to cause
influences in the upstream direction. This explains why the supersonic inviscid flow
equations are hyperbolic.
71.1.6 Boundary conditions
All modelling problems are defined in terms of initial and boundary conditions. It is
important that they are accurately specified and their role in different models is
understood. Initial conditions give the initial values of all the flow variables in the flow
domain. Boundary conditions are usually applied on the boundary domains, which are
more complex than initial conditions. They will be illustrated with heat and fluid flow
examples respectively in this review. Boundary conditions in analytical methods do not
include complex geometries or domains, which are simpler to define.
1.1.6.1 Fluid flow boundary conditions
The following boundary conditions are based on subsonic flow ( M < 1).
 Inlet
The inlet boundary condition is a wide range concept that permits flow to enter the
solution domain. Generally, there are five kinds of inlet boundary conditions: velocity
inlet, mass flow inlet, pressure inlet, inlet vent and intake fan4.
In velocity inlet boundary conditions (which are used in the FSW process model), the
flow velocity at domain inlets are specified with fixed values, in term of the flow
properties10. These relevant scalar properties at the flow inlets are used to compute
several flow variables entering the domain across the flow inlet, i.e. mass flow,
momentum flux, energy, and species. In this case, it is unnecessary to make a velocity
correction under this boundary condition.
 Wall
The wall boundary condition is another frequent boundary condition specified in fluid
flow problems. A wall boundary condition is produced at the fluid boundary where it
meets a solid wall4. Commonly, a no-slip boundary condition is applied at the wall in
the viscous flows. If the wall is moving linearly or rotating, the motion of the fluid at
the wall matches the motion of the boundary.
8In the FSW process, a no-slip wall boundary condition at the rotating tool results in
material velocity equalling:
rvm   Eq. 1-18
where  is the tool angular velocity, and r is the tool radius.
An alternative approach assumes that the material slides against the tool surface3. In this
case the shear stress at the surface is specified and the material velocity normal to the
surface is zero i.e.
0nmv Eq. 1-19
1.1.6.2 Heat flow boundary conditions
Normally, there are several types of boundary conditions that can be specified in heat
conduction cases10,11:
The first is the Dirichlet boundary condition where the temperature is defined on the
boundary
0TT  Eq. 1-20
The next type is the Neumann boundary condition, in which the heat flux is defined on
the boundary
0q qn Eq. 1-21
where q is the heat flux, n is the normal vector at the boundary and 0q is inward heat
flux, normal to the boundary.
There are a couple of variants on the Neumann boundary condition. In one of them, the
heat flux is calculated from the heat transfer coefficient and the temperature of the
surrounding fluid
 infTTh q Eq. 1-22
where h is the heat transfer coefficient, A is the heat flux crossing area, and infT is the
referenced surrounding temperature.
9The final boundary considered is the radiation boundary condition, in which the heat
transfer is due to electromagnetic radiation which propagates as a result of a
temperature difference12. Although this phenomenon is exceedingly complex, the
calculation as a boundary condition can be defined as
 4inf4 TTFG  q Eq. 1-23
where q is the heat flux, is the emissivity vector, GF is the geometric function,  is
the Stefan-Boltzmann constant equalling to 5.669×10-8 W/m2 K4, A is the surface area,
and infT is the reference surrounding temperature.
Analytical and numerical methods are applied to solve the partial differential equations
mentioned above. They can both play an important role, although numerical methods
dominate because of their flexibility. However analytical methods are often preferred,
particularly when analysing heat flow with simple geometries. The next two sections
will introduce these two methods1.
1.2 Analytical solution methods
Analytical methods model physical phenomena with partial differential equations based
on simple geometries, enabling an analytical equation to be found for the general
variable, ϕ. From a practical point of view, analytical approaches for solving the heat
flow problem are preferable, since they are easy to set up and are solved faster than
most numerical methods. Although analytical models are still constrained by several
simplifying assumptions, these solutions are accurate enough to provide at least a
qualitative description of the industrial thermal processes13. Section 1.2.1 will introduce
an analytical method with examples of arc welding by Rosenthal14,15, and 1.2.2 gives
some brief examples of analytical fluid flow models.
1.2.1 Rosenthal method for moving heat source
The most well-known analytical method for modelling a moving heat source and its
temperature distribution was developed by Rosenthal16, and was later enhanced by
Grong13 and Myhr and Grong16. Both of the following situations are analysed as steady
state problems, so equation 1-10 is relevant with the first term ignored due to steady
state.
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 Moving line heat source
For two-dimensional heat flow15, the boundary conditions are
0TT  for x and y Eq. 1-24
0


z
T Eq. 1-25
where 0T is the initial temperature, and Q is the rate of heat of a linear source
Qr
r
T



 2 for 0r Eq. 1-26
where considering a circle r 2 drawn around the heat source, 22 yr   is the
radius, tvx  is the distance of the point moved away from the source in time t ,
and is the thermal conductivity of the metal.
The governing equation involves transforming the standard equation for heat transfer
1.10 into the polar co-ordinates. Therefore the solution of temperature field T is given
by








 



22
2
00
QervaKTT
va
Eq. 1-27
where v is the velocity of the heat source (the welding speed), a is the thermal
diffusivity, and  0K is the Bessel function.
 Moving point heat source
For three-dimensional heat flow15, the boundary conditions for a moving point heat
source are
0TT  for x , y and z Eq. 1-28
where 0T is the initial temperature. And 'Q is the rate of heat of a point source
'4 2 QR
R
T



  for 0R Eq. 1-29
where considering a spherical surface 24 R drawn around the heat source,
222 zyR   is the radius, and  is the thermal conductivity.
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The governing equation is generated in a similar way as the moving line heat source,
and the solution of temperature field T is given by
 







Rva
e
R
QTT 20 4
' Eq. 1-30
where v is the velocity of the heat source, and a is the thermal diffusivity.
These equations and solutions above are sufficient to provide a comprehensive
theoretical description of heat flow phenomena for a simple welding geometry13. Their
solutions can be either applied directly or modified forms can be used for many
different kinds of welding or related industrial processes, such as local fusion in arc
welding, thermit welding, spot welding and friction welding. In particular, the effects of
multiple point heat sources will be introduced in the section on modelling of FSW.
1.2.2 Analytical method for fluid flow
Analytical approaches have also been used for modelling the fluid flow. For instance,
Rosenthal et al.14, Monaghan et al.17, Kum et al.18 assumed simplified views of all the
flow patterns, trying to predict heat generation. As the metal flow is usually too
complicated to approximate with analytical models, it is preferable to switch to
numerical meshed methods instead, including smooth particle hydrodynamics, spectral
methods, FE analyses, finite difference method and the finite volume method.
1.3 Numerical solution methods
Five distinct streams of numerical solution techniques will be introduced in this section:
smooth particle hydrodynamics, spectral method, FE method, finite differences method
and finite volume method.
1.3.1 Smooth particle hydrodynamics
The SPH is a numerical modelling method developed to solve computational problem
involving fluid flow problems, and it has been used in many fields, such as astrophysics,
ballistics simulation and vulcanology investigations.
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In SPH, the fluid flow is represented by a series of discrete particles which are affected
to the moving fluid, i.e. a Lagrangian approach is used. When using SPH the smoothing
length is defined, the physical properties of fluid at a particular point can be calculated
from the particles properties with a radius of two smoothing lengths around it18.
The major drawback of this method is that it requires a large number of particles to
represent the flow domain18. This results in the method being very slow and it requires
large amounts of computer memory. Some improvement can be obtained by using a
particle level system.
1.3.2 Spectral methods
The spectral method19 is a general name for a series of numerical techniques, which
solve partial differential equations algebraically. Normally the spectral method and the
FE method are based on a similar scheme, which is that they both use a combination of
functions in terms of some particular algorithms to approximate the solution. The major
difference between them is that when applying the Fourier transformation the spectral
method approximation uses continuous functions such as sinusoids and Chebyshev
polynomials, while the FE method uses some piecewise functions which need to be
nonzero on small subdomains. Due to this distinction, the spectral method is classified
as a global approaching method while the FE method is a local one, which is the reason
why the spectral method works more precisely in a smooth domain.
1.3.3 FE method
The FE technique has been used for several years to solve complex, practical problems
in structural engineering. Mathematicians such as Richard Courant20 formulated its
properties in terms of broad classes of approximations. Since then, the FE method has
been modified for a number of problems in heat transfer and fluid dynamics by solving
partial differential equations21,22.
To explain how the FE method works, assume a simplified partial differential equation
on a domain  txu , where:
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      txftxuk
t
txu ,,, 

 Eq. 1-31
where  txu , is the original function which includes two parameters: x and t . k is
either a constant or a function depending on the level of complexity.  txf , is another
function with the same parameters as  txu , .
The solution of equation 1-31 is achieved by approximating  txu , according to Oran23
     


N
n
nn xvtatxu
1
][, Eq. 1-32
where  txu , equals to the superposition of N basis functions  xvn multiplying their
identical coefficient values  tan . Equation 1-33 is set up for each element, and  xvn is
commonly defined as
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Eq. 1-33
where  nx is a set in range   xx , , and x , x are two random constants. Equations 1-
33 show that each nv consists of two straight lines. Any of them has a positive slope
between the nodes 1nx and nx , while the other line has a negative slope between the
nodes nx and 1nx . The region between every two neighbouring nodes is defined as an
element.
Since the FE method requires a large amount of computer storage for the functions
mentioned above, the computing system often makes some effort to reduce the
modelling complexity, such as ignoring some physical phenomena23.
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1.3.4 Finite difference method
The finite difference method describes an unknown  xf by means of a grid in the co-
ordinate system23. The Euler method or truncated Taylor series are often used to
generate a finite difference approximation of the derivative  xf ' , in terms of the value
of  xf at each grid point and its direct neighbours as Figure 1-1.
For instance, an ordinary differential equation
    BxfAxf ' Eq. 1-34
where A , B are constants, and  xf ' is the derivative term. The finite difference method
approximates  xf ' in a simpler way
     
h
xfhxfxf ' Eq. 1-35
By combining equations 1-34 and 1-35, an approximated result of  hxf  generates
      BxfAhxfhxf  Eq. 1-36
An equation is created for each grid point which can be solved by matrix methods
subject to a set of boundary conditions.
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Figure 1-1: Discretizing a simple f(x) on a grid
1.3.5 Finite volume method
The finite volume method evaluates the quantity of flux  that passes through the
surface of a volume and enters an adjacent volume by conservation equations, then
approximates and solves these partial differential equations by discretizing them into
algebraic equations2.
The basic idea of the finite volume method is similar to the finite difference method,
which approximates the partial differential equations with a meshed geometry. However
the difference between them is the finite difference method uses a consistent mesh,
while the finite volume method uses an irregular mesh. The term volume refers to the
small meshes surrounding a node point.
The finite volume method consists of three further steps to obtain the solution. A one-
dimensional steady state diffusion example is illustrated from Versteeg2, and described
below.
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1. Grid generation
Initially, consider the steady state diffusion of the variable  in a one-dimensional
domain which is governed by
0





 S
dx
d
dx
d  Eq. 1-37
where  is diffusion coefficient, and S is the source term. The boundary value of  is
prescribed.
2. Division of the domain/grid
After determining the governing equation, it is necessary to divide the domain into
discrete volume. A general nodal point P is identified in a one-dimensional volume.
West and east neighbouring nodes of P are defined as W and E respectively. The
domain is shown in Figure 1-2.
WPx PEx
wPx Pex
wexx 
W EPw e
Figure 1-2: The volume of nodal P by Versteeg et al.2
3. Discretization of equations
This step is the key in the finite volume method, and it involves the integration of the
governing equations over the volume to yield discretised equations at nodal point P. For
the volume in Figure 1-2, the discretised equation equals to
0

















 

VS
dx
dA
dx
dASdVdV
dx
d
dx
d
weVV

Eq. 1-38
where A is the cross-sectional area of volume face, V is the volume and S is the
averaged source over the volume.
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In words, equation 1-38 means that the diffusive flux  leaving the east face minus the
one entering the west face is equal to the generation of  , which is the conservation
equation of  over the volume.
In order to derive the discretised equations, the diffusion coefficient and the gradient
dx
d are assumed to be linear, i.e.
2
2
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Eq. 1-39
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Eq. 1-40
Parameters uS , PS and  consist a linear function to evaluate the averaged source S
over a volume V
PPu SSVS  Eq. 1-41
Substitution of equations 1-39, 1-40 and 1-41 into 1-38 gives
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Equation 1-42 could be rearranged as
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Which can also be written as
uEEWWPP Saaa   Eq. 1-44
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Then by inputting values for Pa , Wa , Ea and  at different positions, a set of algebraic
equations can be generated. This is done for each of the nodes in the domain. Note that
the above analysis assumes a linear change in the variables. Other schemes such as
upwind and hybrid illustrated by Versteeg2 can give more precise approximated results.
4. Solution of algebraic equations group
The previous step resulted with a system of linear algebraic equations. Although there
are several procedures that can be applied to solve them, such as the Gaussian-
elimination method10, the available computer resources set a powerful constraint on the
problem. Thomas et al.24 developed a technique by rapidly solving tri-diagonal system
of algebraic equations, which is called the TDMA. In practise, TDMA can directly used
to solve the one-dimensional mode, however it can also be used to solve multi-
dimensional models by working iteratively in a line-by-line fashion. The algorithm is
adopted in many commercial CFD packages such as ANSYS FLUENT4.
1.4 Other numerical solution methods
1.4.1 The Artificial Neural Network modelling
Another way of numerically representing a process is with an ANN model. The ANN is
a mathematical model which is inspired from the biological neural network used by the
human brain25. An ANN consists of three interconnected layers: input, hidden and
output layers, which all include several artificial neurons to compose a complete system.
A standard ANN is shown in Figure 1-3. Once it is well trained, it is able to describe
and solve a practical problem.
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Figure 1-3: Diagrams26 of a) simple processing neuron; b) architecture of a five-layer
neural network. Note that the ANN models is built from different arrangements of
simple neurons
The transfer function used at each processing neuron is the Sigmoid equation27, which is
given by:
   liniii x
wxf


exp1
1, Eq. 1-45
where xi is the local value, wi is the local weight and lin is a scaling factor.
Three common ANN topologies27 are:
1. The MLP network28, which is multilayer feed-forward network normally used
combined with the static back-propagation algorithm. The MLP method can be
used under most circumstances, however the network usually needs a large
amount of data for training, as shown in Figure 1-4(a).
2. The GFF network28, which allows data to flow over one or more layers. The
GFF can normally solve problems as effectively as the MLP network but with
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less training data, but it requires longer time for training, as shown in Figure
1-4(b).
3. The MFF network29, which is a geometric combination of several parallel MLP
structures. The advantage of the MFF network is it requires less training data, as
shown in Figure 1-4(c).
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Figure 1-4: Topologies used in the study: a) MLP, b) GFF, c) MFF
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There are several training algorithms for constructing an ANN, such as radial basis
function, self-organizing and BP network30. In the BP network, an error calculation unit
is installed between the hidden and output layer, to ensure that the discrepancies
between outputs and expected results are always lower than the tolerances, and the unit
will back propagate the discrepancies to the adjusted weights. The BP network is a
highly efficient algorithm and is applied on most neural network models. The BP
network consists of these following steps:
1. First iteration using the training dataset.
2. Compare the outputs to the desired ones, and calculate the gradient at each
output neuron.
3. For each neuron input and hidden layer, calculate what the output should have
been, and recalculate the local gradient.
4. Adjust the weights to lower the local gradients, using the prescribed gradient
descent method.
5. Apply further iterations until an acceptable output is obtained.
6. Test the dataset.
Step 4 describes the use of a gradient descent method for adjusting the weight. Two
common gradient descent methods27 that can be used to adjust the local weights are:
1. The momentum method, which improves the straight gradient descent by
memorizing the previous values and applying constant step sizes to improve
the weight. The weight improving equation is given by
   nwwnw iiii   1 Eq. 1-46
where i represents the level in the ANN topology, n is the iteration, η is the
local momentum value and ρ is the step size. Note the momentum value and
the step size can be manually adjusted.
2. The LM algorithm, is one of the most widely used high-order adaptive
algorithms for minimizing the mean squared error of a neural network. As a
high-order method, it uses the matrix of second derivatives of the model
performance surface instead of the slope of the surface in standard gradient
descent algorithm.
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1.4.2 Differential evolution
The DE method is mathematical optimization method based on evolutional strategy31,32,
which is also described as a genetic algorithm. For np parameter vectors
1,...3,2,1,0,,  pGi nix defined as a population group G, the algorithm works as
follow:
1. Set 0x is the target vector which is to be optimized, and 2x is the base vector
(randomly picked).
2. Pick up two additional vectors in order to generate a weighted difference vector
and add it to the base vector.
3. A trial vector Gu ,0 is calculated from crossover result from step 2.
4. The result from step 2 will be combined with the trial vector Gu ,0 , in which way
a new 1,0 Gx is born, and it also means a new population group with the first
vector optimized is born.
5. Repeat for x1,g, x2,g,…xNp-1,g.
The flow diagram of a simple DE algorithm is shown in Figure 1-5; however the
algorithm can vary depending on the complexity of the target vectors.
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Figure 1-5 Flow diagram for a simple DE algorithm33
1.5 Advantages and disadvantages of modelling over
experimentation
With the birth of high performance computers and rapid progress of computer graphic
capabilities, it is now possible to simulate many industrial processes with either
analytical or numerical models.
Modelling methods have the advantage of low equipment cost, shorter time and low
human resources. Boris et al.34 described an analysis of different airfoil shapes carried
out in Douglas Corporation, comparing wind tunnel testing and computer simulation.
The final results were approximately the same but the wind tunnel experiment took 2
years and cost 600 thousand dollars while the modelling method only took 4 days and
cost 10 thousand dollars. Researchers have more freedom and flexibility to adjust their
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parameters and modelling provides a better understanding of the principals behind the
process. It can also simulate some physical phenomena which are difficult to obtain
experimentally such as inside the temperature distribution of a nuclear reactor and the
heat flow in a friction welding process. It is easily repeatable which is important for
researching turbulence34.
Often the drawbacks of modelling are ignored. A series of disadvantages are illustrated
by Thomas et al.24 which include: complex models that are time-consuming to build,
run and interpret; powerful computer programs that are difficult to operate and
complicated to check; and complex calculations generate more possibilities where
mistakes can be made. Obtaining material properties for use in the model is often
difficult, so estimates are often required. Since the model’s accuracy is often highly
dependent on these inputs, obtaining an accurate solution is difficult. The most
important point to remember is that no matter how sophisticated a model is, it is still an
approximation of the real case. Understanding and then quantifying differences between
an experiment and the model is always necessary.
Even though there are several limitations to modelling, the rapid progress in
mathematical theories and computer capabilities will increase their use in process and
system modelling. Modelling methods validated with the experimental measurements
are a powerful design tool. Hybrid modelling methods, such as one developed by
Andersen et al.35 are one way of achieving this and are developed in this thesis.
1.6 Friction Stir Welding
1.6.1 Process description and objectives
The FSW process was developed by Thomas et al.36 at TWI in 1991. As a new
technology it has great advantages in welding aluminium alloys which are difficult to
weld with traditional welding processes. A schematic diagram in Figure 1-6 illustrates
the FSW process. The key part in the whole FSW system is the tool, which consists of
the shoulder and pin.
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Figure 1-6 Schematic diagram of (a) the FSW37 and (b) welding tool
Before welding, the two plates to be joined are firmly clamped; the rotating tool is then
plunged into the material. The tool normally dwells for a short period which preheats
the material, and then travels along the proposed joint line until reaches the end where
the tool is withdrawn vertically. The tool is usually tilted at an angle of 1-3° away from
the welding direction, although some tools are designed so that they can be used
perpendicular to the plate surface38. The advancing and retreating sides of the tool are
also shown in Figure 1-6. On the advancing side the direction of the tool and the weld
are in the same direction, and on the retreating side they are opposite.
a
b
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The FSW process produces a solid-state weld. This weld is generated behind the
welding tool, which is formed from a combination of the elevated welding temperature,
high pressure and material plastic deformation.
Process modelling is a way of predicting the thermal and mechanical phenomena in
FSW. The following list includes the objectives which are addressed in FSW process
models:
 The heat generation evaluation and the subsequently the heat distribution39-42
 The metal flow and its visualisation3,6,43-58
 Prediction of the mechanical properties of the weld59
 Optimization of tool profiles for different workpiece properties, i.e. materials,
thicknesses49,50,60-62
 Optimization of the welding parameter, i.e. welding speed and rotation speed39,63
 Predicting the generation of the defects64,65
1.6.2 Tool effects summary
As mentioned above, the tool design influences the quality of the FSW welds. In
particular:
 Tool shoulder, which plays the major part in the heat generation during the
process, and prevents the expulsion of material. It also guides the material flow
rotating around the welding tool near the surface66.
 Tool pin, which deforms the material along the joint line, and generates some
heat as the secondary function.
1.6.3 Advantages and disadvantages
The FSW process was applied industrially in the mid-1990s, and was one of the fastest
processes to become industrialised after invention. There are several advantages of FSW
compared to traditional welding processes, which are summarised by Threadgill et al.67.
They are:
 FSW does not lead to solidification cracking problems, because it is a solid
phase process.
 Thick plates can be welded by the FSW with a single pass.
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 FSW can be an automated easily, which reduces the labour cost.
 The welding cost with FSW are lower since it does not require edge preparation
apart from a machined, flat surface, shielding gas or filler metal like traditional
welding processes; however the shielding gas is still required for some materials
like titanium.
 Low distortion, shrinkage and residual stresses.
 The welds have good mechanical properties due to the low heat input and fine
grained microstructure.
 It has a low power input, because it has higher energy efficiency than other
processes, i.e. laser welding.
 The process does not cause environmental hazards, i.e. radiation or fumes.
 The process is well suited to welding dissimilar alloys, i.e. Aluminium and
Magnesium.
As a result of these advantages, the FSW welding process has a wide range of industrial
applications, e.g. the astronautic, aerospace, nuclear, vehicle design, and military
industries. Although primarily used for aluminium alloys, it can also be used for nickel
alloys68, titanium69 and steel70. FSW is particularly advantageous for thick section
material71, because of the better welding quality is due to the low heat input.
Despite of these advantages, Threadgill et al.67 concluded that there are some
shortcomings as well:
 The lower welding speed lower than other welding processes, particularly for
thin material.
 The necessity of clamping the workpiece against the high forces during the
process.
 The requirement of a backing bar behind the workpiece to resist the large
vertical force.
 The keyhole, which is left at the end of welding, however some techniques are
available to remove or decrease it38.
 It is difficult to apply the process to fillets welds or other complex geometries.
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 The requirement of a large, stiff machine which generates a large amount of
normal force for the welding.
1.6.4 Microstructural classification
The earliest microstructural classification is described by Threadgill et al.72. Figure 1-7
shows four distinct microstructure regions in a typical FSW weld.
Figure 1-7 Various microstructural regions in the cross section of a friction stir weld. (A)
Unaffected workpiece; (B) HAZ; (C) TMZA; (D) Weld nugget or DRZ
 Weld nugget or DRZ: This region of weld is the weld-centre and is fully
recrystallized. It is also called the stir zone because it is generated by the stirring
pin during the process.
 TMAZ: Material in this region has been plastically deformed by the tool pin,
and the thermal cycle cause some change in the material properties. Usually the
boundary between DRZ and TMAZ in aluminium alloys is distinct, particularly
on the advancing side.
 HAZ: Since material in HAZ is close to the welding centre, there is a thermal
influence on its microstructure and mechanical properties. Unlike the TMAZ,
plastic deformation does not occur in the HAZ.
 Unaffected workpiece: The material in this region is even further from the tool
and like the HAZ is not deformed. There is negligible thermal influence on its
microstructure and mechanical properties, due to the low temperatures
experienced far from the welding process.
1.6.5 Process modelling types
Process modelling of FSW presents a multiphysics challenge due to its combination of
coupled heat flow, plastic deformation at high temperature, and microstructural
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evolution. Figure 1-8 illustrates the physical interactions in a process model of FSW
from Shercliff and Colegrove73.
Figure 1-8 shows that the heat generation process plays the core role in the whole FSW
modelling system. It results from the friction between the tool and workpiece, and the
plastic deformation caused by the tool. The heat is conducted into the surrounding
material i.e. the material in the DRZ, TMAZ and HAZ and modifies its microstructure.
The heat generation is affected by the welding tool design, the workpiece contact
condition with the tool and the welding parameters. Also the metal flow combined with
heat generation, determines whether or not a high quality joint is produced.
Figure 1-8 Summary of the key physical interactions in FSW, and the models linking
process and material input parameters to the outputs needed by designers73
1.6.6 Modelling methods
Analytical and numerical methods are both applied to FSW, although the numerical
methods dominate due to their ability to solve complex geometries, boundary conditions
and material properties. Numerical methods use FE, finite difference or finite volume
methods to represent the FSW process. When combined with the predefined boundary
conditions, welding geometry and the constitutive behaviour of the material a solution
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for the thermal or flow field can be found. A good model is able to analyse a complex
problem in a simple way. For example using a 2D model to approximate a 3D
behaviour3,74.
1.7 Thermal models of FSW
1.7.1 Heat generation
As mentioned previously, the tool shoulder generates most of the heat and constrains
the deformed material, while the tool pin deforms the material and generates some of
the heat. The high rotation speed of the tool results in a shear stress at the interface,
which generates heat from sliding frictional heat generation at the interface and viscous
dissipation within the deforming material. There are variable boundary conditions at the
interface: they may be the stick, in which the material has the same local velocity as the
tool, or slip, in which the material velocity is lower than the tool. Both the stick and slip
conditions may occur on different parts of the tool at the same time.
The existence of the melting material in the FSW process is still under discussion,
although there is some experimental evidence of peak temperature getting close to the
solidus temperature75. Because the melting of material reduces the shear stress at the
interface rapidly, the heat generation will be limited by its occurrence. Although the
solidus temperature limits the heat generation, very few FSW microstructures contain
evidence of melting. Therefore, the simulation of the heat generation focuses on the
interface characterization and the viscous dissipation behaviour of the material. Since
the numerical approaches are more relevant to the deformed material and predicted
temperature field, they will be introduced in the following sections. Some analytical
equations summarizing the heat generation will be introduced as follows.
The simplest heat generation model76 analyses the heat generation at the whole shoulder
by ignoring heat generated at the pin. If the stick boundary condition is assumed the
power, q equals:
3
3
2
sRkq 

 Eq. 1-47
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where  is the rotational velocity, sR is the shoulder radius, and k is a constant shear
yield stress which is assumed to equal to the half of the tensile yield stress at the
temperature close to solidus. An alternative approach76 is based on a slipping condition
and uses a friction coefficient:
3
3
2
sRpq 

 Eq. 1-48
where p is the normal pressure, which is calculated by dividing the normal force by the
surface area of the tool. The friction coefficient  is an adjustable constant varying
between 0.2 and 0.5. In both cases the whole shoulder surface generates heat. However,
this is not the real case, the heat generation part of the shoulder should be the part
contacted with the workpiece, and the pin also generates some heat.
Another result used by Schmidt et al.48, subtracted the contribution from the area inside
the pin radius pR :
   tan1
3
2 33  ps RRkq Eq. 1-49
where k is the contact shear stress, and  is the shoulder cone angle.
A constant friction coefficient  was always assumed in preliminary work, such as
Frigaard et al.77, however Song et al.78 assumed a linear temperature dependent
coefficient, given by:
5810.000027.0  T Eq. 1-50
where T is the local temperature at the tool surface. However, the real case for friction
coefficient  is that it depends more on the material surface condition than temperature.
Recently, an average value of  is described by Colligan et al.40, which equals
s
E
FR
M
2
3
 Eq. 1-51
where EM is the measured torque, F is the normal force, and sR is the shoulder radius.
Note that this estimate requires the motor torque which defeats the purpose of having a
model that can predict the weld power.
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There are also some publications that describe the heat generation form the pin. The
early works by Chao and Qi79 estimated an average heat generation considering a
slipping boundary condition on the interface of a rotating cylindrical pin with the radius
of pR :
 22
2
ps
pp
RR
RLF
q




Eq. 1-52
where F is the normal force and sR is the shoulder radius, and  22 ps RR
F

equals to the
pressure on the pin. A sticking boundary condition based method was developed by
Shercliff et al.76 by replacing the normal force and friction coefficient with a constant
shear stress k and the length pL equals:
22 ppRLkq  Eq. 1-53
Apart from the same results as equation 1-51 on the pin surface heat generation,
Schmidt et al.48 also considered the heat generation from the pin tip:
32 pRkq  Eq. 1-54
On the other hand, a more detailed analysis by Colegrove et al.44 which included the
effect of the thread feature:
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where:
 is the averaged flow stress;
h is the thickness of the material;
F is the welding traversing force;
 is the helix angle of the thread;
  1tan90  ;
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As discussed earlier, the heat generation depends on the boundary condition between
the tool and material. Schmidt et al.80 integrated both in one model using a
dimensionless slip rate  :
qtotal = dqsticking + 1-d( )qslipping
= 2
3
pw dk + 1-d( )m péë ùû× Rs3 - Rp3( ) 1+ tana( ) + Rp3 +3Rp2H péë ùû
Eq. 1-56
which was later applied on his steady-state thermal pseudo-mechanical model80 by
assuming
3
yield
yieldfrictionk

  , and the heat flux applied on the tool surface is
given by:
 Trkdq  Eq. 1-57
where  is the rotation speed, r is the radius, and  T is a temperature dependent shear
yield stress. This model calculates the surface heat flux as a temperature dependent
value, but ignores the influence from the strain-rate.
Hamilton et al.81 used a slip coefficient as well, which was based on energy per unit
length of the weld, and was calibrated from an experimental study of the linear
relationship between the maximum welding temperature, the solidus temperature and
the heat input.
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where total is the total torque, F is the normal force, lE is the energy per unit length of
weld, v is the welding velocity (mm/s), and  is the tool angular velocity (s−1), and
 efflE is the effective energy per unit length of the weld. If the maximum welding
temperature maxT reaches solidus temperature solidusT ,  maxlE can be calculated, the slip
coefficient equals:
 
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
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max
exp
l
effl
E
E
 Eq. 1-62
Considering a complete slipping boundary condition, the heat flux is given by:
rPdq  Eq. 1-63
where P is the normal pressure on tool surface. Their model successfully predicted the
maximum welding temperature over different heat input, but it tends to underestimate
the temperature of DRZ for low heat input. This is reasonable because the friction
coefficient was calibrated depending on the heat input, and thermal properties, i.e.
thermal conductivity and specific heat, are defined as temperature dependent which is
questionable. Another project named iSTIR82 (as shown in Figure 1-9) is a process that
empirically discovers the relationship among the thermal profile, welding parameters
and analytical equations, which outputs the power. A statistical model developed by
Pew et al.83 found the weld power is relative to the travel speed, depth, rotation speed
and combination of the three factors, and can be derived from on empirical data.
Figure 1-9 Diagram of project iSTIR82
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1.7.2 Heat transfer
As shown Figure 1-8, the temperature field predicted from a thermal model is the
central to the modelling of FSW. The results are used to optimize the welding
parameters, and as an input to models which predict the weld microstructure, properties,
distortion, and residual stress. In some cases they are also coupled with a flow model39.
A thermal model of FSW involves solving the partial differential equations for the heat
flow, with some specified boundary conditions, and outputting the temperature fields as
a function of time and position. The thermal modelling of FSW considers the following
issues:
 Distribution and intensity of the heat input
 Heat loss
 Influence from the initially dwelling
 Transients along the weld induced by finite plate effects.
Two types of thermal models are normally developed, steady-state and transient model.
A steady-state model predicts the thermal profile when the weld achieves steady-state
condition, and effects such as the initial plunge can be ignored. The steady-state model
solves in considerably shorter time than the transient model. An equation for
determining whether a steady-state condition has been reached was suggested by Grong
et al.13. The transient model usually simulates the whole process of FSW37,84, i.e. the
initial plunge, dwell, weld and final withdraw. The transient model is more realistic but
more time and resource consuming. Hilgert et al.85 compared three types of FSW
thermal models using a bobbin tool, including full steady state, moving heat source
model excluding tool and full transient model. All models gave very close prediction of
the thermal history, although comparing to the experimental data, the model failed to
capture the cooling slope accurately which was claimed to be due to the limited length
of geometry.
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1.7.2.1 Analytical method
The earliest works were based on the analytical methods developed by Rosenthal et
al.14,15, which is detailed in the previous section on modelling methods. The basic
equation for point heat source is given by
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Eq. 1-64
where T is the predicted temperature at a point in the material, 0T is the workpiece
initial temperature, t is the processing time, Q is the net heat input released initially, d
is the thickness of the plate in model, r is the radial distance from the heat source,  is
the density of workpiece, c is the specific heat and a is the thermal diffusivity which is
given by
Eq. 1-65
where  is the thermal conductivity of the material. This method was extended by Myhr
and Grong16 and Grong13 later. These analytical methods assume that the length of the
workpiece is infinite in 2D or 3D dimensions, and they all work with constant material
thermal properties.
The distribution of the heat source is included in the later models, such as assuming a
uniform power density over a prescribed area or using only a power density that
increases with the tool shoulder radius42,86. However in these more detailed models, the
influence of other issues on the heat source become significant, i.e. the thermal
boundary condition. Although the effect of thermal boundary conditions can be
included with the multiple heat sources87, these methods are rarely used.
1.7.2.2 Numerical method
The numerical method provides many advantages comparing to the analytical methods.
There are three numerical methods commonly applied: the FE method, finite difference
method, and finite volume method. The FE method is more widely used than the finite
difference method and the finite volume method, which are usually used when coupled
to a flow model. It is important to find out the important model parameters, in order to
identify which parameters have the most influence on the model39,63,88,89. Ignoring or
c
a




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simplifying the less important parameters makes the problem easier. However modern
software tends to increase the complexity of the models, which is bad practice and
should be resisted.
Another major issue is the different meshing methods used to discretize the model
domains. The Lagrangian formulation is more generally used for the transient modelling,
with the mesh being fixed to the material, and the temperature changes along the mesh
with the movement of the heat source. The mesh in the Eulerian formulation is fixed,
the material is allowed to flow through. This is more suitable to the steady-state
problem. The mesh shape and size also have high influence on the solution of the
material90. In most cases, a finer mesh is used near the heat source, where the
temperature gradients are higher. Since the effects of the mesh size and type are
important, the mesh sensitivity calibration always plays an important role in the
numerical modelling.
 Material thermal properties
The simulation of heat flow in FSW process involves two key material thermal
properties: specific heat and thermal conductivity, which are both temperature
dependent, and can be included in FE simulation. In analytical methods, the material
thermal properties are normally constant14,15. Obtaining temperature dependent values
of the thermal conductivity and specific heat is difficult, especially for heat treatable
aluminium alloys where the microstructure changes during the weld. A typical plot of
thermal properties against temperature is shown in Figure 1-10. Commonly, modellers
use published temperature dependent values in which the microstructure evolution is
neglected such as Hamilton and Hamilton et al.81. Others use a constant room
temperature value39, since the short thermal cycle in FSW is unable to dissolve the
precipitates which affect the material thermal properties.
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Figure 1-10 Thermal properties for Aluminium alloy 202491,92
 Thermal boundary conditions
During and after the process of FSW, the heat is lost to the surrounding environment,
backing bar and welding tool.
The heat loss to the surrounding environment is considered as convective, which is
generally low due to the low convective heat transfer coefficient to air (10 W/m2K)
from Shi et al.93. The heat loss to the backing bar is more significant. Two methods can
be used to represent this effect: including the backing bar with a contact resistance
between the backing bar and welded material, or ignoring the backing bar and using a
convective heat transfer coefficient94. To test these two approaches, Simar et al.95
compared three types of boundary conditions: no backing bar (case1), perfect contact
between workpiece and backing bar (case2), and perfect contact under the tool region
and welded part (case3). The comparison indicated that a large amount of heat loss
through the backing bar (Figure 1-11). Colegrove et al.39 used a modified version of the
contact resistance between the work piece and backing bar in his modelling work. The
contact resistance with the backing bar are divided into two parts: the first part is the
area which has experienced pressure from the tool shoulder and has a very low contact
resistance. The second is the area outside of this which a much poorer contact resistance
due to the lack of pressure between the two surfaces. Khandkar et al.94 replaced the
backing bar with a convective heat transfer coefficient to achieve more rapid solutions.
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Figure 1-11 Three types of boundary conditions comparison95
One final method used by Shi and Dickerson96 used a temperature dependent convective
heat transfer coefficients.
1.7.3 Experimental validation
As with other industrial process, the modelling of FSW requires experimental validation.
Most published works measure the temperature field with thermocouples. There are
several difficulties using standard thermocouples to evaluate the temperature field
during the FSW97, such as:
 Insufficient time for thermocouples to react to temperature rise during the
FSW
 Accurately locating the thermocouples
 Obtaining good contact between the workpiece and thermocouples. Unlike
steel, it is not possible to weld thermocouples to aluminium easily.
1.8 Flow models of FSW
Modelling material flow of the FSW is challenging, but it is essential to understand and
improve this process. As shown in Figure 1-8, the fluid flow models try to find out how
the material flows around the tool. The major functionality is:
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 Visual explanation of the movement of the metal flow and how the joint is
formed98
 Improving the thermal models by understanding how the heat is generated with
the material flow39
 An efficient optimisation technique for welding tool design99
 An efficient optimisation technique for process conditions, such as the
maximum welding and rotation speed61
 Predicting the generation of defects65.
1.8.1 Material interface boundary condition studies
The FSW models vary from 2D isothermal models with simple stick boundary
condition to 3D fully coupled models with thermally dependent stick/slip boundary
condition. Determining the interface boundary condition is important to the FSW
process. Because it is practically impossible to observe the material behaviour at the
interface boundaries, it is necessary to assume a boundary condition for numerical
modelling. Four types of boundaries are normally applied, based on material velocity or
interface shear stress prescription:
 Stick condition3, in which the material local velocity equals to the tool interface
velocity everywhere, or the same case for shear stress
 Slip condition100,101,102, in which the material rotating speed equals to a constant
fraction (commonly named slip coefficient) of the interface tool rotating speed.
The total amount and ratio of heat generation due to slip and stick is found to be
relative to the travel and rotation speed of the process101.
 Stick/slip condition3, in which the shear stress is limited to a constant value. On
some parts of the tool a stick condition will exist while on others a slip condition
will exist.
 Coulomb condition65, in which the shear stress is limited to a value dependent to
the material local normal pressure. Because of this character, this boundary
condition is always applied within FE method which includes the material’s
elastic properties; however a calibrated friction coefficient is required. Zhang
and Chen103 modified the Coulomb law which is limited to a critical limit of
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shear stress. Assidi et al.104 applied the Coulomb condition and claimed that it is
able to predict the temperature at the tool more accurately.
1.8.2 Material constitutive behaviour
As discussed in the heat generation section, the viscous dissipation heat generation is
calculated from material viscosity, which is defined by   , from flow stress 
and averaged strain-rate  . The Sellars-Tegart law105 is the most usual formulation to
determine the steady-state flow stress in the FSW, and calculates the flow stress  from
the Zener-Hollomon parameter Z:
 nA
RT
QZ  sinhexp 





  Eq. 1-66
where T is the temperature,  is the strain rate, Q is an activation energy, R is the gas
constant, and  , A and n are material dependent parameters. An alternative to using
this equation, particularly if it is difficult to fit the experimental data to this equation is
to interpolate the experimental data.
The practical problem is that the experimental test temperatures seldom reach the
solidus temperature, so it is unclear what happens at temperatures approaching the
solidus. The assumption of empirical softening regimes was used6,39,62,74,106. In Figure
1-12, a linear empirical softening regime is applied, where there is critical loss of flow
strength from an arbitrarily defined melting temperature Tm to the solidus temperature Ts.
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Figure 1-12 Constitutive behaviour data for aluminium 744939
Another constitutive law used for FSW flow modelling is the Johnson-Cook model107
which has been used by Askari et al.108 and Schmidt et al.65,109:
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where A , B , n , C and m are material constant,  is the strain rate, 10  , mT is the
melting temperature, and 0T is the environmental temperature. In this equation the flow
strength reduces to zero at the melting temperature, so no additional softening region is
required.
The Norton-Hoff model is applied in Liechty and Webb110,111 for simulating the
material flow in FSW:
  mnTk   exp0 Eq. 1-68
where 0k ,  , n and m are material constants. Assidi et al.
104 also used Norton-Hoff
model for temperature over the solidus, and the Hansel-Spittle model is applied at lower
temperature. The Hansel-Spittle model is given by
  )exp(exp 432
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

mTmA mm  Eq. 1-69
where A1, m1, m2, m3 and m4 are the material constants.
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Some other modellers103,112 used von Mises law extended by Ponthot113, which included
the elastic behaviour of material:
     mpnpT   0 Eq. 1-70
where σ0(T) is the temperature dependent yield stress, m is the viscosity exponent, p is
material constant, and n is the strain hardening exponent, and η is the viscosity 
coefficient.
For 304 stainless steel, Nandan et al.54 applied simplified Hart’s law, which included
both the plastic and elastic contributions. Due to the complex nature of these equations
they are not reproduced in this documents. The complexity is due to the microstructural
changes that occur in the steel.
1.8.3 Analytical models
There are a number of analytical approaches to fluid flow in the FSW process, and they
use simplifying assumptions such as the flow parameters and the interface boundary
conditions.
An early analytical model by Stewart et al.114 compared a mixed-zone model with a
single slip surface model, which was analysed to be close to the experimental results.
The analytical model built by Shercliff and Colegrove et al.76 calculates the deformation
size around the tool, based on a kinematically constrained flow. This model was further
developed by Schmidt et al.52 to simulate the shear layer assuming the velocity
decreases linearly away from the tool, which was further validated with a CT-image
analysis115. However this model was two-dimensional, and did not include the vortex
flow and the shoulder’s effect on the material under the shoulder116. In other analytical
models developed by Heurtier et al.117 the velocity field was modelled using a
combination of rotating, transition and vortex flows, which enabled the prediction of
strain, strain-rate and temperature. Arbegaest118 analytically divided the material flow
near the tool into five zones based on their individual velocity and force characteristics.
The defects produced by FSW were analysed from the calculated movement of material
flow in each zone. Subsequently a mass deficiency factor is introduced to represent the
volumetric defect.
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As the fluid flow behaviour is complicated and difficult to implement with analytical
models, numerical methods are more commonly used.
1.8.4 Numerical models
Three numerical modelling methods have been applied to FSW: the FE
method37,52,80,84,95,119,120, the finite volume method1,3,5,6,49-51,53,62,109,121 and a CTH code108.
The FE method and volume methods have been previously discussed in the review of
modelling methods. The CTH code was invented by Sandia National Laboratory in
USA122 and was original intended to be used for high speed impact and penetration
physics in ballistics. The following sections will describe how these methods have been
applied to the flow modelling of FSW.
1.8.4.1 Two-dimensional models
Some 2D models have been developed with the FE and finite volume methods to study
the rotation flow pattern around the pin, from steady state models with a simple
cylindrical pin69,74,123-125 to fully coupled transient models with profiled pin (Figure
1-20)49,50,73,126. 2D models are reasonable simplification because:
1. As discussed, the main functionality of the tool shoulder is heat generation,
while the tool pin deforms the material producing the weld (the influence
from the shoulder will be discussed in the next section).
2. Normally the deformation is assumed to occur in a thin shear layer
surrounding the tool surface. The influence from the shoulder is often small,
so a two-dimensional model of the pin gives a reasonable prediction.
3. They solve more rapidly than their 3-dimensional counterparts and are
therefore useful, particularly when looking at parametric studies.
 Flow visualisation
Flow visualisation is used to aid understanding of how the material flows around the pin.
Two methods can be used: examining the flow of particles around the tool and
streamlines. These will both be considered in the following sections.
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 Particle plot study
Xu et al.45 developed a 2D steady-state model using the FE method, which described the
material tending to flow around the retreating side of the pin and was compared with an
experimental study (Figure 1-13). These models also discussed the influences from
process parameters on the material flow.
Colegrove et al.126 also applied a number of particle plot investigations. For example
Figure 1-14 shows a group of material particles being swept behind the pin.
Zhang et al.127 also developed a 2D FE model using a modified coulomb boundary
condition (Figure 1-15). This model proclaimed that material from advancing side
would rotate with the pin for several revolutions before being deposited behind the tool
(Figure 1-16). The material on the retreating side would never be captured in the flow
near the pin (Figure 1-17). The highest deformed zone was suggested from the plastic
strain plot.
Figure 1-13 Comparison with experimental study from Xu et al. 45
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Figure 1-14 Sequence of particle plots for the 2024 models126
Figure 1-15 Modified coulomb boundary condition127
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Figure 1-16 Material from the advancing side127
Figure 1-17 Material from retreating side127
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 Streamline plot study
A streamline plot by Seidel et al.74 (Figure 1-18) shows the velocity field around a FSW
pin, in which a compression region is formed in the advancing side while two tensile
regions at the retreating side. The plot showed the material from the leading side was
swept around the retreating side and left behind the pin.
Figure 1-18 Streamline plot of velocity field around the pin74
Schmidt et al.52 applied a streamline plot to investigate the shape of velocity field
around the pin under different welding speeds. He proclaimed a shear layer around the
tool pin, which would be introduced in section 3.2.3.1. The combined plot including
both streamline and particle was approached to determine the size of the shear layer
(dashed circle around the pin). The plots showed that under high welding speed the size
of the shear layer could be larger.
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Figure 1-19 Streamline and particle plots to investigate the shear layer (dashed circles)
size around the pin under different welding speed52
 Effects of tool profiles and boundary condition variation
Apart from particle plot researches, Colegrove et al.3 also applied several streamline
plots, and one purpose of them is to study influence from the different pin profiles. He
simplified 2D profiles pin as Figure 1-20, which are able to capture the features like
flats or flutes, with two different boundary conditions: slip and stick (Figure 1-21). The
slip model showed significant difference from the stick model. By examining the
traversing force and welding torque parameters, a more efficient tool shape was
suggested. He also used velocity vectors plots to investigate the deformation size and
flow pattern around the pin (Figure 1-22). The strain-rate equalling to 2 s-1 boundary is
used to show the deformation region. By comparing (a) and (b), it is shown the
deformation region on advancing side is much smaller in slip model, and by comparing
(b) from (c), it demonstrates that the flats have a significant effect on the material flow.
The influence of the pin angle (angle of the sides of the pin relative to the rotation axis)
to the process was studied by Buffa et al.128, and it was suggested that increasing the pin
angle would increase the size of HAZ and TMAZ, and the overall temperature will
increase. A better deformation in the nugget can be achieved with increasing the pin
angle.
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Figure 1-20 2D idealized tool features3
Figure 1-21 Effects from different tool profiles and the interface boundary conditions3:
stick (a); slip (b, c, d)
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Figure 1-22 Velocity vectors plots and strain-rate 2s-1 contours: a, stick; b, slip with
limiting shear stress 40MPa; c and d, slip with limiting shear stress 40MPa
1.8.4.2 Three-dimensional models
Material flow in the FSW process was categorized by Heurtier et al.117 into three types:
rotating, vortex flow near tool, and transition flow throughout the workpiece, which was
experimentally validated by Guerra et al.116 using copper foil. The 2D models above
may be sophisticated enough to simulate the rotation flow and transition flow, but
vortex flow needs 3D modelling. Some three-dimensional models with complex
geometry have been developed to study the full material flow in the FSW process.
 Flow visualisation
An early model by Chao et al.79 used a 3D thermal-mechanical model and the FE
method. The model predicted the reduction of yield stress near the pin, but it did not
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describe the complex flow behaviour. The CTH model by Askari et al.108 predicted the
material flow including an upward material movement in the mid-plate, which was
supported by experimental observation. Xu et al.129 also extended their 2D models to 3D
ones to capture the vortex flow around pin during FSW. A model developed by
Manufacturing oriented FE tool (MORFEO) FE code130 simulated rotation, translation
and vertical flow around a profiled tool pin.
Influence on the flow pattern from shoulder was included in 3D models. A comparison
of velocity vectors fields across different heights of cylindrical pin by Colegrove and
Shercliff5 (Figure 1-23) showed the influence from the tool shoulder (c) and pin (a, b)
on the material flow. Nandan et al.58 applied streamline plots across different heights of
the tool pin, to study the material flow. However, he assumed there is a thin layer of
plasticity rotating near the tool (Figure 1-24). Zhang et al.37 (Figure 1-25) showed that
the shoulder rotation could accelerate the material flow near top surface. This result was
also obtained by Wang et al.57.
Figure 1-23 Arrow plots across the (a) z=0.1 (b) z=3.18 (c) z=6 by Colegrove and
Shercliff 5
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Figure 1-24 Arrow plots across the (a) z=5.72mm (b) z=4.02mm (c) z=0.64mm by
Nandan et al. 58
Figure 1-25 Particle plots from top and front view37
 Effects from tool condition variation
Colegrove and Shercliff50 further updated his 2D flow models to 3D ones, which argued
the benefits of Trivex geometry over Triflute. The streamline plot was used to illustrate
the flow around the pin (Figure 1-26). The effects of different rake angles (-4° to 4°)
were studied by Atharifar et al.60 using a stick/slip boundary condition, which included
the influence on pressure distribution, strain-rate and the velocity field. The result
showed that the rake angle had large effects on the magnitude of the loads applied to the
FSW tool, and some optimised rake angles were suggested for some other aluminium
alloys. Another model128 related the tool geometry with material microstructural
evolution, which used a thermo-mechanical model and recommended an optimal tool
geometry for improving nugget integrity.
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Figure 1-26 Streamlines plot of a 3D FSW flow model with a) Triflute tool and b)
Trivex tool50
1.8.4.3 Shear layer
Some literature studied the material flow around the pin and suggested a shear layer
around the pin76,115,116. Schmidt and Hattel52 calculated the shear layer analytically: the
shear layer was divided into three parts (Figure 1-27):
 Rotation layer: A region in the shear layer attaching to the pin, it consists of
the rotation flow. The rotation flow includes the material which flows
around both advancing side and retreating side of the pin.
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 Transition layer: The region in the shear layer next to the rotation layer, it
consists of the transition flow around the pin. The transition flow includes
the material entering the region from the leading side. The transition flow
volume at the retreating side is assumed to be equal to the welding flow.
 Deflection zone: This layer is outside the transition layer and is a region
where the material flow is deflected rather than being swept into the main
rotational flow. The material from the leading side will enter the deflection
zone first then the transition zone, while material from the advancing and
retreating sides will enter the deflection zone but not the transition zone.
Their work was validated with some experimental results (Figure 1-28, Figure 1-29).
The shear layer method was applied to modelling work of bobbin tool FSW by Hilgert
et al. 85, which was able to predict the peak temperature accurately.
Figure 1-27 Shear layer division115
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Figure 1-28 Experimental observation of shear layer116: Gap between tool and material;
(A) Rotation zone; (B) Transitional zone; (C) Deflection zone
Figure 1-29 Experimental observation of shear layer116:copper foil is broken and gets
into the rotation zone
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1.8.4.4 Coupling with thermal models
The flow model is usually coupled with a thermal model so that the thermal effect on
the material properties can be included. In a fully coupled model, the process loop
works as follows100:
 The viscous dissipation and frictional heat generation is calculated at or near the
material/tool interface.
 Conductive and convective heat transfer from the heat source is used to calculate
the temperature distribution around the tool.
 The temperature influences the material viscosity or friction condition, which
influences the heat generation.
Colegrove et al.39 simplified this procedure by calculating the heat generation in a two-
dimensional axisymmetric model then imposing it on a three-dimensional thermal
model to predict the temperature field. The result from temperature field was averaged
and used to update the heat flux (Figure 1-30). The calculation continued until a
convergence.
Figure 1-30 Schematic representation of coupling between a thermal and a flow model39
The CTH model reported in Askari et al.108 used a fully coupled model as did Zhang et
al.372 and Li and Mackenzie84.
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1.8.4.5 Welding parameters studies
Within coupled thermal and flow models, the influences from varied welding
parameters are able to be studied. Tang et al.131 investigated the temperature
distributions and included the influences from normal pressure, rotation speed, and the
existence of the pin. Their results showed that high pressure and rotation speeds caused
higher temperatures, but the incremental effect decreased with increasing rotation speed,
which was explained by the material softening that occurs as the temperature
approaches the solidus. They claimed that the tool shoulder dominated the flow pattern
and heat generation. Colegrove6 studied the material softening behaviour and the
differences in terms of different rotation speeds and tool shapes (Figure 1-31). Figure
1-31(a) shows that at a low rotation speed (80rpm) large amount of material are
deformed at high strain-rate but out of softening region (roughly 480-500 °C), while at
higher rotation speed (200rpm) they are deformed at high temperature and strain-rate.
The results also varied in terms of different pin profiles (b, c).
Figure 1-31 Material condition plots for: a. Triflate b. Trivex c. Cylindrical tool at 80
and 200 rpm rotation speed6
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Long and Reynolds89 used their models to suggest an optimum rotation speed and
predict the flow pattern. Zhang and Zhang132 investigated the influence of preheating on
the FSW process, which indicated that the preheating time influenced the formation of a
successful weld. Another model by Zhang and Zhang133 explored the non-linear
relationship between the maximum temperature and rotation speed.
1.8.4.6 Some difficulties in numerical modelling
The three major difficulties in numerical simulation of the FSW process are discussed
as follows:
1. Numerical mesh method selection
As mentioned in section 2.2.2, the thermal models are not as sensitive to mesh methods
as the flow models. The difficult part here in modelling the material flow is that when
applying the Lagrangian mesh method, the material attached to the mesh is deformed
due to the strain, which result in distorted elements and a failure of the model134. The
general solution will be to use a fine mesh and remeshing of the deformed material135.
The ALE formulation is also used by several modellers134,136. Guerdoux and
Fourment136 used the Eulerian formulation for the state-state analysis of the temperature
distribution in FSW, and the ALE formulation with remeshing method for a transient
model to have a better understanding of the deposition during the weld. Alfaro et al. 134
introduced a NEM, which kept the accuracy of the model during the mesh distortion.
2. The elastic-plastic problem
The elastic-plastic problem is caused from the principle of using the CFD method. The
material is assumed to be a viscoplastic fluid instead of an elastic solid as mentioned
above. This problem results in the elastic stress being ignored by the solver. A solution
to this problem is the CTH code. Askari et al.108 simulated a three-dimensional model
for the FSW process by using the CTH code, which could model the FSW as an elastic-
plastic problem. In CTH model, the material flow was combined with both mechanical
and thermodynamic properties, and the deformation zone was distinguished by a
plastically deformed layer and an elastic region. The CTH model gave good prediction
of the material flow around the tool which compared favourably with the experiments,
but it tended to underestimate the temperature on advancing side and overestimate it on
the retreating side.
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3. Investigation of porosity production
The free surface problem relates to the material adjacent to the pin137. In the
experiments, a free space or void is sometimes left behind the welding tool in the
weld111,138 (Figure 1-32). In the models that use the CFD method the material is
assumed to be in complete contact with the pin. Some success in modelling this effect
has been achieved with FE models meshed with ALE formulation (Figure 1-33)65,139.
Although these models provide useful information, they are highly sensitive to material
properties and contact settings and the calculations are very time consuming. Recently
He et al.140 used a CFD code integrated with an additional porosity equation to predict
the void formation. This model considered the influences from rotation, welding speed
and the tool profile on the growth and distribution of porosity. A simpler prediction by
Liechty and Webb111 used a variable shear stress model to predict the potential void
formation. This model assumed the void may form due to the diminishing velocities in
that volume, negative pressure region, and vanishing friction at the interface (Figure
1-34). However these assumptions were based on a variable shear stress boundary
condition where there was the possibility of generating zero shear stress on the
tool/material interface, and the void formation was only partially predictable.
Figure 1-32 X-ray image of steel particle streamline in a stop action weld to observe the
position of a void: (a) top view and (b) advancing side view111
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Figure 1-33 The void formation predict by a three-dimensional model65
Figure 1-34 Pressure field and shear stress on the tool (a); the variable shear stress of
the tool (b) and the potential void prediction111
1.8.5 Experimental validation
The observation of the metal flow during the FSW process is extremely difficult,
however, a number of experiments have been done to study it indirectly.
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1.8.5.1 Marker experiments
A common way of observing material flow in the FSW is to use markers, which do not
affect the material deformation in the FSW process. The marker material includes steel
or lead balls141, contrasting aluminium alloy pins43,142, SiC or copper foil43,46,47,116,143,144,
tungsten wire145, and titanium powder61. Figure 1-35 shows the movement of an
originally straight transverse marker after it has been welded: the material bulges
backward in a curve and a small part of material is swept to the advancing side, which
matched the prediction in the flow models by Xu et al.45. Figure 1-36 again shows the
incoming markers being swept around the retreating side, and the flow separates at the
advancing side. Figure 1-37 helps explain how the layered flow occurs: the markers are
swept around the retreating side and in a layered fashion. Figure 1-28 and Figure 1-29
show the usage of materials to examine the shear layer around the pin, in which the
deformed cooper foil was distributed in three zones around the pin as predicted from the
shear layer model.
Figure 1-35 The comparison between (a) transverse copper foil and (b) and its model
prediction45
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Figure 1-36 Longitudinal SiC markers46
Figure 1-37 Longitudinal SiC markers144
1.8.5.2 Stop-action technique
A technique named ‘stop-action’ was applied by Colligan et al.141 as is shown in Figure
1-38, which is formed by stopping the rotation and retracting the pin by screwing the
pin out of the weld, so the material flow is left as it would had been during welding. The
analysis of the longitudinal section of the exit hole shows that:
1. The material on the leading side of the pin is pushed upward and then downward
when it gets closer to the pin.
2. The material filled in the tool thread rotates with the pin then swept behind the
tool.
3. The ‘layered’ upward movement of the material behind the pin forms the ‘onion
ring’. It may also be influenced by the material beneath welding pin.
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Chen et al.146 conducted FSW experiments to result in the tool pin broken during the
process. Their work investigated how the shear flow formed the nugget zone in the
FSW weld, and included:
1. Material from the leading side was swept around the retreating side and
deposited behind the tool pin (Figure 1-39). However the work did not contain
any investigation about the different material from advancing side or retreating
sides.
2. Figure 1-40 (a) shows the deposited material forming the weld nugget. There is
a shear layer formed by the pin (c), which formed the weld nugget.
Figure 1-38 A longitudinal section of the exit hole after ‘Stop-action’141
Figure 1-39 A longitudinal cross-section of the weld at the mid-plane, with a broken pin
embedded146
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Figure 1-40 Longitudinal cross-section of the weld with a broken pin embedded,
sectioning along the mid-section of the pin. (a) higher magnification micrograph of the
left part of the hole (b) lower magnification micrograph (c) higher magnification
micrograph of the right part of the hole146
1.8.5.3 Application of X-ray
The application of X-ray technique helps to analyse the deformation and distribution of
the markers in the parent material without sectioning the weld. London et al.144 used Al-
20%W as the marker material, because the material can be differentiated from
aluminium alloy with X-ray analysis, and it enabled a 3D monitoring of the welding
deformation situation. Schneider and Nunes145 used a Tungsten wire as a marker
material then examined the deposition of the marker. The Tungsten was deformed by
rotating with pin, and it was left behind the pin perpendicular to the weld direction. A
computer tomography illustration of the copper foil deformed by FSW is shown in
Figure 1-41. Finally copper foil was used by Schmidt et al.115 and Dickerson et al.143.
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Figure 1-41 3D CT model yellow cooper foil in gray aluminium with different
transparency115: No transparency (a); Half (b); Full (c); Front view (d); Advancing side
view (e); Top view (f)
1.8.5.4 Welding other materials for visualisation purpose
McClure et al.147 used a pin without a profile to FSW polycarbonate. Similar flow fields
to aluminium alloys were found in their work. The advantage is polycarbonate is an
economic material which is transparent. Liechty and Webb121 used plasticine as an
analogous material to study the flow evolution in the FSW process, which is shown to
have a similar qualitative flow stress behaviour to metals.
1.9 Microstructural modelling
Early microstructural models of FSW117,148,149 were based on a microstructural model
developed by Myhr and Grong150, in which the hardness of the material was predicted
by measuring the amount of precipitate that dissolved at certain temperature for a
certain time. These microstructural models used a temperature profile predicted from
thermal models to calculate the amount of precipitate dissolution. As a result, the
material hardness during welding and after natural aging was calculated. In another
model120 the CDRX phenomena in FSW of AA6082 was simulated and it was shown
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that initial grain size was related to the Zener-Hollomon equation which enabled the
calculation of the average grain size after welding.
Much more sophisticated simulations151,152 of the evolution of precipitates in heat
treatable aluminium alloys have been developed, which included the coupling with
thermal models dynamically. Its methodology calculated the phase stability for
metastable and equilibrium precipitates, with classical nucleation, growth, and
coarsening theory. The material hardness prediction can be determined from these
models.
1.10 ANN modelling of FSW
The term neural networks here mean the ANN, which use computer system to simulate
human brain. Computer aided ANN are able to find out the complex relationships
between multiple-channel inputs and outputs, and they have proved to be a powerful
tool in the field of computer science, mathematics and engineering. Neural networks are
widely applied in welding research area35,153. In FSW region, Fratini et al.154 coupled a
well-trained neural networks with a FE model to capture the CDRX phenomena in FSW
of AA6082. The model took local values of strain, strain rate, and temperature from
experiments and numerical model results as training items, to predict the average grain
size under high strain rate and temperature, which are extremely hard to determine from
experiment. Note that the constitutive model used for the material was the Zener-
Hollomon relationship discussed in a previous section. Apart from calculating average
grain size, this method can be used to predict the flow stress under high strain rate and
temperature. Another neural network model by Okuyucu et al.155 predicted the weld
mechanical properties from the welding parameters, such as welding and rotation speed,
which agreed well with measured data. Weiss et al.156 created a unique HST, which
combined an analytical thermal model with an ANN to predict the melting zone border
shape in hybrid LB-GMA welding of aluminium alloy. Schwenk et al.157 applied the
similar method: the ANN generated a temperature field of a laser beam welding, which
is used as an input for numerically simulating the welding distortions. Nandan et al.158
applied a genetic algorithm to calculate the weld geometry in GTAW, their simplified
structure for ANN is shown in Figure 1-42, which consists of three layers: input, hidden
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and output. They also used the DE technique to determine some parameters in the
numerical FSW model, such as the heat transfer coefficient between the workpiece and
backing plate. The DE technique is introduced in the previous modelling method review.
Figure 1-42 Neural network to predict the weld geometry for GTAW, the output O
stands for the predicted weld geometry158
1.11 Conclusions and thesis outline
This chapter of the thesis introduced the modelling of FSW in two steps, which are
1. The first step of this review (from section 1.1 to 1.5) has described some of the
fundamental concepts relevant to process modelling, including the physical
principles and mathematical methods. It briefly introduced the conservation laws
in CFD with some associated boundary conditions, the analytical methods such
as the classic Rosenthal heat model and some analytical flow models, and finally
numerical methods for example the finite volume method.
2. The second step of this review (from section 1.6 to 1.10) stated with some
fundamental concepts of the FSW process, such as how it works, advantages and
disadvantages, and the weld microstructure classification. It followed with the
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introduction of the process modelling of FSW, with the discussion of the most
recent works.
In conclusion, FSW is an innovative technique and the numerical modelling of FSW
can help understanding and lead to process improvement. However there are still some
knowledge gaps in the modelling of FSW:
1. The material constitutive behaviour under high strain-rate near solidus
temperature, which is the typical condition material experiences during FSW.
The material constitutive behaviour is essential for calculating both heat
generation and flow behaviour so this gap needs to be filled with adequate
experimental work and numerical studied based on it.
2. Methods for determining the thermal boundary condition between the workpiece
and backing bar, which are either arbitrarily assigned with a constant value or
adjusted with trails and error approaches95. A more efficient method is required
for tuning the thermal boundary condition.
3. The contact condition between the welding tool and workpiece. This is very
difficult to observe experimentally but very important for understanding the heat
generation at tool and flow behaviour near the tool. Therefore a systematic
analysis of different slip conditions is required with a numerical model.
These three main issues have been are addressed in this thesis with both experiments
and new modelling methodologies:
1. Chapter 2 describes the Gleeble experiment used to investigate the constitutive
behaviour of material under high strain-rate condition (up to 120 s-1) near the
solidus temperature, which is close to the condition material experiences during
FSW. The derived new constitutive constants are also analysed by comparing
with the ones found in the literature.
2. Chapter 3 and 4 introduce a hybrid modelling method which combines the
weld/FSW model with an ANN model to calibrate the thermal boundary
conditions between the workpiece and backing bar. This has been applied
theoretically in chapter 3 and is applied to a series of FSW in chapter 4.
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3. Chapter 5 studied the contact condition between the workpiece and welding tool
during FSW, and its influence on the heat generation and flow behaviour.
The materials chosen for study are the typical automobile alloy 6082-T6 and common
aerospace alloy 7449-T7, which are the two main industrial areas where aluminium
alloys are applied.
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CHAPTER 2
Experiments on Materials Constitutive Properties
and Application to Friction Stir Welding Process
Models
2.1 Introduction
During the process modelling of FSW using CFD method, one of the most important
inputs is the material flow stress which determines the viscous heat generation. The
material flow stress characterisation has been studied in several studies on hot
workability1-4. McQueen5 explained how materials are strain-hardened to a steady state
condition during hot working, where the work hardening is balanced by recovery and
dynamic recrystallization6,7. To describe this procedure precisely, the materials
constitutive equations are established from the experimental results of hot work.
The Zener-Holloman equation8 is one of these constitutive equations which calculate
the material flow stress from the strain-rate and temperature:
nARTQZ )][sinh())/(exp(    Eq. 2-1
where is the strain-rate, Q is the activation energy, R is the gas constant, T is the
temperature, σ is the flow stress, and n, α and A are the material constants. The Zener-
Holloman equation was used to describe the material flow evolution during FSW, such
as Colegrove et al.9 on modelling of FSW on three aluminium alloys and Nandan et al.10
on mild steel. In addition, an empirical softening regime was applied by some
researchers9,11-14 at temperatures approaching the solidus. This includes a critical loss of
flow strength from an arbitrarily defined softening temperature Tm to the solidus
temperature Ts, as shown in Figure 2-1.

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Figure 2-1: Constitutive behaviour curves for aluminium alloy 7449, fitted to the Zener-
Holloman law9, with an empirical softening regime
The material constants applied in the FSW models are normally found from literature
based on experimental investigations. However the literature about the material’s flow
stress at high temperature and high strain-rate particularly near the solidus temperature
is very rare. The objective of the present study is to analyse the results from the Gleeble
experiments, and derive a new set of Zener-Holloman material constants for aluminium
alloys 6082-T6 and 7449-T7 over a wide range of strain-rates and temperatures. Due to
the fact that the Zener-Holloman constitutive behaviour can well represent the material
flow stress over wide ranges of temperature and strain rate, the discovered material
constants were applied in the FSW models described in subsequent chapter in this thesis.
2.2 Methodologies
2.2.1 Material properties
The Gleeble experiment was performed with the Gleeble® 3800 machine24 at
Technische Universität Berlin Germany. The Gleeble® 3800 machine is a complete,
fully integrated hydraulic servo system capable of 20 tons of static force in both tension
and compression. The specimens for the Gleeble test were cylindrical: 9.6 mm in
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diameter with a length of 15 mm for 6082, and 10 mm in diameter with a length of 15
mm for 7449, as show in Figure 2-2(a). The chemical compositions of the two alloys
investigated are given in Table 2-1.
Cu Mg Si Fe Mn Zn Cr Ti Al
6082-T6 0.04 0.74 0.87 0.28 0.51 0.01 <0.01 0.02 Bal.
7449-T7 1.80 2.03 0.05 0.08 <0.01 8.36 Bal.
Table 2-1: Nominal composition (in wt.%) of aluminium alloys 6082-T6 and 7449-T7
A direct resistance heating system was used to take the samples to the predefined
temperature with the rate of approximately 5 K per second, and K type thermocouples
were resistance welded to the sample to observe and control the temperature of the
sample, as shown in Figure 2-2(b). A cement was used to aid attachment of the
thermocouple for the high temperature samples. To lubricate the sample surface in
contact with the anvils, graphite foils were pasted with a nickel based anti-seize &
lubricating compound, as shown in Figure 2-3. The test temperatures for aluminium
alloy 6082-T6 were 673, 723, 753, 773, 818 and 838 K, where the last value is 10 K
lower than the solidus value of 848 K. The test temperatures for aluminium alloy 7449-
T7 were 673, 723, 753, and 768 K, where the last value is 5 K lower than solidus value
of 773. The specimens were deformed at average true stain-rates of 1, 10, 50, and 100
sec-1 for both 6082-T6 and 7449-T7. The strain-rates were approximate because the
deformation velocity is fixed by the machine. The strain-rate is a function of this value,
however it is not linearly dependent. During a test, the specimen was rapidly heated to
the desired temperature, held for 30 seconds for equilibrium, compressed to the desired
strain and held for 5 seconds, after which the sample was naturally cooled. The
comparison of a sample before and after compression is shown in Figure 2-4. The
Gleeble machine recorded the force and displacement to calculate the true stress and
strain. The barrelling of the samples was determined and was within a tolerable range.
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Figure 2-2: a) One of the 7449 samples; b) Thermocouples welded to a sample. Note for
high temperature tests a cement was used to aid attachment of the thermocouple.
Figure 2-3: Sample clamped in the middle of Gleeble machine, including the
thermocouples for observing and controlling the temperature, the L-gauge for
measuring the displacement and the sample with nickel based lubricant graphite foils to
avoid the compressed sample sticking to the machine.
Sample
L-Gauge
Thermocouple
wires
Nickel based
lubricant graphite
foils
ba
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Figure 2-4: Sample mounted in Gleeble® 3800 machine (a) before and (b) after
compression.
2.2.2 Find materials constants
During the compression, the deformation velocity of the sample was kept approximately
constant by the machine which resulted in variation of the strain-rate. In this case, both
the strain-rate and stress values were averaged for each test condition. The averaging of
the strain-rate and flow stress, and the reading of experimental temperature are
introduced in Appendix A1.
For both materials, the corresponding Zener-Holloman material constants Q, n, α and A
were found by using a conventional curve fitting method, which included the following
steps:
1. Select a range of activation energies Q based around values found by other
researchers.
2. For each value of Q, the Zener-Holloman parameter Z was calculated from the
equation:
Eq. 2-2
which used experimental values of temperature and strain-rate.
3. From the value Z and flow stress, find the corresponding material constants n, α
and A by carrying out curve fitting on the following equation:
   



  nAZ
1
1sinh
Eq. 2-3
The Origin software package was used for this purpose.
 RTQZ exp
ba
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4. During the curve fitting, the coefficient of determination R2, which represents
the quality of the curve fitting was recorded for each Q value. The value Q that
maximised R2 (close to 1) was found. This defined the activation energy (Q) and
the corresponding constants n, α and A.
The Zener-Holloman material constants were used to plot the flow stress against
temperature and strain-rate, and the plot was compared with ones from the literature, in
order to investigate the variations.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Material constants
The 6082-T6 experimental results and corresponding curve fit of the derived flow stress
vs. temperature and strain-rate given in Figure 2-5(a), which indicates that the curve
fitting method worked for 6082-T6. The error bars (showing the difference between the
two readings) are also included for some test conditions where two trials were
conducted. Each of the values in Figure 2-5 has the numerical value of strain-rate next
to them. The results show that there was a close match between the experimental and
the Zener-Holloman equation values for strain-rate up to 50 s-1. The match with the high
strain-rate values (100 s-1) was poorer, particularly for those of high temperature. Note
however that the actual strain-rate of the experiments deviated from the desired value
for some tests, e.g. high temperatures and strain-rates. This exacerbated the difference
with the curve fit for these values. There may also be influences from the errors in the
measurements/calculations or the noise in the experiments, which will be discussed later.
The results for 7449-T7 are shown in Figure 2-5(b). Interestingly, the slope with
temperature changes above 723 K, particularly at high strain-rates. Using the standard
curve fitting method will result in overpredicting the flow stress at high temperature and
strain-rate. To predict the curves more accurately an additional term was added to the
Zener-Holloman equation to describe the material flow stress when the temperature is
less than 723 K.
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723)sinh(1 KTmkTxa  

 
Eq. 2-4
where k and m are additional constants. Hence the standard Zener-Holloman constant
are found from the temperature values above 723 K. The modified equation 2-4 was
then applied to the experimental values at 673 K. The additional term reduces the flow
stress linearly with temperature below 723 K and exponentially with strain-rate. The
effect of this additional term at low strain-rates is negligible. This modified equation is
purely empirical and has no physical basis. As shown in Figure 2-5(b), the modified
flow curves are close to the experimental results, when the modified Zener-Holloman
equation was applied. As a summary, the derived Zener-Holloman constants for 6082-
T6 and 7449-T7 are given in Table 2-2, including the additional terms for 7449-T7.
Materials Q (J/mol) A (s-1) n α (MPa) k m
6082-T6 aluminium 1.68E+05 3.02E+11 4.71 2.4E-02 n/a n/a
7449-T7 aluminium 1.40E+05 5.03E+11 5.17 0.7E-02 6.99 2.14
Table 2-2: The derived Zener-Holloman constants for 6082-T6 and 7449-T7
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Figure 2-5: Predicted material flow stress for (a) 6082-T6 and (b) 7449-T7. Note the
solidus temperatures are given for both materials and the temperature at which the slope
of the flow strength changes (723 K) is shown for 7449-T7.
2.3.2 Flow stress curves
The derived material constants were input into the Zener-Holloman equation, and
plotted against the temperature and strain-rate, to study the difference between from
ones from the literature, particularly for temperatures near the solidus. Figure 2-6 shows
a comparison of the flow stress between the experimental results and ones by Sheppard
and Jackson1 for 6082-T6. The flow stress curves based on the results from this study
are not significantly different from ones found in the literature1. The comparison shows
that the Zener-Holloman curves with new material constants predicts a lower flow stress
a
b
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in the high temperature regime, but greater flow stress at lower temperature. The region
with the lowest discrepancies is around 550 to 600 K for strain-rate between 1 to 100 s-
1. The maximum difference between the curves is about 20 MPa for 848 K and strain-
rate at 100 s-1, and for lower strain-rate the difference will be slightly less. The
difference between the curves at lower temperature is smaller, the maximum value is
about 12 MPa for 500 K and strain-rate at 100 s-1, and similarly for lower strain-rate the
difference is less.
For 7449-T7, the curves comparison is shown in Figure 2-7, which shows that there are
large discrepancies between curves from the new Zener-Holloman constants and the
ones found in the literature9. The curves with the new constants produce much higher
flow stress in the low temperature regime, however the flow stress reduced dramatically
as the temperature approached the solidus 773 K. At the solidus temperature, the
discrepancy between the curves is smaller when the strain-rate is lower. For instance,
the difference between the curves of 100 s-1 at solidus temperature is nearly 30 MPa,
while of 1 s-1 at solidus temperature is only about 5 MPa. The reduction in flow stress
with the new curves is greater when the strain-rate is high.
Figure 2-6: Comparison of 6082-T6 flow stress curves between using determined
Zener-Holloman constants and those from Sheppard and Jackson1, note a line indicating
the solidus temperature 848 K is included
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Figure 2-7: Comparison of 7449-T7 flow stress curves between using determined
Zener-Holloman constants and using ones from Alcan material9, note a line indicating
the solidus temperature 773 K is included
2.3.3 Noise in the results
As an example, four stress verses strain plots for 6082-T6 are shown in Figure 2-8. The
large differences between the curves indicate that noise exists in the system, and the
noise level changes as the deformation condition changes. Figure 2-8(a) and (b) are at
two similar low strain-rates but different temperatures. The material exhibits more noise
at higher temperature, particularly at a lower strain regime (from 0.02 to 0.2), but the
noise get less significant as the strain increased. This may because of the balancing
between the work hardening and softening within the material. This indicates there are
thermal influences on the noise of the results. The test condition for results in Figure
2-8(c) is taken under the highest test temperature condition, 10 K lower than solidus,
and by comparing to Figure 2-8(b) it indicates increasing the test temperature closer to
solidus, the noise in the system will increase, particularly for low strains. Figure 2-8(b)
and (d) are curves under same temperature but different strain-rate, and the large
difference between the curves indicates that the strain-rate will contribute more
significantly than the temperature.
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Figure 2-8: Plots of stress vs. strain for Gleeble tests of 6082-T6 with deformation
conditions at: a) 673K, 0.932 s-1; b) 818K, 0.945 s-1 c) 848K, 0.916 s-1 and d) 818K,
123.8 s-1
2.4 Discussion
The novel aspect of the work is that the test was done at high strain-rates (up to 120 s-1)
and near the solidus temperature for both materials, which has not been accomplished
by other researchers. The experimental material results for 6082-T6 showed a reduction
of flow stress with increasing temperature, however no rapid softening regime occurred
as the temperature approached the solidus. One of the determined Zener-Holloman
constants, the activation energy Q (168000 J/mol) suggests that the activation energy
values described in the literature by Sheppard and Jackson1 (143890 J/mol) and Li et
al.26 (153000 J/mol) were underestimated, which may be due to the higher temperatures
used in these experiments. At high temperatures the Zener-Holloman equation with
material constants from this study predicts less flow stress compared to the ones used
the constants from Sheppard and Jackson1. However it is important to note that the
a b
c d
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comparison depends on the range of temperature and strain-rate values used to
determine the fitting constants. As explained in Sheppard and Jackson1, the
experimental temperature used to determine the fitting constants was between 533 and
693 K. In this region the match with the new experimental values is very close. Outside
this region, where the curves from Sheppard and Jackson1 need to be extrapolated the
comparison is poorer.
For 7449-T7, one major finding was the flow stress curves changed slope around 723 K.
The fact that the slope changed around 723 K was an artefact of the experimental values
of temperature used in this study, i.e. further experiments around 723 K are required to
determine how the slope changes. There is no reason for this apparent change in the
flow behaviour. Further experiments need to be carried out to populate more data for a
better understanding.
When comparing the new curves with those in the literature based on data from Alcan9,
the discovered activation energy (140000 J/mol) is higher than the one (134158.4 J/mol)
found in literature9. However there was a significant difference between the flow stress
predictions, particularly at low temperatures. The curves derived from the Alcan
experiments9 were determined at lower temperatures than those in the current study.
This would explain the poor match between the two curves at low temperature and
would suggest that the new equations give a poor prediction of the flow stress when
extrapolating values at low temperatures.
The noise in the Gleeble results is found to be relative to both the test temperature and
strain-rate. The noise increases as the temperature and/or strain-rate increases, but the
strain-rate has a greater influence. A higher noise can be observed at the start stage of
each test, particularly for higher strain-rate, and this may be due to the initial impact
load of the Gleeble test. A slight increase in the stress value over the duration of the
experiment is observed in Figure 2-8(b) and (c), but the reason is unclear. Finally the
high level of noise in the high temperature, high strain-rate condition can help explain
the scatter in the results in the high temperature and strain-rate regime of the flow
curves in Figure 2-5.
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2.5 Conclusions
In this study, the Gleeble experiments were conducted to understand the constitutive
behaviour of 6082-T6 and 7449-T7 alloys under high strain-rates and near solidus
temperatures. A new set of Zener-Holloman constants was found for 6082-T6 and a
modified equation was derived for 7449-T7. The modified equation for 7449-T7 is
empirical and needs to be further studied with experimental/physical study. The
extrapolation of the adjusted normal Zener-Holloman curve to lower temperature also
needs some further experimental validation. The new parameters were used in the
modelling work presented in the subsequent chapters. The outcomes of this study are:
1. No rapid softening regime was discovered for either material at temperatures
approaching the solidus. However a slight reduction was observed in the 7449-
T7 flow stress, which could be due to complete dissolution of precipitates.
2. Noise existed in the Gleeble experimental results. As the experimental
temperature and strain-rate increased, the noise level increased. The strain-rate
had a greater effect on the noise.
3. Comparing the new Zener-Holloman curves with those found in the literature,
there is a close prediction for 6082-T6, particularly at low temperatures where
the experimental regimes used to derive the curves overlapped. There was a
poorer match for 7449-T7 which was more pronounced at low temperatures.
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CHAPTER 3
Development of a Hybrid Thermal Model for a
Simple Welding Process
3.1 Introduction
Determining the power input and the thermal boundary conditions for process models is
difficult, since it is sensitive to many environmental conditions such as the contact
condition, pressure with the backing bar and the local temperature. This problem also
exists in the process modelling of FSW.
In previous FSW modelling work, Simar1 assumed there was no heat loss at the bottom
of the workpiece, by adopting an adiabatic boundary condition, which resulted in a
significant over-prediction of temperature. Khandkar2 simplified the heat loss with a
convective heat transfer coefficient, and the resulting model was able to predict an
accurate peak temperature, but failed to predict the cooling slope. Other researchers1-3
included the backing bar in their models by applying a contact gap conductance to
represent the imperfect contact at the interface. The governing equation is given by
)( BW TTkQ  Eq. 3-1
where Q is the heat flux from workpiece to the backing bar, TW is the temperature at the
workpiece and TB is the temperature at the backing bar. Colegrove et al.3 applied a
higher constant contact gap conductance to the area under the tool, and the area that had
been welded. A lower one was applied to the unwelded area which gave a good
prediction of thermal profile. Khandkar2 stated that models that included the backing
plate and contact gap conductance were able to produce a better prediction of the
temperature, and a variable contact gap conductance was more representative of the real
situation. Simar1 used a contact gap conductance based on varying normal pressure
which led to a better prediction of temperature, and Shi et al.4 applied a temperature
dependent contact gap conductance. The investigation of the problem can be described
as an Inverse Heat Conduction Problem (IHCP)5, where the thermal boundary
conditions are calculated from outputs such as the experimental temperature history.
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One way of solving the IHCP is to solve the problem with an ANN. This is a numerical
modelling technique that simulates the structure and functions of biological neural
network6. The ANN model is a geometric combination of artificial neurons which
processes information with a connectionist approach to computation. It is capable of
altering its internal structure and data based on external information that travels through
the network during the learning stage, to investigate complex relationships between
inputs and outputs or to find patterns in data.
ANN methods have been combined with numerical models to investigate boundary
conditions in thermal models. Examples are found in Sablani7 and Sreekanth et al.5,
who used an ANN to investigate the heat transfer coefficients between solid particles
and a fluid.
One important factor to consider when using an ANN is applying the best topology.
Three topologies commonly used for ANN are:
1. The network (MLP)8, which is a layered feed-forward network typically trained
with static back-propagation. The MLP method can be applied to most cases,
however it needs a large amount of data for training.
2. The generalized feed-forward network (GFF)8, which allows data to flow over
one or more layers. The GFF can normally solve problems as effectively as the
MLP network but with less training data, but it requires longer time for training.
3. The modular feed-forward network (MFF)9, which is a geometric combination
of several parallel MLP structures. The advantage of the MFF network is it
requires less training data.
To adjust the weights in the ANN model, the BP algorithm is commonly used. Two
gradient descent methods are used: the simpler momentum method and the LM which
uses a higher-order algorithm. More details including a graphic description of the ANN
topologies, BP algorithm and gradient descent methods are described in the literature
review.
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This chapter is to establish the thermal boundary conditions by using a hybrid ANN
numerical heat transfer model. This will be used to determine:
1. Whether the ANN model is capable of predicting a single constant heat
transfer coefficient or gap conductance;
2. Whether the ANN model is able to predict more complex boundary
conditions, such as variable gap conductance;
3. The most effective method of inputting the thermal profile data into the
neural network;
4. The most effective ANN and topology and gradient descent method;
5. How the type of complex boundary condition affects the ANN’s ability to
predict the boundary conditions.
3.2 ANN development method
3.2.1 Method of implementing the ANN
A generalized diagram in Figure 3-1 shows the two stages of using an ANN model to
predict the boundary conditions:
1. The supervised learning stage: The thermal data will be used to train the neural
network. Note both inputs and outputs are collected from the numerical model.
2. The testing stage: This is used to test the effectiveness of the ANN model
developed in the step 1. There are two ways of implementing this test. Firstly it
can be done theoretically. In this case ‘test conditions’ can be generated by the
thermal model. The test thermal curves are input to the ANN, and the power
input and thermal boundary conditions are predicted. These predicted values are
then compared against the values from the model. Alternatively, experimental
thermal data may be used as the input in the predicting stage, and the ANN is
used to find the equivalent heat input and thermal boundary conditions. This is
demonstrated in the next chapter. During this study, both inputs and desired
outputs are collected from the numerical model. Note, when implemented using
experimental data, the inputs will be abstracted from thermocouple data.
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This basic strategy will not change during all the studies of ANN, but the learning
algorithm, transfer function and structure of the hidden layers will be altered to
determine which provides the best prediction. The commercial software package
NeuroSolutions10 was used to implement the neural network. Note the welding speed is
not included in the ANN model because it is a known parameter in a welding
experiment.
Figure 3-1: Two stages of how an ANN model processes:
a) the supervised learning stage; b) the testing stage
3.2.2 Inputting the thermal profiles into the ANN
From the previous section, one of the key requirements is a method of inputting the
thermal data into the ANN. Theoretically, thermal profiles collected from the numerical
model can be input directly into the ANN, but it is very inefficient, which makes it
necessary to investigate methods of abstracting the thermal profile. The major
abstracting methods used in this modelling work are illustrated by the thermal profile in
Figure 3-2, and include:
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1. The ‘9 input method’ which uses the peak temperature; the cooling slope which
is the slope of the line between the peak temperature and the temperature at half
this value; and the integral of temperature against time. The time over which the
temperature is integrated equals the length of plate divided by the travel speed.
This is done at distances of 10, 15 and 20 mm from the centreline of the heat
source.
2. The ‘6 input method’ which is the same as the ‘9 input’ method but excludes the
cooling slope.
3. The ‘4 input method’ which is based on the ‘6 input’ method but excludes the
thermal data from the point 15 mm from the centreline.
4. The ‘2 input method’ which is based on the ‘4 input’ method but excludes the
thermal data from the point 20 mm from the centreline
5. The ‘five point temperatures method’ where five temperature points from the
thermal curve are selected to represent the curve itself. The first point is the peak
temperature and the remaining 4 are at time coordinates of 40, 55, 70 and 85
seconds. All the models developed in this chapter used a travel speed of 0.0066
m/s (400 mm/min), so the times selected capture the peak temperature as well as
4 points on the ‘tail’ which indicates the rate of cooling.
Note that not all these methods are applied for each model type in the proceeding
sections.
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Figure 3-2: Methods of abstracting a thermal profile, including main features used the
methods
Each ANN model is assessed by calculating the MRE which is defined as:
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where Yi is the neural network output and Di is the desired value.
In the first stage of developing the modelling technique, the hybrid ANN model was
used to predict the convective heat transfer coefficients for a model, where the backing
bar was excluded (see Appendix B1 and B2), i.e. the heat loss from the backing bar was
represented with a convective heat transfer coefficient. Several different model types
were attempted, including MLP, GFF and MFF networks. The ANN models in
Appendix B were partially successful. One of the important findings from this works
was the importance of selecting appropriate training values which is described in
Appendix B.2.6.
It was found that the inclusion of the backing bar improved the model’s predictive
performance. Therefore much greater effort was spent on developing these model
models which are reported in the next section.
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3.3 Single contact gap conductance model
3.3.1 Numerical model description
In this section the ANN technique was applied to the heat transfer models with a steel
backing plate and a gap conductance with the aluminium workpiece material to
determine whether the ANN model can predict this type of boundary condition. A FE
thermal model with backing plate was constructed with COMSOL multiphysics, as
shown in Figure 3-3. The model is steady state and symmetric along the welding axis.
The geometry is shown in the diagram. The heat flux distribution is applied with a
radius of 15 mm. The equation of the Gaussian distributed heat flux is given by
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Eq. 3-3
where QG is the Gaussian heat flux (W/m2) distribution, Q is the power input, x and y
are the coordinate geometry, and Rheating describes the distribution of the heat which is
set to a constant value of 5 mm, i.e. the model is not used to predict the distribution of
heat. The detailed derivation procedure of this equation is given in Appendix A2. The
welding speed is 400 mm/min and is fixed. The thermal properties of the materials used
for the models in this report are given in Table 3-1.
Item Material
Thermal Conductivity
(W/(m2K))
Specific Heat
(kJ/kgK)
Density
(kg/m3)
Workpiece
Aluminium
Alloy2024
12111 0.87512 278011
Backing bar Carbon Steel 4013 0.46513 783313
Table 3-1: Material properties used in FE model
The convective heat loss coefficient from the top surface has a fixed value14 of 10
W/(m2K). The convective heat loss3 at the bottom of the steel backing plate is 1000
W/(m2K). The heat loss from the workpiece to the backing bar is represented with a gap
conductance and is the subject of this investigation, as well as the heat input.
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Figure 3-3: FE model geometry and boundary conditions of the single contact gap
conductance model
3.3.2 ANN methodology
Five power input values and six contact gap conductance k values (Table 3-2) formed
thirty training combinations. The gap conductance values were chosen around typical
gap conductance values of 1000 to 10000 W/(m2K) from literature2. For each
combination of power input and contact gap conductance, different thermal profiles
were obtained from the FE model along three lines parallel to the welding axis of
distances of 10, 15 and 20 mm from the weld centreline. Note that many of these
combinations resulted in unrealistically high temperatures. The focus of this work is on
the method and not the numerical values of temperature. The values used for testing the
different ANN models are shown in Table 3-3.
30 combinations for training
Q (W) k (W/(m2K))
2852 500
5705 1000
8557 2000
11410 3000
14262 5000
7500
Table 3-2: Data used for training the single gap conductance model
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4 groups of values for testing
Q (W), k (W/(m2K))
7131, 2500
9508, 6000
4754, 1500
12361, 14000
Table 3-3: Data used for testing the single gap conductance model
A total of eighteen combinations of ANN topologies and abstracting methods were used
for the investigation and are summarised in Table 3-4.
New Abstracting methods
ANN topologies Five point
temperatures 9 input 6 input 4 input 2 input
MLP, momentum n/a 6-4-3 6-4-3 6-4-3 6-4-3
MLP, LM 9-6-3 6-4-3 6-4-3 6-4-3 6-4-3
MFF, LM 5-5-5 5-5-5 5-5-5 5-5-5 5-5-5
GFF, LM n/a 6-4-3 6-4-3 6-4-3 6-4-3
Table 3-4: The numbers of hidden layers for different ANN topologies and thermal
curve abstracting methods applied in the study of the single contact gap conductance
model
3.3.3 Results and discussion
The detailed results are shown in Appendix C1 and an overall comparison of the
prediction qualities is shown in Figure 3-4. The error bars indicate the 95% confidence
interval of the mean. It shows the quality of the five point temperature is not acceptable,
which is also the reason why only two ANN models were tested. The 9, 6 and 4 input
methods are able to give similarly good predictions of the results, indicating that the
additional information provided by the 9 input method is not helpful for improving the
prediction comparing to the 4 input method. Moreover the reduction to 2 inputs resulted
in a higher MRE due to the lack of information. In terms of the ANN topologies, Figure
3-4 shows that the momentum method (MLP, momentum) gives much higher MREs
than the LM method. The higher order LM method is able to handle plateaus in the
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responses, which occur when the contact gap conductance value is high. Therefore the
three topologies with LM method have a much lower MRE. The MRE with the 4 input
method is slightly lower than either the 6 or the 9 input methods. Therefore the 4 inputs
which include the peak temperature and integral of temperature vs. time at two locations
provides sufficient information to predict the power and the heat loss to the backing bar.
The differences between the three ANN topologies that used the LM method were
marginal.
To illustrate how the average MRE is calculated, the predicted results of 4 input method
with MLP topology is given in Table 3-5, in which the MREs for all the test values are
calculated and an averaged MRE value is mathematically calculated based on these
numbers. The MREs for all the test values are small. This means the ANN model is able
to find the Q and k values accurately for all the testing cases. In order to understand the
influence of the discrepancies in the predicted Q and k, the predicted values are inputted
back into FE models and the corresponding thermal profiles are generated to compare
with the original ones. The visual comparison of the one with the lowest MRE is shown
in Figure 3-5(a), and the highest one in Figure 3-5(b). As shown in the plots, a good
match is found, which indicates that the ANN model is able to predict the contact gap
conductance boundary condition in a FE model. Note that the model temperature
predictions are unrealistic, and the purpose of the model is to illustrate the technique.
Desired Q
(W)
Desired k
(W/(m2K))
Desired Q
(W)
Desired k
(W/(m2K)) MRE
7131 2500 7258 2503 0.96%
9508 6000 9382 6009 0.74%
4754 1500 4591 1491 2.00%
12361 4000 12563 4015 1.02%
Average 1.18%
Table 3-5: Results from 4 input model with MFF topology and LM BP applied to the
single contact gap conductance model
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Figure 3-4: Comparison of MRE values with error bars that shows 95% confidence
interval of the mean from different ANN validation results for the single contact gap
conductance model
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Figure 3-5: Comparison between the original thermal profiles and the curves from the
FE model predicted values using ANN for test conditions of (a) Q= 9508 W, and k =
6000 W/(m2K); and (b) Q= 4754 W, and k = 1500 W/(m2K). The results are from the 4
input method model with MFF topology and LM BP method applied to the single
contact gap conductance model.
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3.4 Double constant contact gap conductance model
3.4.1 Numerical model description
As the ANN technique is capable of analysing a problem with a single constant contact
gap conductance, a more complex situation is studied. The regions where the different
contact gap conductances were applied are shown in Figure 3-6. The interface between
aluminium alloy workpiece and steel backing plate is separated into two areas: a lower
one in the far-field which is under the region which is not welded, and a higher one
under the region which is welded. A similar approach was used by Colegrove et al.3 in a
model of the FSW process.
Figure 3-6: Regions where the two contact gap conductances are applied
3.4.2 ANN methodology
Three power input values and four contact gap conductance values for k_c1 and k_c2
were selected to construct the training data set, forming forty-eight combinations (Table
3-6). The conditions used for testing the model are shown in Table 3-7, and the four
ANN types used to represent the data are shown in Table 3-8. Note that the 4 and 9
input methods were chosen because of their success in representing the single contact
gap conductance model. In addition, only the LM gradient descent method was used
because this proved more successful than the momentum method in the previous section.
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48 combinations for training
Q (W)
k_c1
(W/(m2K))
k_c2
(W/(m2K))
5714 500 10
9508 2000 100
14262 5000 300
8000 500
Table 3-6: Data used for training the double contact gap conductance model
4 groups of values of testing
Q (W), k_c1 (W/(m2K)), k_c2 (W/(m2K))
7606, 3000, 400
11410, 1000, 200
13311, 7000, 50
7131, 2500, 250
Table 3-7: Data used for testing the double contact gap conductance model
ANN
types
Abstracting methods
4 input 9 input
MFF, LM 5-5-5 5-5-5
GFF, LM 9-6-6 9-6-6
Table 3-8: The numbers of hidden layers for different ANN topologies and thermal
curve abstracting methods applied in the study of the double contact gap conductance
model
3.4.3 Results and discussion
The detailed results are included in Appendix C2, and the average MRE for the different
model types is listed in Figure 3-7. The plot shows that the 4 input method with GFF
gives the best prediction among all methods applied, and the comparison of the original
and predicted values are given in Table 3-9, which also shows how the MRE of 9.97%
was predicted. The predicted power input and thermal boundary condition values are
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applied to the FE models to find the corresponding thermal profiles which were
compared to the thermal profiles from the original values in Figure 3-8.
Figure 3-7: Comparison of MRE values with error bars from different ANN validation
results for the double contact gap conductance model
Test values Values predicted from ANN
MRE
Q (W)
k_c1
(W/(m2K))
k_c2
(W/(m2K))
Q (W)
k_c1
(W/(m2K))
k_c2
(W/(m2K))
7606 3000 400 6922 3020 426 8.20%
11410 1000 200 12382 944 164 15.9%
13311 7000 50 13910 7293 44 10.0%
7131 2500 250 6474 2525 246 5.74%
Average 9.97%
Table 3-9: Results from 4 input model with GFF topology and LM BP applied to the
double contact gap conductance model
As shown in Figure 3-7, the 4 input method gave better predictions than the 9 input
method, which indicates the additional input data over-trained the ANN model. Due to
the fact that this study was more complex than the one in section 3.3, the GFF and MFF
topologies were used, as the more complex ANN structure can provide a better. In
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section 3.3, the averaged MRE between 4 and 9 input were very close, but in this case
the results of the 4 input method were slightly better. Making conclusions from these
results is complicated by the size of the error bars, i.e. whether the perceived benefit of
using 4 inputs is real, or this is only true for the particular conditions being tested.
Unlike section 3.3, the GFF method was able to give better predictions.
One conclusion that is absolutely clear, is compared to the single constant gap
conductance model in section 3.3, the prediction quality in this study is poorer. The
reason for this is because of the increasing complexity of the boundary condition. In the
previous case, the thermal boundary condition was governed by one overall constant
value, while in this case the thermal boundary condition layer was geometrically split
into two areas. As shown in Figure 3-6, the closest thermal measuring position 1 is
controlled predominantly by k_c1, while the other two are more influenced by k_c2.
However according to the training and testing data in Table 3-6 and Table 3-7, the
magnitude of k_c2 value was much smaller than k_c1, hence the influence would not be
as large as k_c1. Under this circumstance, both the peak temperature, cooling slope and
integral of temperature are dynamically balanced by the three input parameters. This
results in a significant increase in complexity indicating it is more difficult for the ANN
to give an accurate prediction.
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Figure 3-8: Comparison between the original thermal profiles and the curves from the
FE model predicted values using ANN for test conditions of (a) Q= 7131 W, k_c1 =
2500 W/(m2K) and k_c2 = 250 W/(m2K); and (b) Q= 11410 W, k_c1 = 1000 W/(m2K)
and k_c2 = 200 W/(m2K). The results are from the 4 input method model with GFF
topology and LM BP method applied to the double contact gap conductance model.
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3.4.4 Improving the ANN prediction
To improve the prediction quality of the double contact gap conductance model, a
second stage prediction method was used. The first stage is the one that has just been
implemented and provides the first estimate of the power Q1, and the two gap
conductances, k_c11 and k_c21. The second stage involved obtaining seven more
training data sets from
1. Q1, k_c11 and k_c21.
2. ±10% Q1, k_c11 and k_c21.
3. Q1, ±10% k_c11 and k_c21.
4. Q1, k_c11 and ±10% k_c21.
These points are shown diagrammatically in Figure 3-9. When these new data points
were added to the original 48, the prediction quality was improved dramatically, as is
illustrated by the results in Table 3-10. Note that these results were obtained with the 4
input abstracting method and the GFF topology. A couple of other ANN methodologies
were implemented in the section stage, such as only training the ANN with the seven
new values. The one reported proved to be the most successful. The improved
predictions can be seen in the plot of the thermal profiles which are shown in Figure
3-10. The new data values provide more training data around the region of interest
facilitating the improved ANN model predictions.
Figure 3-9: Diagram of parameters shifting for narrowing method
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Test values Values predicted from ANN
MRE
Q (W)
k_c1
(W/(m2K))
k_c2
(W/(m2K))
Q (W)
k_c1
(W/(m2K))
k_c2
(W/(m2K))
7606 3000 400 7581 2973 401 0.78%
11410 1000 200 11388 1001 200 0.22%
13311 7000 50 13197 6997 51 1.49%
7131 2500 250 7116 2481 251 0.70%
Average 0.80%
Table 3-10: Results from applying the second stage improvement for the original results
from the 4 input method model with GFF topology and LM BP method applied to the
double contact gap conductance model.
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Figure 3-10: Comparison between the original thermal profiles and the curves from the
ANN predicted values for test conditions of (a) Q= 11410 W, k_c1 = 1000 W/(m2K)
and k_c2 = 200 W/(m2K); and (b) Q= 7131 W, k_c1 = 2500 W/(m2K) and k_c2 = 250
W/(m2K). The results are from the 4 input method model with GFF topology and LM
BP method applied to the double contact gap conductance model.
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3.5 Temperature dependent contact gap conductance model
3.5.1 Background and FE model description
The model used in this section is identical to that used for the double constant gap
conductance model apart from the temperature dependent contact gap conductance. As
discussed previously, another method of modelling the contact with the backing bar is
with the temperature dependent contact gap conductance. This method was used by Shi
et al.4, and the calibrated curve obtained from this work is shown in Figure 3-11(a).
Rather than using a look-up table of values, an exponential curve was used to represent
this data:
 Tbak  exp Eq. 3-4
where k is the contact gap conductivity, T is the local temperature in Kelvin, a and b are
constants to be determined by the ANN technique. As shown in Figure 3-11(a), a
numerical curve fitting method was applied to find initial values for these constants,
which gave values of 22.2 W/(m2K) for a and 0.0107 K-1 for b.
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Figure 3-11: (a) Numerical curve fitting to find initial values, (b) diagram showing
example of contact conductance curves which cover the range used in the training data
The training values used for the ANN are shown in Table 3-11, which form 48
combinations. The effect of altering a and b on the contact conductance for some select
a
b
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values is shown in Figure 3-11(b). As shown in Figure 3-11(b), the curves plotted for
chosen a and b values are not only able to consist of the data range from Shi et al.4, but
are sufficiently wide to give a large variation in contact gap conductance with
temperature. The data used for testing the ANN model are shown in Table 3-12, and the
ANN methods and model types implemented with the technique are shown in Table
3-13.
48 combinations for training
Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1)
1902 8.58 0.005
3803 21.4 0.01
5705 38.6 0.012
42.9 0.015
Table 3-11: Data used for training the temperature dependent contact gap conductance
model
4 groups of values for testing
Q (W), a (W/(m2K)), b (K-1)
2377, 12.9, 0.014
2852, 21.4, 0.011
4754, 30.0, 0.008
5229, 23.6, 0.006
Table 3-12: Data used for testing the temperature dependent gap conductance model
ANN types
Abstracting methods
4 input 6 input 9 input
MFF, LM 5-5-5 5-5-5 5-5-5
MFF, LM 9-6-6 9-6-6 9-6-6
GFF, LM 9-6-6 9-6-6 9-6-6
MLP, LM 9-6-6 9-6-6 9-6-6
Table 3-13: The numbers of hidden layers for different ANN topologies and thermal
curve abstracting methods applied in the study of the temperature dependent contact gap
conductance model
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3.5.2 Results and discussion
The detailed results of applying an ANN to investigate the temperature dependent
contact gap conductance model are shown in Appendix C3. The comparison of average
MRE for the different ANN models is shown in Figure 3-12. With this more complex
thermal boundary condition, the ANN was able to offer a reasonable prediction of the
thermal profile, but it was not as good as the single contact gap conductance model in
section 3.3. Note that the error bars for each of the results are large, making conclusions
difficult. Nevertheless in the group of 4 input method, the average MRE is around 15%
for all ANN topologies. As the training information increased from 4 input to 6 and 9
inputs, the performance of the ANN with MLP structure worsened, which indicates the
MLP method may be over-trained. The opposite occurs for the GFF and MFF
topologies when the training information is increased. This shows that in case of GFF
and MFF, additional training data benefit the prediction quality. Also no improvement
is discovered by increasing the hidden nodes from 5-5-5 to 9-6-6 in the 9 input group.
The one with the best match was the 9 input method with GFF topology, and the results
are given in Table 3-14. The visual comparison between the predicted and original
values is given in Figure 3-13. The best prediction quality MRE is 2.39%, which is
shown in Figure 3-13(a), while the poorest one is 12.3% shown in Figure 3-13(b).
Test values Values predicted from ANN
MRE
Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1) Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1)
2377 12.86 1.40E-02 2110 10.1 1.45E-02 12.3%
2852 21.44 1.10E-02 2517 19.9 1.12E-02 7.00%
4754 30.02 8.00E-03 5094 35.7 8.01E-03 8.75%
5229 23.59 6.00E-03 5364 23.7 5.75E-03 2.39%
Average 7.62%
Table 3-14: Results from 9 input model with GFF topology and LM BP applied to the
temperature dependent contact gap conductance model
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Figure 3-12: Comparison of MRE values with error bars from different ANN validation
results for the temperature dependent contact gap conductance model
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Figure 3-13: Comparison between the original thermal profiles and the curves from the
FE model predicted values using ANN for test conditions of (a) Q= 5229 W, a = 23.59
K-1 and b = 6E-3 W/(m2K); and (b) Q= 2337 W, a = 12.86 W/(m2K) and b = 1.4E-2 K-1.
The results are from the 9 input method model with GFF topology and LM BP method
applied to the temperature dependent contact gap conductance model.
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3.5.3 Improving the ANN prediction
The same method, which was described in section 4.4, for improving the model
accuracy was applied to the temperature dependent contact gap conductance model. The
results shown in Table 3-15 which were implemented for the 9 input GFF model and
demonstrate a significant improvement in prediction quality. This is reflected in the
improved MRE of 0.93%. The improved results are validated as shown in Figure 3-14.
The new training set with more data around the region of interest was able to provide a
much better prediction.
Test values Values predicted from ANN
MRE
Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1) Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1)
2377 12.86 1.40E-02 2369 12.7 1.41E-02 1.14%
2852 21.44 1.10E-02 2869 21.8 1.10E-02 1.18%
4754 30.02 8.00E-03 4732 29.9 8.00E-03 0.43%
5229 23.59 6.00E-03 5217 23.9 5.99E-03 0.97%
Average 0.93%
Table 3-15: Results from applying the second stage method improvement for the
original results from the 9 input method model with GFF topology and LM BP method
applied to the temperature dependent contact gap conductance model.
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Figure 3-14: Comparison between the original thermal profiles and the curves from the
ANN predicted values for test conditions of (a) Q= 4754 W, a = 30.02 K-1 and b = 8E-3
W/(m2K); and (b) Q= 2852 W, a = 21.44 W/(m2K) and b = 1.1E-2 K-1. The results are
from the 9 input method model with GFF topology and LM BP method applied to the
temperature dependent contact gap conductance model.
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3.6 Conclusions
This study successfully demonstrated that by combining the ANN model with an FE
model, it is possible to find accurate power and thermal boundary conditions from the
abstracted temperature history. The following are the main findings from this work:
1. The selection of the training data range is found to be of essential importance for
applying the ANN techniques.
2. The FE model with a single contact gap conductance will require the 4 input
method for training the ANN model properly. The 4 input method includes the
peak temperature and the integral of temperature vs. time at two locations (10
and 20 mm away from the centreline).
3. The FE model with double contact gap conductances boundary required the
same 4 input method for training, however due to the increasing complexity of
the thermal boundary condition, the prediction quality was poorer.
4. Significantly more training data is required for the temperature dependent
contact gap conductance model; the 9 input method was used in this case. The
inputs also included the slope of the cooling part in the thermal profile at three
locations. In addition, the accuracy of the prediction was similar to the double
contact gap conductance model.
5. The predicted results can be improved by implementing a second stage ANN
which provides additional training data around the region of interest.
6. The importance of the topology of the ANN has been studied, which showed
that the LM method was more accurate than the momentum method.
7. While the MLP topology proved adequate for the single contact gap
conductance model, the GFF topology proved the most successful for the more
complex double and temperature dependent contact gap conductance models.
In the next section this technique will be applied to a process model for FSW.
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CHAPTER 4
Hybrid Modelling of 7449-T7 Friction Stir Welds
4.1 Introduction
The previous section showed how a process model can be linked to ANN models to find
the unknown boundary coefficients. Such models are called ‘hybrid models’ due to the
combination of the two model types. Some researchers have applied similar concepts
such as Sablani1 and Sreekanth et al.2 in their analysis of the heat transfer between the
solid particles and a fluid. The general procedure for developing a hybrid model is1:
1. Obtaining a group of temperature versus time curves from analytic or numerical
thermal models.
2. Train the ANN model using the outputs from the thermal model as inputs, while
using the inputs of the thermal model as outputs to the ANN model.
3. Once the ANN has been trained, experimental thermal data is input into the
trained ANN to find the corresponding boundary conditions.
ANN models have also been applied to welding processes. Weiss et al.3 applied a
hybrid modelling technique to calibrate a model of hybrid LB-GMA aluminium welding.
A similar, but slightly different approach was used by Kumar and DebRoy4 who
combined a genetic algorithm with a process model for arc welding to predict weld
results such as the penetration, weld pool length and peak temperature from welding
parameters and material thermal properties.
The main purpose of this study is to investigate the thermal boundary condition using a
hybrid model of the FSW process. This will be applied to a series of welds produced
with the ‘Flexi-stir’ FSW machine which is used to analyse the phase changes which
occur during welding with synchrotron radiation. Previously, ANN techniques were
used to predict the thermal boundary conditions in a simple FE thermal model. This
section uses the hybrid model to investigate the complex heat transfer between the
workpiece and backing bar during FSW. The study investigates different methods for
inputting the thermal data into the ANN as well as different ANN topologies.
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4.2 Friction stir welding experiments
The experimental FSW work was performed on 3.2 mm thick 7449-T7 plates at HZG
(formerly GKSS Forschungszentrum). Travel speeds of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 mm/s with a
rotation speed of 1300 rpm were used for the welds. The workpiece and the
thermocouple positions are shown in Figure 4-1(a). The thermal profiles from the
retreating and advancing side were averaged and calibrated to input into the trained
ANN model for validation. The average temperature difference between both sides was
13 K. The FSW process used displacement control, and the welding tool dimensions are
shown in Figure 4-1(b).
Figure 4-1: a) The welding plate and thermocouple positions and b) dimensions of the
tool (units: mm)
a
b
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4.3 Structure of the hybrid model
The hybrid modelling procedure is represented in Figure 4-2, which consists of the
following steps:
1. Construct the FSW process model and ANN training model.
2. Applying 48 groups of hypothetical boundary condition values to the FSW
process model, and obtain the corresponding thermal data.
3. Abstract the thermal data so that the characteristics of the thermal curves can be
represented by key data values.
4. Train the ANN models with the data values from step 3. Note that during
training the thermal data are inputs and the boundary condition values are
outputs.
5. Abstract the experimental thermal data using the same method that was used for
the model data and input into the trained ANN. Obtain the predicted boundary
condition values.
6. Enter the predicted boundary conditions into the FSW process model, and obtain
the corresponding thermal data.
7. Compare the predicted thermal data with experimental thermal data from step 5
to validate the method for finding the boundary conditions.
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Figure 4-2: The working structure of FSW hybrid model, including (a) the learning
stage and (b) the predicting stage
4.4 Friction stir welding model development
4.4.1 Model dimensions and solver type
The FSW process model is a three-dimensional fully coupled model developed with
FLUENT CFD solver and is similar to those developed by Colegrove and Shercliff5.
The deforming material is modelled as a highly viscous fluid. The boundary conditions
in the model are used to represent the unique characteristics of the ‘Flexi-stir’ machine6
developed at HZG (former GKSS Forschungszentrum Geesthacht). Note that a thin
copper backing bar is used underneath the tool to allow the synchrotron radiation to
pass through the workpiece to the target. The geometry is as shown in Figure 4-3(a) and
(b), and the material properties used in the model are shown in Table 4-1.
a
b
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Material name Density(kg·m-3)
Specific heat
(J·Kg-1·K-1 )
Thermal conductivity
(W·m-1·K-1)
7449-T7 aluminium
workpiece7 2840 860 154
Copper backing bar8 8954 383 386
Backing bar steel
(0.5% C steel) at
150°C 8
7833 465 40
H13 tool steel
(5% chrome) at
300°C8
7833 460 36
Table 4-1: Thermal properties of the materials used in the FSW process model
Since the material movement in the area far away from the welding tool is negligible,
the workpiece is divided into a liquid aluminium region adjacent to the tool in which the
momentum and heat equations are solved, and a solid aluminium region in the far field
in which only the heat equation is solved. The model is solved in the steady-state mode,
which was found suitable for all travel speeds with the procedure described in Grong9.
This strategy results in a more rapid solution than a full transient simulation. Note that
the limited size of the model does slightly affect the temperatures in the far field,
particularly for the low travel speeds.
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Figure 4-3: Diagram of the geometry used of the FLUENT model; a) top-view and b)
side view
4.4.2 Model thermal boundary conditions
To model the imperfect contact between the aluminium workpiece and the backing bars,
temperature dependent contact gap conductance boundary conditions were applied.
According to Figure 4-3, there were three interfacial boundaries which needed to be
determined: the boundary condition between aluminium workpiece and copper backing
bar k1, the aluminium workpiece and the steel backing bar k2 and the copper and steel
backing bars k3. An experimental investigation of the contact gap conductance by
Yuncu10 showed that the values between aluminium and steel, and copper and steel
were similar and approximately a quarter of the value between copper and aluminium.
Both aluminium and copper are softer and more ductile compared to steel, which leads
to a better contact condition. As stated previously a temperature dependent contact gap
conductance between the aluminium workpiece and steel backing bar was used by Shi
et al.11 and Rohsenow12. Although discrete values in the form of a lookup table were
a
b
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used, the values approximate an exponential curve. The justification for this approach
can be seen in the experimental values in Figure 4-4. In the far field both the
temperature and interfacial pressure are low which leads to a low contact gap
conductance. Near the tool, both the temperature and pressure increase leading to an
exponential increasing contact gap conductance. Therefore the temperature dependent
contact gap conductance values in the hybrid model are represented by:
  14
1exp32 kTbakk  Eq. 4-1
where T is the temperature at the interface between the workpiece and backing bar in
Kelvin, and a and b are constants to be determined with the hybrid model.
Figure 4-4: Near the tool both the pressure and temperature increase which leads to an
exponential relationship with the temperature (if pressure is not modelled)13
The remaining thermal boundary conditions in the model are simpler. The convective
heat loss through the bottom of the steel backing bars had a constant value of 1000
W/m2K suggested by Colegrove et al.14. Khandkar et al.15 found that the temperature of
the workpiece was insensitive to this value. The convective heat loss from the top
surface of aluminium workpiece is 10 W/m2K suggested from experimental analysis
done by Chao and Qi16.
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4.4.3 Material flow stress property
Describing the material flow behaviour is one of the essential parts for modelling the
FSW process. Different constitutive laws have been applied to FSW models, including
the Johnson-Cook model used by Askari et al.17 and Schmidt et al.18,19, the Norton-Hoff
law applied by Moal et al. 20 and Liechty et al.21, and the von Mises law applied by
Zhang er al.22 and Zhang et al.23. However this work uses the Zener-Holloman law
proposed by Sellars and Tegart24, which is widely used for aluminium alloys25,26.
Previous work27 has demonstrated that the following relationship can be fit to
experimental results from Gleeble experiments:
 When T < Tm
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where  is the strain-rate (s-1), Q is the activation energy equalling 140000 J/mol, R is
the gas constant (J/kg·K), σ is the flow stress, A, n, α, k and m are the material constants
equalling to 5.026e11 s-1, 5.167, 6.910E-03 MPa-1, 6.991 and 2.137 respectively. Ts is
the material solidus temperature equalling to 773 K. As the temperature approaches the
solidus, a rapid softening regime was implemented like that implemented by Colegrove
et al.14. This avoided overpredicting the heat generation as the temperature approaches
the solidus. When T is greater than the arbitrarily set softening temperature Tm (753 K)
the flow strength is linearly reduced to zero at the solidus.
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The resulting Zener-Holloman curves for the 7449-T7 are shown in Figure 4-5.
Figure 4-5: Predicted material flow stress for 7449-T7 aluminium alloy27
Note that the experimental results in the chapter 2 showed that no rapid softening
regime exists for this aluminium alloy. The rapid softening regime has been included
because it avoids the problem of overpredicting the temperature. The next chapter
describes an alternative modelling approach where there is no material softening, but
slip is used at the interface.
4.4.4 Model heat generation and heat flow
The equations for describing the heat and mass flow are described elsewhere in
Colegrove et al.14. The model assumes a sticking condition between the workpiece and
the tool. A concept used by Colegrove et al.14 is the CSRR, which assumed that during
the FSW process only a fraction of the shoulder is fully in contact with the workpiece
material and generates heat. This was used because there is usually an imperfect contact
condition between the shoulder and the material during FSW, i.e. the shoulder does not
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fully contact the workpiece material. In addition, there is likely to be slip between the
tool and the workpiece material in the real weld and the reduced shoulder contact radius
helps to compensate for this effect. Since the shoulder contact radius has a direct impact
on the heat generation, it is one of the adjustable parameters in the hybrid model.
4.5 ANN model development
4.5.1 Abstracting the thermal curves
As described previously, one of the key requirements of the hybrid model is abstracting
the thermal curves before inputting them into the ANN. The abstracting methods used
in this study are shown in Figure 4-6 and described below:
1. The first one called the ‘9 input’ method uses: the peak temperature; the cooling
slope which is the slope of the line between the peak temperature and the
temperature at half this value; and the integral of temperature against time. The
time over which the temperature is integrated varies for the different travel
speeds, and equals the length of plate divided by the travel speed. This is done
at distances of 8, 13 and 18 mm from the weld centreline, which correspond to
the location of the thermocouples in the experiments (see Figure 4-1(a)).
2. The second type is the ‘6 input’ method which is the same as the ‘9 input’
method but excludes either the peak temperature, integral of temperature or
cooling slope, i.e. there are three variants – one which excludes the peak
temperature, one which excludes the integral of temperature and one which
excludes the cooling slope.
3. The last one is the ‘4 input’ method and is based the ‘6 input’ methods but
excludes the thermal data from the point 13 mm from the centreline. Once again
there are three variants.
The different abstracting methods are summarised in Table 4-2.
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Abstracting
Method Parameters
Thermocouple
positions – distance
(mm) from weld
centreline
9 input Peak temperature, integral oftemperature, and cooling slope 8, 13 and 18
6 input-p-i Peak temperature, and integral oftemperature 8, 13 and 18
6 input-p-c Peak temperature, and cooling slope 8, 13 and 18
6 input-i-c Integral of temperature, and coolingslope 8, 13 and 18
4 input-p-i Peak temperature, and integral oftemperature 8 and 18
4 input-p-c Peak temperature, and cooling slope 8 and 18
4 input-i-c Integral of temperature, and coolingslope 8 and 18
Table 4-2: Summary of abstracting method used for the hybrid ANN models
Figure 4-6: Method of abstracting a thermal profile
4.5.2 Applied ANN model components
The fundamental components of the ANN model, are the ANN topology, transfer
function and training algorithm28. The overall applied transfer function is the sigmoid
equation. The BP algorithm is used throughout the study with the LM gradient descent
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method, which is a high-order adaptive method suitable for analyzing the complex
boundary conditions in the process model. There are three ANN topologies which have
been applied during the study:
1. MLP network,
2. GFF network,
3. MFF network.
4.5.3 Training data set
To train the hybrid model, three CSRR values and four values of the backing bar
constants a and b were used, giving forty-eight combinations. The applied values are
shown in Table 4-3.
48 combinations of values for training
CSRR a (W m-2K-1) b (K-1)
43.2% 8 0.005
55.4% 21 0.01
75.7% 38 0.012
43 0.015
Table 4-3: The training data used for the hybrid model
4.5.4 Analysis of results
To compare the predicted thermal profiles from the hybrid model, with the experimental
curves the MRE is found from:




N
i iX
iXiY
N
MRE
1
1 Eq. 4-9
where Xi and Yi are the abstracted peak temperature, integral of temperature and
cooling slope from the model and experiments respectively.
4.6 Results and discussion
4.6.1 Topology and abstraction method investigation
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Table 4-4 gives the MRE for the different abstracting methods, travel speeds and ANN
topologies. The average prediction qualities with the error bars indicating the 95%
confidence interval of the mean are calculated by averaging across the different travel
speeds for each abstracting method and ANN topology and are shown in Figure 4-7. By
comparing both the averaged MRE including the spread in the mean, the plot indicates
that the 4 input-i-c abstracting method with the integral of temperature and cooling
slope had the lowest MRE of the seven abstracting methods. This indicates that the
additional information from 6 and 9 input methods such as the peak temperature at more
locations did not improve but reduced the prediction quality. Of the three topologies, the
GFF topology provided the lowest overall MRE. The MLP topology performed
particularly poorly on the 9 input method, which may be a result of excessive data and
over-training. Moreover the MFF topology gave poor predictions as the amount the
training data reduced, which can be observed for some of the 4 input methods. It is
important to note however that for each results the error bar are large, so some of these
conclusions may change with more data points. The predicted CSRR and boundary
conditions for the different travel speeds are shown in Table 4-5 for the 4 input-i-c
abstracting method with GFF ANN topology.
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9 input
Topology 2 mm/s 3 mm/s 4 mm/s 5 mm/s 6 mm/s 8 mm/s MRE 95%
Conf.MLP 21.91% 1.63% 6.51% 3.48% 19.03% 13.73% 11.05% 6.75%
GFF 3.75% 6.99% 12.79% 2.32% 2.46% 13.19% 6.92% 4.00%
MFF 4.04% 7.64% 5.66% 10.87% 2.34% 11.77% 7.05% 3.00%
6 input-p-i
Topology 2 mm/s 3 mm/s 4 mm/s 5 mm/s 6 mm/s 8 mm/s MRE 95%
Conf.MLP 4.94% 9.40% 3.55% 8.75% 2.37% 7.47% 6.08% 2.31%
GFF 3.75% 9.43% 7.57% 3.87% 2.27% 10.82% 6.28% 2.78%
MFF 4.04% 8.71% 3.54% 2.27% 2.35% 12.81% 5.62% 3.39%
6 input-p-c
Topology 2 mm/s 3 mm/s 4 mm/s 5 mm/s 6 mm/s 8 mm/s MRE 95%
Conf.MLP 9.34% 1.46% 6.57% 3.20% 13.84% 4.01% 6.40% 3.66%
GFF 3.73% 9.54% 4.98% 3.05% 16.54% 3.17% 6.84% 4.27%
MFF 4.11% 7.46% 12.83% 1.67% 2.56% 13.96% 7.10% 4.22%
6 input-i-c
Topology 2 mm/s 3 mm/s 4 mm/s 5 mm/s 6 mm/s 8 mm/s MRE 95%
Conf.MLP 3.18% 7.57% 12.77% 10.92% 9.85% 1.22% 7.59% 3.63%
GFF 10.08% 1.96% 12.66% 4.98% 2.46% 1.16% 5.55% 3.80%
MFF 9.24% 6.76% 12.39% 5.81% 12.06% 13.86% 10.02% 2.62%
4 input-p-i
Topology 2 mm/s 3 mm/s 4 mm/s 5 mm/s 6 mm/s 8 mm/s MRE 95%
Conf.MLP 3.30% 8.59% 4.97% 11.77% 2.38% 10.13% 6.86% 3.08%
GFF 3.99% 9.82% 4.76% 7.20% 2.43% 4.96% 5.53% 2.09%
MFF 4.01% 13.17% 10.79% 10.93% 19.85% 12.72% 11.91% 4.08%
4 input-p-c
Topology 2 mm/s 3 mm/s 4 mm/s 5 mm/s 6 mm/s 8 mm/s MRE 95%
Conf.MLP 3.52% 1.90% 12.85% 3.98% 2.32% 21.54% 7.69% 6.32%
GFF 1.39% 8.39% 12.47% 3.35% 5.52% 10.20% 6.89% 3.37%
MFF 4.02% 13.87% 12.45% 13.19% 2.24% 13.33% 9.85% 4.21%
4 input-i-c
Topology 2 mm/s 3 mm/s 4 mm/s 5 mm/s 6 mm/s 8 mm/s MRE 95%
Conf.MLP 2.94% 1.46% 6.57% 3.20% 13.84% 4.01% 5.34% 3.60%
GFF 3.34% 1.93% 5.61% 3.18% 2.35% 2.01% 3.07% 1.10%
MFF 3.74% 2.41% 11.06% 5.68% 2.35% 1.84% 4.51% 2.80%
Table 4-4: MRE for the different abstracting methods, travel speeds and ANN
topologies
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Figure 4-7: Average MRE for the different abstracting methods and ANN topologies.
Note that the different abstracting methods are defined in Table 4-4
The visual comparisons between the experimental measurements and those from the 4
input-i-c are shown in Figure 4-8. The comparisons show that all the predicted curves
were able to give good predictions in the thermal cycles, particularly the peak
temperature. In most cases the hybrid models are able to give accurate predictions of the
cooling slopes. Although there are some discrepancies with the peak temperature and
integral of temperature for the slowest speed weld (2 mm/s), the thermal curves from
the other models are well matched with the experimental ones. This shows that the
hybrid models are able to predict the complex heat transfer phenomenon in the FSW
process.
The predicted contact gap conductances from the parameters in Table 4-5 are shown in
Figure 4-9. The visual comparisons and the predicted values in Table 4-5 suggest that
the thermal boundary condition performance and the CSRR are not independent of each
other. For instance, the 5 mm/s case has a larger contact gap conductance, at the same
time its CSRR value is also higher at level 70.86%. Hence the larger CSRR, which
results in more heat being generated, is balanced by a higher contact gap conductance
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which increases the heat loss. The situation is also complicated by variations in the
welding process. These issues are investigated in greater depth in the next section.
Travel Speed CSRR a (W m-2K-1) b (K-1)
2 mm/s 63.9% 43.5 4.56E-03
3 mm/s 43.2% 44.9 4.54E-03
4 mm/s 74.7% 44.6 4.46E-03
5 mm/s 70.9% 6.32 1.04E-02
6 mm/s 75.7% 6.06 4.91E-03
8 mm/s 51.9% 6.56 5.20E-03
Average values 63.4% 25.3 5.67E-03
Table 4-5: The predicted hybrid results and averaged results
a Distance from the centre of weld
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b
c
Distance from the centre of weld
Distance from the centre of weld
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d
e
Distance from the centre of weld
Distance from the centre of weld
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Figure 4-8: Comparison between hybrid model and experimental thermal profiles for
travel speeds of a) 2 mm/s, b) 3 mm/s, c) 4 mm/s, d) 5 mm/s, e) 6 mm/s, and f) 8 mm/s
Figure 4-9: Predicted contact gap conductance vs. temperature. Note unit of the contact
gap conductance is W/(m2K)
f Distance from the centre of weld
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The time taken to train the different hybrid models is shown in Table 4-6. Although the
times are short compared with that required solving the FLUENT model, it is
nevertheless worth noting that the GFF topology is the most time consuming due to its
complicated structure. The preferred 4 input method takes considerably less time than
the 9 input method and the 170 seconds required with the GFF topology is not
considered onerous.
Temperature dependent models (unit: s)
MLP, LM GFF, LM MFF, LM
9 input 64 1011 204
6 input 43 330 146
4 input 34 170 120
Table 4-6: The training time consumption for each types of model
4.6.2 Investigation into variable fitting constants
Colegrove et al.14 has shown that it is possible to find a universal set of fitting constants
that suit all welding parameters. The previous section found that the fitting constants
depended on the travel speed. These values are now averaged across the travel speeds
and applied to each of the welds, and the quality of the fit is determined. The average
values are shown in Table 4-5. The averaged CSRR value is very close to the one
discovered by Colegrove and Shercliff7.
The comparison plots are shown in Figure 4-10 and the numerical discrepancies
between the modelling and experimental results are shown in Table 4-7. The predictions
for the 2, 5 and 8 mm/s welds (Figure 4-10(a), (d) and (f)) are reasonably good with the
difference in the peak temperature being less than 16 K. The 4 and 6 mm/s models
(Figure 4-10(c) and (e)) have under-predicted the experimental results, while the 3
mm/s model (Figure 4-10(b)) has over-predicted the experimental results.
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Travel speed Peak temperaturediscrepancies Imprint of stir region into plate
2 mm/s - 16 K 0.21 mm
3 mm/s 26 K 0.105 mm
4 mm/s - 32 K 0.325 mm
5 mm/s - 12 K 0.20 mm
6 mm/s - 39 K 0.27 mm
8 mm/s 10 K 0.20 mm
Table 4-7: Discrepancy in the peak temperature (positive means over-prediction and
negative under-prediction) between the experimental and predicted thermal curves with
averaged fitting coefficients, and measured imprint of the stir region into the plate
One of the reasons for variability in thermal measurements between nominally identical
welding conditions is the plunge depth or the plunge force (depending on whether the
FSW machine works in force or displacement control). Tang et al.29 has shown that the
temperature increases with plunge depth. The Flexi-stir machine used displacement
control and different values were used for different welding conditions. To understand
the variation in displacement between the welds, the imprint of each weld into the plate
was measured as shown in Figure 4-11. Note that considerable deformation occurs
under the weld due to the copper backing bar used for Flexi-stir machine (see Figure
4-3). The imprints were measured on both sides of the weld stir region, and the values
averaged. These values are summarised in Table 4-7.
The results show that where there was a good temperature prediction, (2, 5 and 8 mm/s)
the imprint depth is approximately 0.20 ± 0.01 mm. For 3 mm/s weld, the temperature
was over-predicted by the model and the imprint was only 0.105 mm. This indicates
that during the welding process, the tool position was higher compared to those with an
imprint of 0.2 mm. Hence the contact between the shoulder and the material was poorer,
leading to less heat generation. This was also reflected in a lack of fusion defect for this
weld.
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For the 4 and 6 mm/s models, the temperature values were under-predicted by the
model. The imprint depths were 0.325 and 0.27 mm, for these welds indicating that the
tool plunged further into the material. This leads to better contact with the material and
a greater heat generation. Hence the model underpredicted the temperature.
a
b
Distance from the centre of weld
Distance from the centre of weld
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c
d
Distance from the centre of weld
Distance from the centre of weld
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Figure 4-10: Comparison between hybrid model using averaged coefficients and
experimental thermal profiles for travel speeds of a) 2 mm/s, b) 3 mm/s, c) 4 mm/s, d) 5
mm/s, e) 6 mm/s, f) 8 mm/s
e
f
Distance from the centre of weld
Distance from the centre of weld
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Figure 4-11: Measurement of the imprint of the FSW tool into the workpiece material.
This particular macro is from the 3 mm/s travel speed weld
4.7 Conclusions
A hybrid model of FSW was developed by combining a process model with an ANN
model. The technique was used to investigate the thermal boundary condition at the
interface between the workpiece and backing bar, as well as the CSRR. It was
demonstrated that:
 The hybrid model was able to predict suitable values for temperature dependent
thermal boundary condition parameters and the CSRR.
 A GFF topology for the ANN with 4 abstracted inputs based on the integrated
temperature and the cooling slope gave the best prediction of the experimental
values.
 The analysis indicated that the CSRR and the thermal boundary conditions were
not independent of each other. Hence a high CSRR could be balanced by a high
heat loss to the backing bar.
 Although the initial analysis indicated that it was not possible to find a universal
set of fitting parameters for these welds, further analysis indicated that the
variability could be explained with variation in the plunge depth which was
reflected in the weld imprints.
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CHAPTER 5
Friction Stir Welding Models with Stick and Slip
Boundary Conditions
5.1 Introduction
One of the major issues in the process modelling of the FSW is determining the contact
condition at the interface between the workpiece and welding tool. The experiments by
Valberg and Malvik1 showed that within the extrusion process which has similar
characteristics to FSW, the contact is incomplete, which meant that both sticking and
slipping conditions existed on the die. North et al.2 proved that during FSW of some
high strength aluminium alloys, the peak temperature may reach the solidus, which will
lead some materials into the liquid phase weakening the contact and resulting in
slipping of the workpiece material, against the tool.
Some modelling work3-5 applied slip boundary condition to models, to investigate the
partially sticking/slipping phenomenon during the process. Palm et al.3 calculated a
friction coefficient from the material yield stress and temperature to determine the
frictional heat generation. Vilaça et al.4 also applied a friction coefficient at the shoulder
interface to work out the temperature at the shoulder surface. In the fluid dynamics
based modelling work by Colegrove and Shercliff5, the slip boundary condition was
determined from the local wall shear stress at the tool interface. The model results were
used to select a better welding pin profile. Schmidt et al.6 used a dimensionless slip rate
to calculate the relative velocity of the material at the tool interface, and the value was
used to find out the slip condition at the interface. The material’s yield stress was used
to find the heat generation. Schmidt and Hattel7 applied a value of friction coefficient on
a fully contacted tool shoulder. Although the simulation was close to the reality, it was
difficult to find a universal constant to implement this imperfect contact. Hamilton et
al.8 improved the slip factor method by Nandan et al.9 to calculate the peak temperature
during the FSW. Liechty and Webb10 compared a stick model and a slip model with
variable shear stress, which came to the conclusion that the slip model can predict much
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better results than the stick one, particularly when the slip model assumed that the
maximum velocity of the interface material was 9% of the local rotational speed.
The objective of this work is to investigate the influence of applying slip and stick
boundary conditions to a FSW process model. The different models compare the heat
generation, temperature and material flow around the tool. The FSW process has many
unknowns, which are difficult to calculate and/or determine. Therefore this section
investigates a series of boundary conditions and their effect on the heat generation and
temperature and comments are made as to whether such conditions are likely to exist in
practice.
5.2 Methodology
5.2.1 Material properties
Two types of aluminium alloy materials were studied in this work, 6082-T6 and 7449-
T7, and the thermal properties of the materials used in the FSW model are shown in
Table 4-1. This includes the workpiece aluminium alloys, the backing bar steel and the
welding tool steel. Constant values of thermal conductivity have been used.
Material name Density(kg·m-3)
Specific heat
(J·kg-1·K-1 )
Thermal
conductivity
(W·m-1·K-1)
7449-T7 aluminium
workpiece 2840 860 154
6082-T6 aluminium
workpiece 2710 894 172
Backing bar steel
(0.5% C steel) at 150°C 7833 465 40
H13 tool steel
(5% chrome) at 300°C 7833 460 36
Table 5-1: Thermal properties11,12 of the materials used in the FSW process model
One of the most important factors in the model is the constitutive law used to describe
flow stress of the workpiece material. This work uses the Zener-Holloman law proposed
by Sellars and Tegart19, and the corresponding material constants are from previous
experimental work in chapter 2 of this thesis that involved Gleeble testing. In all cases
the effective viscosity (μ) of the deforming material is calculated from
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




3 Eq. 5-1
The viscosity is a key input parameter to the CFD flow simulation. The effective
viscosity is implemented in FLUENT using a User Defined Function (UDF).
5.2.2 FSW model
The model used for researching different interface boundary conditions is a three-
dimensional fully coupled process model, developed with the FLUENT CFD solver,
and is similar to one developed by Colegrove and Shercliff20. This model was able to
predict heat generation and the resulting thermal field from the tool and plate
dimensions, materials thermal properties and material constitutive behaviour. This
model was experimentally validated against a series of welding experiments performed
at HZG. The work presented in this chapter uses this same experimentally validated
model as the basis for the investigation into stick and slip boundary conditions. The
workpiece geometry, tool size and boundary conditions are identical to this model. The
essential details are repeated here. In order to have a more rapid solution for analysis, a
steady state model was developed. The geometry of the model is demonstrated in Figure
5-1. As shown in Figure 5-1(a) and (b), the aluminium workpiece is divided into two
parts:
1. The liquid aluminium region in the centre area, in which both the momentum
and heat equations are solved
2. The solid aluminium regions in the area far away from the welding tool. Since
the material flow is negligible, only the heat equation is solved.
The dimensions of the welding tool are shown in Figure 5-1(c), and tool profile was not
included in this modelling work.
The concept of the contact gap conductance was used to describe the heat transfer
between the workpiece and the backing bar due to the imperfect contact. Two areas of
contact gap conductance are included in the model. As shown in Figure 5-2, the centre
light blue area is defined as the welded area which has a higher contact gap conductance
(25000 Wm-2K-1) due to the softened material and normal pressure from the tool during
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the welding process; alternatively the light yellow area has a lower value (200 Wm-2K-1)
since the contact condition here is poorer since the material in this region is not
processed against the backing bar by the shoulder. The backing bar in the area coloured
white was not modelled, so the heat loss is represented by a convective heat transfer
coefficient which is equal to 100 Wm-2K-1. A vacuum backing bar was used in this area
in the experiments upon which this model was based20. The heat loss from the top and
side of the workpiece to the environment was described as convectional with a
coefficient of 10 Wm-2K-1. The heat loss from the bottom of the backing bar to the
welding table was also simplified as convectional with a coefficient of 1000 W m-2K-1,
and the side of the backing bar was set to an adiabatic condition.
Figure 5-1: Diagram of the geometry used for the FLUENT model: a) top-view and b)
end view (view A from (a)) and c) the welding tool
a
b
c
View A
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Figure 5-2: Top view of the boundary conditions used between the workpiece and
backing bar
5.2.3 Interface boundary conditions
Two types of boundary conditions were applied at the interface between the workpiece
and welding tool: stick and slip. The slip boundary condition was implemented with a
slip coefficient θ, which was used by Schmidt et al.6. The slip coefficient is the ratio of
the speed of the workpiece material at the tool interface to the rotational speed of the
tool. It was assumed uniform over the surface of the tool, which was in contact with the
workpiece material. The flow field was calculated from the slip coefficient with the
velocity of material (in unit of m/s) at the tool interface defined as:
60
2   r
Eq. 5-2
where r is the radius and ω is the rotation speed of the tool in unit of rpm. 
The viscous heat generation in both the stick and slip models is given by:
 vSh   Eq. 5-3
where Sh is the viscous heat generation, v is the velocity, τ is the stress tensor given by
 Tvv   Eq. 5-4
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where µ is the viscosity calculated from flow stress and strain-rate as shown in equation
5-1.
The amount of viscous heat generation is obviously smaller with the slip model due to
the different flow field, which results from using the slip coefficient. In the slip model,
the frictional heat generation was given by governed by the slip velocity multiplied by
the wall shear stress:
 
wall
rq  
60
21
Eq. 5-5
where θ is the slip coefficient, ω is the rotation speed in rpm, r is the local radius and
σwall is the magnitude of the shear stress at the interface. Unlike many models which
implement a slip boundary condition, the shear stress was calculated from the flow
prediction, i.e. the slip coefficient at the wall was used to calculate the flow field which
was used to calculate the wall shear stress. Once again this was implemented in
FLUENT using a user sub-routine. As the thermal and flow field were coupled, it was
necessary to iterate the solution until convergence was achieved. It should be noted that
the temperature affects the flow strength of the material, which affects both the viscous
heat generation and wall shear stress, which both affect the material temperature. Note
that one issue encountered during FSW flow modelling is the generation of excessive
heat as will become apparent in this analysis. Some authors have addressed this issue
with a factor for thermal efficiency22. While it is clear how this applies in arc welding
where there are radiation losses, it is not clear how such a term may applied in FSW
where all thermal losses are accounted for. Hence no efficiency term was used in the
current modelling work.
5.2.4 Model types
The FSW process has many unknowns, which are difficult to calculate and/or determine.
Therefore this section investigates a series of boundary conditions and their effect on
the heat generation and temperature and comments are made as to whether such
conditions are likely to exist in practice.
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To compare the influence of stick and slip boundary conditions, 8 different model types
were investigated, which are summarised in Table 5-2. Apart from the model type 7 and
8, the conditions were applied to both 6082-T6 and 7449-T7. A travel speed of 8 mm/s
was used for all welds with a rotation speed of 400, 600, 800 and 1200 rpm. In some of
the model types, the CSRR method was applied, which assumed reduced shoulder
contact with the workpiece material. This was used in the previous chapter. As stated in
Colegrove et al.12 the reasons for including the CSRR with a stick model are twofold:
1. Firstly there is often incomplete contact between the shoulder of the FSW tool
and the workpiece material.
2. A slip condition may exist between the workpiece material and the tool. Since
determining the slip conditions is difficult, it was expedient to include any such
effects within a single adjustable parameter: the CSRR.
This section aims to investigate this parameter in greater depth and in particular to
compare models where it is and is not included.
The different model types are summarised as follows:
1. Model type 1 was a full stick condition model. The heat generation was 100%
viscous and it was used to investigate the amount of heat generation without
taking into account softening or slip. There was full contact between the
deforming material and the shoulder (CSRR = 100%).
2. Model type 2 was full stick with softening, to find out the reduction in heat
generation by applying the softening regime to the constitutive behaviour. There
was full contact with the shoulder.
3. Model type 3 applied a slip boundary condition which was adjusted so that the
heat generation was identical to the equivalent model type 2 where softening
occurred. The material strain-rate and deformation region around the welding
tool was investigated to find the difference between stick (model type 2) and slip
(model type 3) models.
4. Model type 4 was a stick condition model where the CSRR was applied. The
CSRR selected was 68.4%, which was identical to the value used by Colegrove
and Shercliff20. This model was compared to model type 1 to find the heat
generation reduction by applying the CSRR.
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5. Model type 5 was identical to model type 4, however the softening regime was
included in the material constitutive behaviour to further limit the heat
generation. It is important to note that this model type was identical to the one
used by Colegrove et al.12 to predict the heat generation in FSW. The model was
experimentally validated in this publication.
6. Model type 6 was similar to model type 5, however a slip condition was used
instead of material softening. The heat generation was adjusted so that it was the
same as model type 5, and the model was used to investigate the difference
between stick and slip boundary conditions.
7. Model type 7 was only applied to 7449-T7, and the same boundary conditions as
those applied to the 6082-T6 model type 3 were used. This model type was used
to determine the differences between the two materials.
8. Model type 8 was only applied to 7449-T7, and the same boundary conditions as
those applied to the 6082-T6 model type 6 were used. This model type was used
to determine the differences between the two materials.
Model
type
Contact
condition CSRR Softening Comment
1 Stick 100% No
2 Stick 100% Yes
3 Slip 100% No Heat input matches equivalentmodel type 2
4 Stick 68.4% No
5 Stick 68.4% Yes
6 Slip 68.4% No Heat input matches equivalentmodel type 5
7 Slip 100% No
Only applied to 7449-T7. The slip
coefficient is set so that it is
identical to 6082-T6 model type 3.
8 Slip 68.4% No
Only applied to 7449-T7. The slip
coefficient is set so that it is
identical to 6082-T6 model type 6.
Table 5-2: The summary of the model types applied in investigating the differences
between the slip and stick boundary conditions
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5.2.5 Comparison to experimental results
The slip boundary condition was applied to a 7449-T7 FSW process model described in
chapter 4, to investigate whether the slip boundary condition is suitable for real welds.
Model type 6 was applied. The CSRR and temperature dependent contact gap
conductance variables applied were the ones demined in chapter 4, for each travel speed.
The travel speeds for validating were 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 mm/s.
Similar to the models used in the rest part of this chapter, the heat generation in this
model consists of viscous and slip. One small difference between this model and the one
described previously is heat flow between the workpiece material and the pin had to be
turned off due to a bug in the FLUENT software. This is a minor difference and it is not
expected to have a significant effect on the result.
5.2.6 Analysis methods
To better understand how the material behaved with the various models, a streamline
plot was generated along the centreline half way through the thickness (mid-plate 1.6
mm from the bottom of workpiece) and at the top of the workpiece plate (top-plate 3.2
mm from the bottom of workpiece). A diagram in Figure 5-3, shows a streamline
travelling from the left of the workpiece, around the rotating welding tool and to the
right. The ‘streamline 1’ from mid-plate and top-plate were used for analysis since they
represent how the material flow behaves near the welding tool.
The deformation region for each model was found. This was defined as the area in the
mid-plate where the material strain-rate value exceeded 2 s-1. This strain-rate value is
arbitrary and was selected to show the region where the strain-rate was significant. Note
that behaviour of the material in a fluid flow model is different to the real material
because the elastic properties are ignored. The area calculated excluded that of the pin.
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Figure 5-3: The diagram shows a streamline travelling past the modelling tool (the black
object in the middle of the graph) at the mid-plate (1.6 mm from bottom of workpiece).
5.3 Results
A summary of the results is contained in Appendix D. For the stick models, the heat
generation was purely viscous, and for slip models it was a combination of viscous and
frictional. Graphs of the results are shown in the subsequent sections. It was not
possible to find an equivalent slip model for all conditions, particularly for model type 3
with 7449-T7 and high rotation speeds. This was because the corresponding stick model
had a low heat generation could not be matched with the lowest heat generation with the
slip condition, i.e. even a slip coefficient of 0 did not produce the desired heat
generation. The comparison of the results and analysis of each model type are given in
the following sections.
5.3.1 Heat generation and slip conditions
Figure 5-4(a) shows the heat generation for model types 1, 2 and 3 as a function of the
rotation speed. For 6082-T6, the heat generation of model type 1 and 2 are the same at a
rotation speed 400 RPM, and as the rotation speed increases, the heat generation in
model type 2 reached a plateau while model type 1 kept increasing. For 7449-T7, as the
rotation speed increased, the heat generation in model type 1 increased, while the heat
generation in model type 2 was mostly constant, as shown in Figure 5-4. The
Streamline
Welding direction
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continuous increase in the heat generation of model type 1 was because there was no
softening in the material’s constitutive behaviour (see Table 5-2). When applying the
softening regime model type, the heat generation reached a plateau at high rotation
speeds, which is similar to the real welds12. The reason for the plateau is well described
in Colegrove and Shercliff20, and is because of the limitation imposed by the solidus
temperature where softening is included in the material’s constitutive behaviour, i.e.
increasing the rotation speed increases the amount of material softening and does not
cause any additional heat generation. The lower flow strength of 6082-T6 compared to
7449-T7 is seen in the comparison of the heat generation with model type 1, i.e. much
more heat is generated due to the greater flow strength. Where the heat generation is
limited by the solidus temperature (model type 2), the model that used 6082-T6 showed
greater heat generation due to the higher solidus temperature of this alloy.
Figure 5-4(b) gives the slip coefficients and the viscous and slip heat generation
distribution for method 3. For 6082-T6, the slip coefficient reduced as the rotation speed
increased, from nearly 1 to 0.125. The slip heat increased, and the viscous heat
generation reduced. For 7449-T7, only one slip condition was solved which was for a
rotation speed of 400 RPM, and the reason for which was described previously. With
this condition, the slip coefficient was low (due to the high flow strength of the material)
so most of the heat generation occurred at the surface due to the slip.
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Figure 5-4: a) The total heat generation in model type 1, 2 and 3. Note that the heat
generation for model type 3 is the same as model type 2 except where model type 3
could not be solved, and b) slip coefficient and distribution of heat for materials 6082-
T6 and 7449-T7, with rotation speeds of 400, 600, 800 and 1200 RPM
a
b
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Figure 5-5(a) shows the comparison of heat generation for model type 4 and 5. The use
of the CSRR for these models resulted in a much lower total heat generation than the
previous model types. For 6082-T6, the heat generation from model types 4 and 5 show
very close agreement and increase as the rotation speed increased. At a rotation speed of
1200 RPM, the heat generation in model type 4 was slightly higher. For 7449-T7, as the
rotation speed increases, the heat generation in model type 4 rises continuously, while
the heat generation in model type 5 increased up to a rotation speed of 600 RPM and
later became slightly lower, as shown in Figure 5-5. A plateau was reached in model
type 5 with 7449-T7 as the rotation speed increased, due to the limitation in the material
constitutive behaviour. However no plateau was observed in model type 5 with 6082-T6,
and it indicates that apart from the 1200 RPM rotation speed the 6082-T6 was deformed
without any softening (see Figure 5-5).
By comparing to the experimental results from Colegrove and Shercliff20, for 6082-T6
the heat generation in model type 5 is most realistic, while the heat generation in model
type 4 will overpredict the experimental values, as shown in Figure 5-6 most of the
temperatures are over the solidus as the rotation speed passes 800 RPM.
Figure 5-5(b) gives the slip coefficients and the viscous and slip heat generation
distribution with method 6. For 6082-T6, the slip coefficient was approximately 1 for
the three lower rotation speeds and reduced to 0.62 at a rotation speed of 1200 RPM.
The corresponding slip heat generations almost did not change until the rotation speed
was set to 1200 RPM in which the slip heat increased significantly. The viscous heat
generation increased from 400 to 800 RPM due to the higher rotation speed, but reduced
dramatically beyond 1200 RPM due to the slip. For 7449-T7, three slip condition
models were solved. Both the slip coefficient and viscous heat generation reduced as the
rotation speed increased, while the slip heat generation increased.
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Figure 5-5: a) The total heat generation in model type 4, 5 and 6, note the filled markers
represent the results for model type 6, and b) slip coefficient and distribution of heat for
materials 6082-T6 and 7449-T7, with rotation speeds of 400, 600, 800 and 1200 RPM
a
b
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Figure 5-6: The peak temperature in model type 4 of 6082-T6 and 7449-T7, with
rotation speeds of 400, 600, 800 and 1200 RPM
5.3.2 Comparisons between models that have full contact with the
shoulder (model types 2 and 3)
5.3.2.1 6082-T6 models
The temperature plots for the mid-plate and top-plate streamlines are shown in Figure
5-7 for 6082-T6. Since the heat generations are the same, the temperature curves
between the stick and slip models are mostly identical, apart from some discrepancies
for the higher rotation speed in Figure 5-7(c) between the top-plate curves, and the
reason for this will be explained later. The temperature values in the mid-plate curves
are slightly lower than ones from the top-plate, and the temperature rises up as the
rotation speed increases but not dramatically. This is due to the fact that applying
softening regime in model type 2 restricts the peak temperature within the solidus,
which is 848 K for 6082-T6.
Figure 5-8 gives the strain-rate comparisons, which show that the strain-rate values in
the top-plate are much larger than ones in mid-plate, since the top-plate is adjacent to
the rotating shoulder. For Figure 5-8(a), the strain-rate plots are identical because the
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slip coefficient is 0.999 which means the boundary is almost a stick condition. The
strain-rate plots from Figure 5-8(b) and (c) indicate that applying a slip boundary
condition will significantly reduce the strain-rate. The results from the models that used
a rotation speed of 600 RPM in Figure 5-8(b) show that the stick model top-plate strain-
rate values are around 4800 s-1, particularly in the middle of the curve. However in the
corresponding slip model the strain-rate values are less than 3000 s-1. In the stick model
mid-plate the strain-rate values are around 100 s-1, but ones from the slip condition are
no more than 50 s-1. Hence when the rotation speed is 600 RPM, the slip condition
reduces the strain-rate nearly 50%. The reduction of strain-rate gets even more obvious
as the rotation speed increases. In Figure 5-8(c), the stick model top-plate has the strain-
rate values are more than 5000 s-1, while the strain-rate values in the corresponding slip
model are about 1000 s-1. In the stick model mid-plate the strain-rate values are slightly
more than 200 s-1, but ones from the slip condition are no more than 20 s-1. The strain-
rate value with the slip condition is lower than the one from the 600 RPM models
because the slip coefficient at 800 RPM (0.125) is lower than one at 600 RPM (0.64). In
the 800 RPM case, the slip condition reduces the strain-rate nearly 80%, because of the
lower slip coefficient.
In order to analyse the deformation region of each model, strain-rate clips have been
applied at the middle of the plate around welding tool. The limiting value of the strain-
rate clip is 2 s-1. The area of the deformation region sizes are given in Figure 5-9(a). For
400 RPM models, because the slip model is nearly a stick condition, the deformation
area is identical. For 600 and 800 RPM, the deformation areas in slip conditions are
approximately 3% and 7% less respectively, compared to the stick models. Hence there
is very little difference in the area deformed between the stick and slip models. The
visual shapes of the deformation regions are illustrated in Figure 5-10. In the stick
models, the material around the tool is deformed more uniformly. In the slip models
more material is deformed on the retreating side. This is seen particularly in the 800
RPM case, because the low slip coefficient, the majority of the high strain-rate material
is on the retreating side. As has been demonstrated in Figure 5-8, the magnitude of the
strain-rate with slipping models is much lower. Therefore material movement around
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the tool is more difficult, which may be one of the reasons for the greater deformation
on the retreating side of the slip models.
Figure 5-7: The temperature streamline plots of 6082-T6 models that use model types 2
and 3 with different rotation speeds of (a) 400 RPM, (b) 600 RPM and (c) 800 RPM,
from mid-plate (1.6 mm from bottom of workpiece) and top-plate positions (3.2 mm
from bottom of workpiece)
a b
c
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Figure 5-8: The strain-rate streamline plots of 6082-T6 models that use model type 2
and 3 with different rotation speeds of (a) 400 RPM, (b) 600 RPM and (c) 800 RPM,
from mid-plate (1.6 mm from bottom of workpiece) and top-plate positions (3.2 mm
from bottom of workpiece). Note the x-axis is taken from 15.5 to 17.5 second (19.5 for
(b)) for a better observation of the curves, and the y-axis is in logarithmic scale
a b
c
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Figure 5-9: The deformation area plots vs. rotation speed for (a) model type 1, 2 and 3,
and (b) model type 4, 5 and 6 in 6082-T6
a
b
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Figure 5-10: Velocity vectors and deformation regions on the mid-plate in 6082-T6
models with rotation speed and model type of (a) 400 RPM model type 2, (b) 400 RPM
model type 3, (c) 600 RPM model type 2, (d) 600 RPM model type 3, (e) 800 RPM
model type 2 and (f) 800 RPM model type 3. The tool rotation and welding directions
are illustrated in the figures. Note the red boundary showing the deformation region size
is for a strain-rate equal to 2 s-1
5.3.2.2 7449-T7 models
As the 7449-T7 has been shown to be a harder material, only the lowest rotation speed
of 400 RPM enabled a match between the model type 2 and 3, and the slip coefficient
was very low (0.105). The temperature plots in Figure 5-11 show some discrepancies
between the thermal curves although the power inputs are calculated to be the same.
The reason for this is because in the slip model, most of the heat flux is generated at the
shoulder interface rather than viscous heat generation (see Figure 5-12). In the model
Welding direction
a b
c d
e f
Welding direction
Welding direction Welding direction
Welding direction Welding direction
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type 2 (stick model) the temperature is limited by the solidus (773 K) due to the
softening regime in the constitutive behaviour. The far field temperature plots in Figure
5-13 show that the temperature curves are very close which indicates the heat
generation calculation is correct. This case represents that under low slip coefficient,
since most of the friction heat is produced in the shoulder interface, the streamline
temperature plot at the top-plate in slip model may be higher than the one from the
corresponding stick model. As mentioned previously, this issue happened with the 800
RPM of 6082-T6 model.
As shown in Figure 5-14, the strain-rate in the top-plate from stick model is more than
2500 s-1, and in the slip model it is about 460 s-1. The strain-rate in the mid-plate from
stick model is slight than 200 s-1, and in the slip model it is about 16 s-1. The strain-rate
is reduced about 80% by introducing the slip condition. This ratio is close to the one
from 800 RPM in 6082-T6 model, because their slip coefficient is very close. A
comparison between the two materials is undertaken later in this chapter. A comparison
between the deformation regions for the stick and slip models for 7449-T7 is shown in
Figure 5-15. Unlike the 6082-T6 models, both the stick and slip models are deformed
more on the retreating side, and the deformation area in the stick model is 52% smaller
than one in slip model, as shown in Figure 5-16(a). In the slip model, there is also a low
strain-rate region on the retreating side underneath the shoulder.
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Figure 5-11: The temperature streamline plot of 7449-T7 models that use model types 2
and 3 with rotation speed 400 RPM, from mid-plate (1.6 mm from bottom of workpiece)
and top-plate positions (3.2 mm from bottom of workpiece)
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Figure 5-12: The temperature plot of 7449-T7 models with rotation speed 400 RPM for
(a) model type 3 and (b) model type 2, this is the cross section along the welding
direction.
a
b
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Figure 5-13: The temperature line plot of 7449-T7 models with rotation speed 400 RPM,
the plot lines are 10 and 15 mm away from the centre of weld in model type 2 and 3
Figure 5-14: The strain-rate streamline plots of 7449-T7 models that use model types 2
and 3 with different rotation speeds of 400 RPM, from mid-plate (1.6 mm from bottom
of workpiece) and top-plate positions (3.2 mm from bottom of workpiece). Note the x-
axis is taken from 15.5 to 17.5 second for a better observation of the curves, and y-axis
is in logarithmic scale
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Figure 5-15: Velocity vectors and deformation regions on the mid-plate in 7449-T7
models with rotation speed and model type of (a) 400 RPM model type 2 and (b) 400
RPM model type 3. The tool rotation and welding directions are illustrated in the figures.
Note the red boundary of deformation region is with the strain-rate that equals to 2s-1
Welding direction
a b
Welding direction
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Figure 5-16: The deformation area plots vs. rotation speed for (a) model type 1, 2 and 3,
and (b) model type 4, 5 and 6 in 7449-T7
b
a
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5.3.3 Comparisons between models that use a CSRR (model types
5 and 6)
In model type 5 and 6, the CSRR was 68.4% which limited the heat generation, and
makes it easier to find matching heat generations between the stick and slip models in
both 6082-T6 and 7449-T7 cases. As shown in Appendix D, only the 7449-T7 stick
model with 1200 RPM rotation speed did not find a slip model with the same heat
generation.
5.3.3.1 6082-T6 models
As shown in Figure 5-17, the temperature curves between the stick and slip models are
mostly identical. The temperature values in the mid-plate curves are slightly lower than
ones from the top-plate, and the temperature increased as the rotation speed increased.
These changes in temperature reflect the changes in power which were observed in
Figure 5-5(a).
Figure 5-18 shows the strain-rate comparisons between different model conditions. In
400, 600 and 800 RPM cases, the slip coefficients are 0.999, 0.99 and 0.99 respectively,
the slip coefficient is very high and the models are basically a stick condition. In these
cases, the strain-rate curves for the stick and slip models are almost identical. As shown
in Figure 5-18(d), in the top-plate of the 1200 RPM model, the stick model produced
about 7000 s-1 while the slip model does 4000 s-1. In the mid-plate of the 1200 RPM, the
strain-rate in the stick model is about 300 s-1, while the slip model is about 200 s-1. The
reduction ratio is about 40%, which is a reflection of the slip coefficient which is 0.62.
The area of the deformation region sizes are given in Figure 5-9(b). For 400, 600 and
800 RPM models, because the slip models are nearly in stick condition, the deformation
areas are identical. For 1200 RPM model, the deformation areas for the slip conditions
are approximately 6% less than the stick one. The visual shapes of the deformation
regions are illustrated in Figure 5-19. Since the strain-rate field in 400, 600 and 800
RPM are identical, the visual deformation regions are identical. However in 1200 RPM
case, as shown in Figure 5-19(g) and (h), slightly more materials is deformed behind the
welding tool in the stick model, while the high strain-rate materials are more uniformly
distributed in the slip condition.
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5.3.3.2 7449-T7 models
In the comparison of model type 5 and 6 for 7449-T7 models, the introduction of the
CSRR, enable equivalent slip models (model type 6) to be found for three rotation
speeds. The resulting temperature plots are given in Figure 5-20, which show that the
temperature increases as the rotation speeds rises from 400 to 600 and 800 RPM. The
temperature differences between the mid-plate and top-plate are small. Most of the
temperature curves of corresponding stick and slip models are identical, apart from the
800 RPM case. As discussed previously, due to the low slip coefficient and softening
regime in the stick condition, there are some slight discrepancies between thermal
curves in the stick and slip model, as shown in Figure 5-20(c).
The resulting strain-rate curves are shown in Figure 5-21. Since with a rotation speed of
400 RPM, the slip coefficient is 0.99 which means the slip model is basically in a stick
condition, the strain-rate curves are identical between the stick and slip, as shown in
Figure 5-21(a). For 600 and 800 RPM, the strain-rate is largely reduced by including the
slip condition. In Figure 5-21(b) top-plate, the strain-rate is reduced from 3000 s-1 to
1000 s-1, and in the mid-plate the reduction is from 400 s-1 to 50 s -1. The reduction ratio
is approximately 67% in top-plate and 87% in mid-plate. In Figure 5-21(c) top-plate, the
strain-rate is reduced from 4000 s-1 to 500 s-1, and in the mid-plate the reduction is from
720 s-1 to 20 s -1. The reduction ratio is approximately 87% in top-plate and 97% in mid-
plate. The increase in the reduction ratio is due to the reduction of slip coefficient from
0.255 in 600 RPM model to 0.096 in 800 RPM model.
As discussed previously, for 7449-T7 models the deformation areas in stick models are
smaller than ones in the slip models as shown in Figure 5-16(b). In the 400 RPM case
the deformation area are the same for stick and slip models; in the 600 RPM case the
deformation area in stick model is 15% less; and in the 800 RPM case the deformation
area in stick model is 38% less. The visual deformation region graphs in Figure 5-22
show that in both stick and slip cases more material is deformed on the retreating side of
the weld. In the slip model of 800 RPM, because of the low slip coefficient, there is a
low strain-rate region near the advancing side of the pin underneath the shoulder.
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Figure 5-17: The temperature streamline plots of 6082-T6 models that use model types
5 and 6 with different rotation speeds of (a) 400 RPM, (b) 600 RPM, (c) 800 RPM and
(d) 1200 RPM, from mid-plate (1.6 mm from bottom of workpiece) and top-plate
positions (3.2 mm from bottom of workpiece)
a b
c d
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Figure 5-18: The strain-rate streamline plots of 6082-T6 models that use model types 5
and 6 with different rotation speeds of (a) 400 RPM, (b) 600 RPM, (c) 800 RPM and (d)
1200 RPM, from mid-plate (1.6 mm from bottom of workpiece) and top-plate positions
(3.2 mm from bottom of workpiece). Note the x-axis is taken from 15.5 to 17.5 second
for a better observation of the curves, and the y-axis is in logarithmic scale
a b
c d
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Figure 5-19: Velocity vectors and deformation regions on the mid-plate in 6082-T6
models with rotation speed and model type of (a) 400 RPM model type 5, (b) 400 RPM
model type 6, (c) 600 RPM model type 5, (d) 600 RPM model type 6, (e) 800 RPM
model type 5, (f) 800 RPM model type 6, (g) 1200 RPM model type 5 and (h) 1200
RPM model type 6. The tool rotation and welding directions are illustrated in the figures.
Note the red boundary of the deformation region is with a strain-rate that equals to 2 s-1
Welding direction
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Welding direction
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Figure 5-20: The temperature streamline plots of 7449-T7 models that use model types
5 and 6 with different rotation speeds of (a) 400 RPM, (b) 600 RPM and (c) 800 RPM,
from mid-plate (1.6 mm from bottom of workpiece) and top-plate positions (3.2 mm
from bottom of workpiece)
a b
c
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Figure 5-21: The strain-rate streamline plots of 7449-T7 models that use model types 5
and 6 with different rotation speeds of (a) 400 RPM, (b) 600 RPM and (c) 800 RPM,
from mid-plate (1.6 mm from bottom of workpiece) and top-plate positions (3.2 mm
from bottom of workpiece). Note the x-axis is taken from 15.5 to 17.5 second for a
better observation of the curves
a b
c
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Figure 5-22: Velocity vectors and deformation regions on the mid-plate in 7449-T7
models with rotation speed and model type of (a) 400 RPM model type 5, (b) 400 RPM
model type 6, (c) 600 RPM model type 5, (d) 600 RPM model type 6, (e) 800 RPM
model type 5 and (f) 800 RPM model type 6. The tool rotation and welding directions
are illustrated in the figures. Note the red boundary of the deformation region is with the
strain-rate that equals to 2 s-1
5.3.4 The model type 7 and 8
To investigate the influence of the material properties with a slip boundary condition,
model type 7 and 8 were applied with the same boundary conditions as 6082-T6 models
in model type 3 and 6 respectively, apart from the material properties and constitutive
behaviour equations.
Welding direction
a b
c d
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For the model type 7, a number of streamline plots of temperature and strain-rate were
generated at the mid-plate and top-plate, as shown in Figure 5-23 and Figure 5-24. The
temperature plots indicate that with the same settings, the 7449-T7 models generate
more heat than 6082-T6. The reason is that 7449 is a harder material and more viscous
heat will be generated due to the high flow stress.
As shown in Figure 5-24, the strain-rate plots at mid-plate and top-plate are virtually
identical, because of the same setting on the boundary condition. The deformation
region areas in model type 7 are all larger than ones in 6082-T6 models (see Figure
5-25).
In model type 8, the streamline plots of temperature and strain-rate were also generated
at the mid-plate and top-plate, as shown in Figure 5-27 and Figure 5-28. The
temperature results in the 7449-T7 models are also higher than ones from 6082-T6
models, although all the peak temperatures have reduced due to the introduction of the
CSRR. The strain-rate curves at the top-plate are also roughly identical because of the
same boundary setting at the model, and the peak values of the 7449-T7 strain-rate at
the mid-plate are slightly lower. This may be because of the higher temperature in the
local area which leads to lower strain-rate, although it is not significant. The
deformation region areas in model types 7 are larger than the corresponding ones in
6082-T6 models (see Figure 5-25 and Figure 5-26), but the deformation shapes are very
similar, as shown in Figure 5-29. The material is deformed uniformly around the tool.
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Figure 5-23: The temperature streamline plots of 7449-T7 models that use model type 7
with different rotation speeds of (a) 400 RPM, (b) 600 RPM and (c) 800 RPM, from
mid-plate (1.6 mm from bottom of workpiece) and top-plate positions (3.2 mm from
bottom of workpiece)
a b
c
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Figure 5-24: The strain-rate streamline plots of 7449-T7 models that use model types 7
with different rotation speeds of (a) 400 RPM, (b) 600 RPM and (c) 800 RPM, from
mid-plate (1.6 mm from bottom of workpiece) and top-plate positions (3.2 mm from
bottom of workpiece). Note the x-axis is taken from 15.5 to 17.5 second for a better
observation of the curves, and the y-axis is in logarithmic scale
Figure 5-25: The deformation regions area comparison plot between the model type 7, 8
and their corresponding 6082-T6 models
a b
c
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Figure 5-26: Velocity vectors and deformation regions on the mid-plate in 7449-T7
models with model type 7 and rotation speeds of (a) 400 RPM, (b) 600 RPM and (c)
800 RPM. The tool rotation and welding directions are illustrated in the figures. Note
the red boundary of the deformation region is with a strain-rate that equals to 2 s-1
Welding direction
a b
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Figure 5-27: The temperature streamline plots of 7449-T7 models that use model types
8 with different rotation speeds of (a) 400 RPM, (b) 600 RPM, (c) 800 RPM and (d)
1200 RPM, from mid-plate (1.6 mm from bottom of workpiece) and top-plate positions
(3.2 mm from bottom of workpiece)
a b
c d
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Figure 5-28: The strain-rate streamline plots of 7449-T7 models that use model types 8
with different rotation speeds of (a) 400 RPM, (b) 600 RPM, (c) 800 RPM and (d) 1200
RPM, from mid-plate (1.6 mm from bottom of workpiece) and top-plate positions (3.2
mm from bottom of workpiece). Note the x-axis is taken from 15.5 to 17.5 second for a
better observation of the curves, and the y-axis is in logarithmic scale
a b
c d
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Figure 5-29: Velocity vectors and deformation regions on the mid-plate in 7449-T7
models with model type 8 and rotation speeds of (a) 400 RPM, (b) 600 RPM, (c) 800
RPM and (d) 1200 RPM. The tool rotation and welding directions are illustrated in the
figures. Note the red boundary of the deformation region is with a strain-rate that equals
to 2 s-1
5.3.5 Comparisons with the experimental results
Six travel speeds were applied with the slip condition to seek matching conditions
compared to the experimental results; however a matching condition with the slip model
was only found with the 8 mm/s travel speed. The reason for this is that the rotation
speed is too high, which generates a large amount of heat despite the CSRR being used
and the slip coefficient being reduced to a low level. For 8 mm/s, the calculated slip
coefficient is 0.099, the viscous heat is 1.90 W and the slip heat is 729.5 W.
The thermal profile comparison between the experimental results, the slip model and the
corresponding stick model is given in Figure 5-30. The heat generation in the stick
model is purely viscous and equals 659.5 W. The comparison indicates that even though
Welding direction
a b
c d
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a close value is found, the temperature in the slip model is still slightly larger than the
ones from the experiment and stick models. However both the slip coefficient and the
viscous heat generation are both very low.
The streamline plots were done in the mid-plate for stick and slip model to find the
differences in the flow behaviour, in terms of the temperature and strain-rate. The
temperature comparison plot in Figure 5-31 indicates temperature in the slip model is
higher, which is because the heat generation in the slip model is higher. The strain-rate
comparison is similar to those shown previously in section 5.3.3.2, and shows that
although the slip model generates more heat, the strain-rate value in the stick model is
much greater. There is a reduction in the strain-rate in the middle of the curve of the slip
model, while no such reduction is observed in the stick model. The high strain-rate area
is larger in the slip model, which shows from the end of the curves when the slip curve
starts to be larger than the stick one. This can also be seen from the deformation region
in the mid-plate around the tool as shown in Figure 5-33, which shows that the
deformation region in the stick model (21 mm2) is smaller than the one in the slip model
(39.4 mm2). Figure 5-33 also shows that the material with higher strain-rate is more
concentrated at the retreating side in the stick model, while in the slip model the
deformed material distributes in both sides and there is a low strain-rate part inside area,
which is the same from Figure 5-22(f) under a similar condition.
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Figure 5-30: Temperature comparisons between the slip, stick models and experimental
results for 7449-T7 FSW process model with 1300 RPM rotation speed and 8 mm/s
travel speed
Figure 5-31: The temperature streamline plots of 7449-T7 process models use model
types 6 with stick and slip boundary conditions, from mid-plate (1.6 mm from bottom of
workpiece)
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Figure 5-32: The strain-rate streamline plots of 7449-T7 process models use model
types 6 with stick and slip boundary conditions, from mid-plate (1.6 mm from bottom of
workpiece). Note the x-axis is taken from 18.2 to 18.9 second for a better observation of
the curves, and the y-axis is in logarithmic scale
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Figure 5-33: Velocity vectors and deformation regions on the mid-plate in 7449-T7
FSW process models with model type 6 and rotation speeds of 1300 RPM, under (a)
stick and (b) slip conditions. The tool rotation and welding directions are illustrated in
the figures. Note the red boundary of the deformation region is with a strain-rate that
equals to 2 s-1
5.4 Discussion
From an overview of the 6082-T6 and 7449-T7 results, it is clear that implementing a
slip boundary condition is able to reduce the heat generation in both materials, and
capture the reduction in heat generation which can also be represented with a reduction
in the flow strength near the solidus temperature. The reduction in heat generation is a
consequence of the strain-rate sensitivity of the material. Hence greater slip reduces the
material strain-rate which reduces the flow stress. The constitutive laws used in this
work indicate that as the strain-rate reduces, the strength reduces to the yield value, at
that temperature. Therefore the minimum heat generation that can be obtained with the
slip model occurs when the slip coefficient equals 0. As the heat generation with this
Welding direction
Welding direction
a
b
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type of model can exceed that from the stick model that includes softening (model type
2). It was not always possible to find an equivalent slip model, for all conditions.
With the same parameters, the heat generation with the harder 7449-T7 is greater than
that for the softer 6082-T6 (see Figure 5-4). This suggests that lower rotation speeds
should be used for this harder material to avoid overheating the material. The different
flow strengths made comparing the two materials difficult. Nevertheless when applying
the same slip boundary conditions (e.g. Figure 5-24 and Figure 5-28) the strain-rate
predictions were virtually identical. This indicates that the flow is dominated by the
velocity at the surface rather than the material properties. The main difference between
the two materials was the size of the deformation area which was lower with the 7449-
T7 (Figure 5-25). The deformation may be dominated by the rate at which the flow
strength increases with distance from the tool, which will be dependent on the material
properties and heat flow. This phenomenon has been discussed in a paper by Schmidt
and Hattel7. In addition, it was noted however that while the deformation region size
with the slip boundary conditions was lower with 6082-T6 it was slightly larger with
7449-T7. The reason for the difference is unclear although it may also be related to the
rate of the flow strength increase with distance from the tool.
While a uniform slip coefficient is used in these models, this is unlikely to exist in
practice. Indeed, the slip coefficient near the pin may be much higher than that on the
periphery of the shoulder, i.e. more slip occurs on the shoulder than the pin. This is
reflected in typical macrosections which often demonstrate little deformation
underneath the periphery of the shoulder. Under these conditions:
1. The shear stress between the tool and workpiece material may well be below the
yield value.
2. No/minimal deformation of the material occurs.
3. Dry rubbing contact occurs, i.e. such as that which exists in friction welding and
linear friction welding during phase 1, i.e. asperity contact23.
Therefore the procedure for describing the slip boundary conditions in this chapter may
only partially represent the conditions that exist in practice.
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To validate the modelling method a slip model was developed to represent the Flexi-stir
welds described in chapter 5. The high rotation speeds of the experiment meant that a
slip model could be created for only the highest travel speed. The strain-rate in the
model was much smaller than the one in the stick model, due to the very low slip
coefficient. The deformation region in the stick model was significant smaller than the
one in the slip model, and the material was more uniformly distributed on the advancing
and retreating sides.
5.5 Conclusions
In this study, eight different model types were developed to compare stick and slip
boundary conditions, large and small CSRR and 6082-T6 and 7449-T7 materials. The
outcomes of the study were:
1. Due to the fact that 7449-T7 is harder material than 6082-T6, lower rotation
speeds are more appropriate. This is because to solidus temperature is more
readily reached which limits the heat generation.
2. For both 6082-T6 and 7449-T7 models, applying the slip boundary condition
can reduce the strain-rate dramatically. This has been used to capture the effect
of softening of temperatures approaching the solidus.
3. The slip boundary condition also reduced the heat generation compared with the
stick model. In the model developed there is a limit to the reduction that can be
achieved due to the yield strength of the material (i.e. the inherent strength when
the strain-rate approaches zero).
4. Comparing the stick model and the slip models with the same heat generation, if
the slip coefficient in slip model is very low, there will be some discrepancies of
the temperature distribution near the tool. This is because the heat generation
was applied at the tool surface in the slip model rather than volumetrically for
the stick model.
5. When applying the slip models to the 7449-T7 Flexi-stir welds, it was only
possible to generate a model for the 8 mm/s travel speed. The comparison
between the slip and stick models indicated that slip model generates less strain-
rate but larger deformation region.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions and Further Work
6.1 Conclusions
This work demonstrates how to use the experimental methodology, numerical
modelling and ANN techniques, to reach a better understanding of some uncertain
points in the FSW process, i.e. the material constitutive behaviour under extreme
conditions, the thermal boundary conditions and the slip conditions at tool surfaces.
The Gleeble experiments were conducted to investigate the material constitutive
behaviour under high strain-rates and near solidus temperatures. From the experimental
data, a new set of Zener-Holloman constants was found for 6082-T6, and a modified
equation was determined for 7449-T7. The main finding was that no rapid softening
regime was observed for either material at temperatures approaching the solidus.
However, there was a slight reduction in the 7449-T7 flow stress curves, which could be
the result of complete dissolution of precipitates. The derived flow curves were
compared with ones from the literature and the mismatch was concluded due to the
different experimental conditions. The noise and its reasons in the Gleeble results was
also studied. It was related to the process temperature and strain-rate, as they increased
the level noise would increase. The strain-rate had a greater effect on the noise than the
temperature.
A number of new model types were developed and the results demonstrated that it is
possible to find the accurate power and thermal boundary conditions by combining a FE
thermal model and an ANN model. Within the study, the selection of the training data
range is found to be critical for successful application of the ANN models. The
technique was applied to thermal models with several different types of boundary
conditions, such as the constant convective, constant contact gap conductance and
temperature dependent types. However due to the different level of complexity in each
FE models, the necessary requirements of the inputs for ANN models varied. For
simpler conditions, such as the model with a single contact gap conductance, a 4 input
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method is enough to train the ANN model. Meanwhile more training data was required
for the temperature dependent contact gap conductance model, where the 9 input
method was used. The prediction quality was also influenced by the increasing
complexity, and could to be improved by implementing a second stage ANN which
involved adding more training data around the region of interest. In terms of the ANN
structure, different topologies were compared, and it was found that the MLP topology
worked well for the single contact gap conductance model and the GFF topology for the
double and temperature dependent contact gap conductance models. In all cases, the LM
BP was required because of the plateau effects that occur with extreme boundary
condition coefficients.
The hybrid modelling technique was applied to a FSW process model, to investigate the
contact shoulder radius ratio (CSRR which directly affected the power), and the thermal
boundary conditions at the interface between the workpiece and backing bar. During the
study, the hybrid model was able to predict both the CSRR and the temperature
dependent thermal boundary condition. The calculated CSRR and thermal boundary
condition was validated against a group of experimental results, and a close match was
obtained, with the GFF ANN topology, and 4 input method based on integrated
temperature vs. time and the cooling slope. The dynamic coupling between the CSRR
and the thermal boundary condition made it difficult to analyse either independently, i.e.
a high CSRR could lead to a high heat loss to the backing bar. A universal set of CSRR
and boundary conditions values was found by averaging the individual results for each
travel speed. By applying the averaged result for each model to the different travel
speeds, a close match was found for some speeds and a poorer match was found for
others. There was a correlation between the prediction quality and the plunge depths of
the FSW tool into the material.
In the final chapter, the contact condition at the interface between the tool and the
workpiece was studied. The stick and slip conditions were compared for two types of
aluminium alloys. The study showed that for both materials, applying the slip boundary
condition can reduce the strain-rate dramatically, and applying the slip boundary
condition would reduce the heat generation. Between the stick model and the slip model
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with the same heat generation, some discrepancies of the temperature distribution near
the tool could be observed because the heat generation occurs at the shoulder with the
slip model and volumetrically with the stick model. The slip method was validated with
FSW process model with 8 mm/s, and the process was also modelled with stick
condition. The comparison between the two conditions indicated that slip model
generated less strain-rate but a larger deformation region.
6.2 Further work
Some following future work can be carried out based on the studies described in this
thesis, including:
1. Further refinement of slip model so that different conditions are applied for
different parts of the tool. The contact condition at the interface between the tool
and workpiece is complex, and the application of a uniform slip coefficient is a
simplification. Relating some process factors such as local temperature, pressure
or stress strain conditions will lead to a better understanding of the FSW process.
2. Do experiments to more accurately predict the stick/slip behaviour at the tool
interface. To validate the simulation outcomes, marker experiments can be
carried out specifically at the welding direction to observe the macro material
flow behaviour.
3. To observe the material flow motion during the welding, stop-action trails are
ideal. With a proper cooling treatment, the results can also be used for
microstructural evolution study.
4. Application of methodology to other friction based processes. The hybrid
modelling method covers the fundamental principles of heat transferring during
friction deforming procedure, which indicates it can be applied to other process
such as linear friction welding and friction spot welding.
5. The methodology of determining the material constitutive properties can be
applied to other alloys, such as magnesium or steel, particularly for high
temperature and strain-rate conditions.
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CHAPTER 7
Appendix A1. Experimental data processing
A plot of the experimental temperature is shown in Figure A-1, which shows the heat
stage, hold, test and cool down period. There was a very slight temperature increase
when the material was deformed. The experimental temperature was kept mostly steady
after the heat-up and before the cooling. As mentioned in chapter 2, the deformation
velocity was kept constant by the Gleeble machine during the test, which resulted in a
non-uniform strain-rate. The strain-rate vs. time is shown in Figure A-2(a), which
indicates how the average slope was calculated to determine the strain-rate. The range
used to calculate the average strain-rate was specified from 0.02 to 0.5, after the initial
acceleration of the machine had occurred. The corresponding stress values (Figure
A-2(b)) were calculated from the average stress value between strain of 0.02 and 0.5.
Figure A-1: The experimental temperature reading from Gleeble machine for 6082-T6
deformed with 1 s-1 at 672 K
APPENDICES
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Figure A-2: The experimental (a) strain-rate and (b) stress reading from Gleeble
machine for 6082-T6 deformed with 1 s-1 at 672 K, and the averaging method is also
indicated in the plot. Note for strain-rate plot, only part of the curve is shown for a
better observation
a
b
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Appendix A2. The derivation of Gaussian heat distribution
The Gaussian heat distribution equation was used in chapter 3 of this thesis. The
detailed derivation steps of the equation are described as follow. The Gaussian heat
distribution is given by:
QG = C × exp -
r2
Rheating
2
æ
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çç
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ø
÷÷ Eq. 7-1
where the QG is the Gaussian heat flux, C is the distribution factor needed to be derived,
Rheating is the distribution radius of the heat, which is 1/3 of the total radius R, and r is
distance of a random point to the centre of the heat source given by:
r = x2 + y2 Eq. 7-2
Since it is know that the distribution radius is 1/3 of the total radius R, the integral of the
heat over the surface is given by:
Q = C × exp - r
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The distribution factor C is given by:
C = Q
1- exp - 1
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By merging Eq. A-4 into Eq. A-1, the Gaussian heat distribution equation is found,
which is given by:
QG = Q ×
exp - r
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Rheating
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Eq. 7-5
Eq. A-1
Eq. A-2
Eq. A-3
Eq. A-4
Eq. A-5
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Appendix B1. Single heat transfer coefficient model
B1.1 Numerical model description
The first application uses a simplified thermal model. The ANN technique is applied to
models that use a convective heat transfer coefficient, which could be used to represent
the heat flows during arc or laser welding (in conduction mode). A FE thermal model is
built with COMSOL multiphysics1, to study whether the ANN technique is capable of
predicting a single constant heat transfer coefficient with a Gaussian power input. The
geometry for the model is shown in Figure A-3. The model is steady state and is
symmetric along the welding axis. The FE model is 700 mm in length, 200 mm in width
and 3.2 mm in depth. The half-circle area where the heat flux is applied has a radius of
15 mm. The equation of the Gaussian distributed heat flux is given by
 
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2
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Eq. 7-6
where QG is the Gaussian heat flux (W/m2) distribution, Q is the power input, x and y
are the coordinate geometry, and Rheating describes the distribution of the heat which is
set to a constant value of 5 mm, i.e. the model is not used to predict the distribution of
heat. The welding speed is 400 mm/min and is fixed. The thermal properties of the
materials used for the models in this report are given in Table A-1.
Item Material
Thermal Conductivity
(W/(m2K))
Specific Heat
(kJ/kgK)
Density
(kg/m3)
Workpiece Aluminium alloy 2024 1212 0.8753 27802
Table A-1: Material properties used in FE model
The convective heat loss coefficient from the top surface has a fixed value4 of 10
W/(m2K). The heat loss from the bottom surface is represented by a convective heat
transfer coefficient, and is the subject of this investigation.
Eq. A-6
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Figure A-3: Simple geometry and boundary settings in first study
B1.2 ANN methodology
The training data used four power input values (Q) and three convective heat transfer
coefficients (h) forming twelve combinations. For each combination three thermal
profiles are obtained at distances of 10, 15 and 20mm from the heat source. These
twelve combinations are shown in Table A-2. The power input and convective heat
transfer coefficients used for testing are shown in Table A-3.
Q (W) h (W/(m2K))
1902 500
3803 400
8557 1000
19016
Table A-2: Data used for training the single heat transfer coefficient model
Combinations for testing
Q (W) h (W/(m2K))
5705 200
14262 700
5705 700
14262 200
Table A-3: Data used for testing the single heat transfer coefficient model
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The thermal profile abstracting methods used for the 3 thermal profiles (at 10, 15 and 20
mm) are described in section 2. The 9 input thermal abstracting method is used in this
study. The ANN model is applied with MLP topology under LM gradient descent
method, and the transfer function is Sigmoid. Three hidden layers are included with a
structure of 6-4-3.
B1.3 Results and discussion
Table A-4 shows the desired heat transfer coefficients and powers as well as the
predicted values for the single heat transfer coefficient model. Although there are some
discrepancies, the prediction is close to the desired values, which indicates the ANN
technique is capable of predicting the desired output.
Desired Q
(W)
Desired h
(W/(m2K))
Predicted Q
(W)
Predicted h
(W/(m2K)) MRE
5705 200 5390 236 11.8%
14262 700 16224 793 13.6%
5705 700 5295 797 10.5%
14262 200 16171 203 7.66%
Average 10.9%
Table A-4: Results for single heat transfer coefficient with MLP topology under LM
learning rule
A visual validation was also applied. The predicted power input and heat transfer
coefficient was applied to the FE model, and the new thermal curves are compared with
original curves. The predicted values with the lowest average error are shown in Figure
A-4(a), and the worst are shown in Figure A-4(b). The comparison indicates that
although the average errors are reasonably small, there is a reasonable large discrepancy
in the prediction of the thermal profiles.
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Figure A-4: Comparison between the original thermal profiles and the curves from the
ANN predicted values for test conditions of (a) Q= 14262 W, and h = 200 W/(m2K);
and (b) Q= 5705 W, and k = 700 W/(m2K). The results are from the 9 input method
model with MLP topology and LM BP method applied to the single heat transfer
coefficient model.
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Appendix B2. Double heat transfer coefficient model
B2.1 Numerical model description
In this stage, a more complex problem is represented by the ANN model. As shown in
Figure A-5, the bottom surface is separated into two areas with different heat transfer
coefficients: the yellow area is defined as the welded area which has a higher heat
transfer coefficient (h_c1), and a white area which has a lower value (h_c2). Separating
the heat transfer coefficients in this way is similar to the separation of contact
conductance by Colegrove et al.5. The other settings are the same as the previous model.
Figure A-5: Regions where the two convective heat transfer coefficients are applied
B2.2 Training thermal data
Three power input values, four values of h_c1 and four values of h_c2 formed forty-
eight training combinations. Three thermal profiles were obtained for each training
combination at distances of 10, 15 and 20 mm from the heat source. The heat transfer
coefficients and power inputs used for training are shown in Table A-5. The
combinations used for testing are shown in Table A-6.
Q (W) h_c1 (W/(m2K)) h_c2 (W/(m2K))
4754 50 0.5
9508 100 5
14262 1000 50
10000 100
Table A-5: Data used for training the double heat transfer coefficient model
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Combinations for testing
Q (W) h_c1 (W/(m2K)) h_c2 (W/(m2K))
11410 500 50
13311 5000 10
7606 1500 75
5705 8000 1
Table A-6: Data used for testing the double heat transfer coefficient model
B2.3 ANN models applied
At the same time, the influence of different ANN models with different topologies and
gradient descent methods are also studied. The different ANN models applied to the
problem are summarized in Table A-7.
Abstracting methods
ANN types 9 input 6 input Five pointtemperatures
MLP, momentum n/a n/a ANN5
MLP, LM ANN1 n/a n/a
Feedforward, LM ANN2 n/a n/a
MFF, LM ANN3 ANN4 n/a
Table A-7: ANN models and abstracting methods applied to the double heat transfer
coefficient model
B2.4 Results
The results from the 9 input method with the MLP topology and LM gradient descent
method are shown Table A-7. The ANN model takes a long time to solve and fails to
predict the heat transfer coefficients accurately, particularly h_c2.
Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) h_c1(W/(m2K)) h_c2(W/(m2K)) Q (W)
h_c1
(W/(m2K))
h_c2
(W/(m2K))
11410 500 50 12139 257 105 82.9%
13311 5000 10 14774 9982 -5.02 130.5%
7606 1500 75 5305 1264 105 43.3%
5705 8000 1 14398 10005 -5.02 389%
Average 161%
Table A-8: Results from ANN1 (9 input method and MLP under LM rule)
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To determine whether this is a poor result was a consequence of the ANN structure, the
neural network model topology is modified into a GFF network. The results are shown
in Table A-9, which indicates that there is an improvement in the prediction of h_c1,
however some of the results are still poor, especially the one for the last training value.
Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) h_c1(W/(m2K))
h_c2
(W/(m2K)) Q (W)
h_c1
(W/(m2K))
h_c2
(W/(m2K))
11410 500 50 11722 -36 20.4 84.7%
13311 5000 10 14031 7400 25.6 105%
7606 1500 75 7915 1358 104 26.0%
5705 8000 1 4924 9500 102 5090%
Average 1326.38%
Table A-9: Results from ANN2 (9 input method and GFF under LM rule)
The ANN topology was then changed to a MFF networks, and the hidden layer is
reduced to 5-5-5 to have a tolerable training speed. The results (Table A-10) give a
similarly poor prediction.
Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) h_c1(W/(m2K))
h_c2
(W/(m2K)
)
Q (W) h_c1(W/(m2K))
h_c2
(W/(m2K)
)
11410 500 50 12334 608 28.6 36.3%
13311 5000 10 14628 9214 101 505.2%
7606 1500 75 7359 2645 97.2 54.6%
5705 8000 1 5211 9947 88.5 4390%
Average 1247%
Table A-10: Results from ANN3 (9 input method and MFF under LM rule)
After discussing the influences of neural network structure, this stage will explore
results from different methods of abstracting the thermal curves. To discover whether
the neural network model is over-trained (using more than the required input data will
confuse the neural network), the cooling slope is omitted. The inputs are peak
temperature and integral of temperature against time. The results in Table A-11 show
that the prediction performance is no better or worse than the previous one. This method
was not investigated further.
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Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) h_c1(W/(m2K))
h_c2
(W/(m2K)) Q (W)
h_c1
(W/(m2K))
h_c2
(W/(m2K))
11410 500 50 5286 9590 105 991 %
13311 5000 10 4228 10545 4.97 114 %
7606 1500 75 4756 -502 104 104 %
5705 8000 1 14742 -502 -5.03 433 %
Average 411 %
Table A-11: Results from ANN4 (6 input method and MLP under LM rule)
Finally the five point temperature method was implemented with the MLP and the
momentum decent method. Three hidden layers are included with a structure of 300-
200-100 (more neurons to make the networks complex enough). The results in Table
A-12 show that this method is able to provide better predictions of the heat transfer
coefficients than the power input. The clustering of the input values around the end of
the thermal profile enable the heat transfer coefficients to be predicted. The five point
temperature method is not applied with the MFF topology because of the large amount
of training data and extremely long training time (more than 200 hours).
Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) h_c1(W/(m2K))
h_c2
(W/(m2K)) Q (W)
h_c1
(W/(m2K))
h_c2
(W/(m2K))
11410 500 50 6744 2208 12.5 229%
13311 5000 10 12224 2091 25 108 %
7606 1500 75 12432 1913 22.6 80.5%
5705 8000 1 11144 2065 33.5 1707.5%
Average 531%
Table A-12: Results from ANN5 (4 input method and MLP under momentum rule)
Among the low quality predictions, one of the closer matching results (first group from
ANN3) were applied into the FE model for validation, and the curves are shown in
Figure A-6. Although there is a discrepancy with the temperature, the cooling slopes
matches well.
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Figure A-6: Comparison between the original thermal profiles and the curves from the
ANN predicted values for test conditions of (a) Q= 11410 W, h_c1 = 500 W/(m2K)and
h_c2 = 50 W/(m2K). The result is from the 9 input method model with MFF topology
and LM BP method applied to the double heat transfer coefficients model.
B2.5 Discussion
To conclude, the ANN method is able to represent a single heat transfer coefficient
reasonably well, with typical errors of 10% in the prediction of the power and heat
transfer coefficients. Predicting the boundary condition where two heat transfer
coefficients are used has proven more difficult. Table A-13 summarises the models
attempted and the quality of the predictions.
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Abstracting methods
ANN types 9 input 6 input Five point
temperatures
MLP, momentum n/a n/a partially predictable
MLP, LM unable to predict n/a n/a
Feedforward, LM unable to predict n/a n/a
MFF, LM partially predictable unable to predict n/a
Table A-13: Summarized prediction results
The ‘9 input with overall cooling slope’ with MFF topology and the LM decent method,
and ‘point temperatures’ with MLP topology under momentum decent method are able
to give the best predictions. The first method gave the best overall prediction while the
second gave a better prediction of the heat transfer coefficients. It is clear however, that
neither provides a particularly good prediction for the double heat transfer coefficient
model, and the reason is further investigated.
B2.6 Investigation into the poor prediction performance of the
double heat transfer coefficient model
The study of the double constant heat transfer coefficient model was not successful.
After some detailed analysis, the reason for the failure was found to be the selection of
the training data range for the heat transfer coefficients. In particular, it was too wide to
represent the sample space. As shown in Table A-5, the training data chosen for the heat
transfer coefficients are very scattered, particularly for h_c1 from 1000 to 10000. The
other problem is that h_c1 values are much larger than h_c2, which results in an
insensitivity of the ANN model to changes in the value of h_c2.
The effect of these parameters can be seen in some of the training data, which is shown
in Table A-14. This shows the effect of changing the value of h_c2, while the input
power and h_c1 are kept constant of 1000 W and 10000W/(m2K) respectively. In the
data sample for the failed heat transfer coefficients study, changing h_c2 had very little
effect on the peak temperature, integral of temperature and cooling slope. The training
data used in Table A-5 appears to confuse the ANN model, since it learns from
understanding the variation in the data. In this case, the failure of heat transfer
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coefficients study is due to the training data range selection, which is able to be fixed by
applying a more restricted training data range.
Training data sample for heat transfer coefficients study (failure)
Training output data Training input data
Q
(W)
h_c1
(W/(m2K))
h_c2
(W/(m2K))
Peak
temperature
Integral of
Temperature
Cooling
Slope
1000 10000 0.5 766.33 33717 -99.1
1000 10000 5 766.18 33710 -99.1
1000 10000 50 764.71 33647 -99.2
1000 10000 100 763.11 33587 -99.3
Table A-14: Table illustrating the effect of changing the value of h_c2 when the value
of h_c1 is maximised
To demonstrate this, a less scattered training data range was selected for the heat
transfer coefficient study. The training data set is shown in Table A-15, where forty-
eight combinations were generated for training.
Q h_c1(W/(m2K))
h_c2
(W/(m2K))
5705 500 10
9508 800 100
13311 1000 300
2000 500
Table A-15: Data used for training the neural network
An ANN model is developed with MFF topology (three hidden layers: 5-5-5) with LM
learning rule for 1000 iterations (32 minutes). The results are shown in Table A-16, and
demonstrate a considerable improvement in prediction quality.
Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) h_c1(W/(m2K))
h_c2
(W/(m2K)) Q (W)
h_c1
(W/(m2K))
h_c2
(W/(m2K))
7131 750 200 6329 754 209 8.21%
8557 1500 400 7876 1623 313 18.9%
11410 1800 50 12376 1927 40.5 17.3%
12360 600 150 12974 624 152.7 5.4%
Average 12.4%
Table A-16: Updated results from9 input with MFF topology under LM rule
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In summary, this preliminary study suggests the ANN technique can predict the thermal
model power input and thermal boundary conditions, however careful selection of the
training data set is essential.
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Appendix C1. Detailed results from the application of the
ANN technique to a single contact gap conductance model
The applied ANN models are shown in Table A-17, and have different thermal
abstracting methods, gradient descent method and topologies.
New Abstracting methods
ANN topologies Five point
temperatures 9 input 6 input 4 input 2 input
MLP, momentum n/a ANN3 ANN7 ANN11 ANN15
MLP, LM ANN1 ANN4 ANN8 ANN12 ANN16
MFF, LM ANN2 ANN5 ANN9 ANN13 ANN17
GFF, LM n/a ANN6 ANN10 ANN14 ANN18
Table A-17: ANN topologies and thermal curve abstracting methods applied in the
study, note the trails are sequenced
The results of this study are categorized according to the different thermal curve
abstracting methods.
C1.1 The five point temperatures method
With this abstracting method, the ANN topology was modified and the MLP topology
(three hidden layers: 6-4-3) with LM method was used and iterated for 1000 times. This
method took approximately 31 minutes.
Desired Q
(W)
Desired k
(W/(m2K))
Predicted Q
(W)
Predicted k
(W/(m2K)) MRE
7131 2500 14011 4927 96.8%
9508 6000 14058 7878 39.6%
4754 1500 13910 884 116 %
12361 4000 14121 7875 55.6%
Average 77.2%
Table A-18: Results from ANN1 (4 input method with MLP under LM rule)
The results in Table A-18 indicate that the selected training data is not able to predict
the desired values accurately, providing further evidence that this was not an effective
abstracting method.
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A complex ANN model with MFF topology (three hidden layer: 5-5-5) with LM
method was applied for 1000 iterations, which took nearly 150 minutes. The results are
shown in Table A-19, and percentage errors indicate that this abstracting method was
not able to predict the power and gap conductance as effectively as the previous
abstracting method.
Desired Q
(W)
Desired k
(W/(m2K))
Predicted Q
(W)
Predicted k
(W/(m2K)) MRE
7131 2500 13390 7457 143 %
9508 6000 13593 7888 37.2%
4754 1500 13058 6924 268 %
12361 4000 13760 7888 54.3%
Average 125%
Table A-19: Results from ANN2 (4 input method with MFF under LM rule)
C1.2 The 9 input method
This group of results are approached using nine inputs with overall cooling slope
abstracting method. A simpler topology is established, MLP with momentum method
(three hidden layers: 6-4-3), and the results are shown in Table A-20 which show large
discrepancies.
Desired Q
(W)
Desired k
(W/(m2K))
Predicted Q
(W)
Predicted k
(W/(m2K)) MRE
7131 2500 7393 3394 19.7%
9508 6000 8003 3282 30.6%
4754 1500 5520 3755 83.2%
12361 4000 11604 2597 20.6%
Average 38.6%
Table A-20: Results from ANN3 (9 input method with MLP under momentum rule)
To achieve a better prediction, the ANN model is modified into MLP topology with LM
method (three hidden layers: 6-4-3), and iterated for 1000 times, which took
approximately 4 minutes, the results are shown in Table A-21, which is an obvious
improvement over the previous one.
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Desired Q
(W)
Desired k
(W/(m2K))
Predicted Q
(W)
Predicted k
(W/(m2K)) MRE
7131 2500 7263 2535 1.64%
9508 6000 9333 5948 1.34%
4754 1500 4587 1470 2.74%
12361 4000 12577 3957 1.40%
Average 1.78%
Table A-21: Results from ANN4 (9 input method with MLP under LM rule)
To observe whether more complex topology aims for better prediction, model is altered
into a MFF topology with LM method (three hidden layers: 5-5-5) for 1000 iterations,
and GFF with LM method (three hidden layers: 6-4-3). Results of MFF model are
shown in Table A-22, which show another small overall improvement, but results of
GFF model in Table A-23 showed that the GFF topology is not capable to predict as
well as MFF.
Desired Q
(W)
Desired k
(W/(m2K))
Predicted Q
(W)
Predicted k
(W/(m2K)) MRE
7131 2500 7159 2543 1.07%
9508 6000 9516 6091 0.80%
4754 1500 4684 1484 1.26%
12361 4000 12528 4069 1.54%
Average 1.17%
Table A-22: Results from ANN5 (9 input method with MFF under LM rule)
Desired Q
(W)
Desired k
(W/(m2K))
Predicted Q
(W)
Predicted k
(W/(m2K)) MRE
7131 2500 7313 2673 4.74%
9508 6000 9388 6315 3.26%
4754 1500 4576 1422 4.44%
12361 4000 12544 3706 4.42%
Average 4.21%
Table A-23: Results from ANN6 (9 input method with GFF under LM rule)
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All the results except MLP with momentum gradient method indicate that the ANN
model is capable of predicting desired values with this thermal curve abstracting
method.
C1.3 The 6 input method
The previous results led to a question, whether the cooling slope is necessary as an input
component. To test this, the cooling slope is omitted from the input components, with
the only inputs being the peak temperature and integral of temperature against time.
The first ANN model applied on 6 input method is MLP with momentum method (three
hidden layers: 6-4-3), and the results are shown in Table A-24, which show that this
ANN model is not capable to generate accurate predictions.
Desired Q
(W)
Desired k
(W/(m2K))
Predicted Q
(W)
Predicted k
(W/(m2K)) MRE
7131 2500 6837 3556 23.2%
9508 6000 7322 3466 32.6%
4754 1500 5794 3735 85.5%
12361 4000 11031 2736 21.2%
Average 40.6%
Table A-24: Results from ANN7 (6 input method with MLP under momentum rule)
Similar to previous one, the second topology applied is the MLP topology with LM
method (three hidden layers: 6-4-3). A group of much improved overall results were
obtained, as shown in Table A-25.
Desired Q
(W)
Desired k
(W/(m2K))
Predicted Q
(W)
Predicted k
(W/(m2K)) MRE
7131 2500 7226 2504 0.75%
9508 6000 9434 5959 0.73%
4754 1500 4608 1491 1.81%
12361 4000 12498 4030 0.94%
Average 1.06%
Table A-25: Results from ANN8 (6 input method with MLP under LM rule)
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More complex topologies the MFF topology (three hidden layers: 5-5-5) under LM
method, and the GFF with LM method (three hidden layers: 6-4-3). The results are
shown in Table A-26 and Table A-27 respectively. Both the model can give accurate
predictions very close to one from ANN8.
Desired Q
(W)
Desired k
(W/(m2K))
Predicted Q
(W)
Predicted k
(W/(m2K)) MRE
7131 2500 7258 2523 1.38%
9508 6000 9413 6016 0.63%
4754 1500 4578 1472 2.75%
12361 4000 12560 3993 0.90%
Average 1.41%
Table A-26: Results from ANN9 (6 input method with MFF under LM rule)
Desired Q
(W)
Desired k
(W/(m2K))
Predicted Q
(W)
Predicted k
(W/(m2K)) MRE
7131 2500 7324 2493 1.48%
9508 6000 9332 5946 1.37%
4754 1500 4529 1503 2.49%
12361 4000 12609 4006 1.09%
Average 1.61%
Table A-27: Results from ANN10 (6 input method with GFF under LM rule)
The results in this section show that the ANN can give a close prediction of the desired
values without the cooling slopes as one input component.
C1.4 The 4 input method
Similarly to 6 input method, four topologies were applied to 4 input methods:
1. ANN11: MLP with momentum method
2. ANN12: MLP with LM method
3. ANN13: MFF with LM method
4. ANN14: GFF with LM method
The results of the models are shown in Table A-28, Table A-29, Table A-30 and Table
A-31 respectively. The ANN12 (MLP with LM method) gives the best prediction
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quality, while the one that used the momentum gradient descent method ANN11 failed
to provide an accurate prediction of the input parameters.
Desired Q
(W)
Desired k
(W/(m2K))
Predicted Q
(W)
Predicted k
(W/(m2K)) MRE
7131 2500 6786 3665 25.7%
9508 6000 6978 3607 33.2%
4754 1500 5847 3966 93.7%
12361 4000 10752 2554 24.6%
Average 44.3%
Table A-28: Results from ANN11 (4 input method with MLP under momentum)
Desired Q
(W)
Desired k
(W/(m2K))
Predicted Q
(W)
Predicted k
(W/(m2K)) MRE
7131 2500 7203 2500 0.52%
9508 6000 9429 6061 0.93%
4754 1500 4636 1492 1.50%
12361 4000 12504 4020 0.84%
Average 0.95%
Table A-29: Results from ANN12 (4 input method with MLP under LM rule)
Desired Q
(W)
Desired k
(W/(m2K))
Predicted Q
(W)
Predicted k
(W/(m2K)) MRE
7131 2500 7258 2503 0.96%
9508 6000 9382 6009 0.74%
4754 1500 4591 1491 2.00%
12361 4000 12563 4015 1.02%
Average 1.18%
Table A-30: Results from ANN13 (4 input method with MFF under LM rule)
Desired Q
(W)
Desired k
(W/(m2K))
Predicted Q
(W)
Predicted k
(W/(m2K)) MRE
7131 2500 7264 2508 1.11%
9508 6000 9360 6006 0.83%
4754 1500 4573 1483 2.45%
12361 4000 12557 4016 1.01%
Average 1.35%
Table A-31: Results from ANN14 (4 input method with GFF under LM rule)
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C1.5 The 2 input method
It is worth testing the 2 input method, since it inputs less information into the ANN
model. Four topologies were applied to 2 input methods:
1. ANN11: MLP with momentum method
2. ANN12: MLP with LM method
3. ANN13: MFF with LM method
4. ANN14: GFF with LM method
The results of the models are shown in Table A-28, Table A-29, Table A-30 and Table
A-31 respectively. The results show that 2 input method gives poor predictions due to
the little information inputted into the ANN models.
Desired Q
(W)
Desired k
(W/(m2K))
Predicted Q
(W)
Predicted k
(W/(m2K)) MRE
7131 2500 6445 3551 25.8%
9508 6000 6957 3465 34.5%
4754 1500 5713 3669 82.4%
12361 4000 11374 2713 20.1%
Average 40.7%
Table A-32: Results from ANN15 (2 input method with MLP under momentum)
Desired Q
(W)
Desired k
(W/(m2K))
Predicted Q
(W)
Predicted k
(W/(m2K)) MRE
7131 2500 7447 2599 4.21%
9508 6000 7265 1117 52.5%
4754 1500 5944 2025 30.0%
12361 4000 13503 4927 16.2%
Average 25.7%
Table A-33: Results from ANN16 (2 input method with MLP under LM rule)
Desired Q
(W)
Desired k
(W/(m2K))
Predicted Q
(W)
Predicted k
(W/(m2K)) MRE
7131 2500 6778 1796 16.5%
9508 6000 5452 946 63.4%
4754 1500 6085 4294 107%
12361 4000 13832 5932 30.1%
Average 54.3%
Table A-34: Results from ANN17 (2 input method with MFF under LM rule)
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Desired Q
(W)
Desired k
(W/(m2K))
Predicted Q
(W)
Predicted k
(W/(m2K)) MRE
7131 2500 11205 937 59.8%
9508 6000 6261 976 58.9%
4754 1500 3790 5357 138%
12361 4000 13641 5356 22.1%
Average 69.9%
Table A-35: Results from ANN18 (2 input method with GFF under LM rule)
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Appendix C2. Detailed results from the application of the
ANN technique to a double contact gap conductance model
As described previously, the 4 input abstracting method was the best one for
representing a single contact gap conductance model. Therefore, when representing the
double contact gap conductance model, the 4 input is applied with the 9 input method as
shown in Table A-36 below. In addition, only the LM gradient descent method was
used as this proved the most successful in the previous section.
ANN types
Abstracting methods
4 input 9 input
MFF, LM ANN1 ANN3
GFF, LM ANN2 ANN4
Table A-36: ANN topologies used in the study
C2.1 The 4 input method
The ANN model with MFF topology (three hidden layers: 5-5-5) with LM method
applied for 1000 iterations, which took approximately 17 minutes. The results are
shown in Table A-37.
Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) k_c1(W/(m2K))
k_c2
(W/(m2K)) Q (W)
k_c1
(W/(m2K))
k_c2
(W/(m2K))
7606 3000 400 6890 3101 426 9.77%
11410 1000 200 12262 818 164 21.7%
13311 7000 50 13914 7644 44 12.6%
7131 2500 250 6457 2475 246 5.85%
Average 12.5%
Table A-37: Results from ANN1 (4 input method with MFF under LM rule)
The results are not as precise as those obtained for the single gap conductance model.
The ANN topology is altered into a GFF topology (three hidden layers: 9-6-6) with LM
method and trained for 1000 iterations, which took 50 minutes.
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Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) k_c1(W/(m2K))
k_c2
(W/(m2K)) Q (W)
k_c1
(W/(m2K))
k_c2
(W/(m2K))
7606 3000 400 6922 3020 426 8.20%
11410 1000 200 12382 944 164 15.9%
13311 7000 50 13910 7293 44.3 10.0%
7131 2500 250 6474 2525 246 5.74%
Average 9.97%
Table A-38: Results from ANN2 (4 input method with GFF under LM rule)
As shown in Table A-38, the results are slightly improved with this topology.
C2.2 The 9 input method
The nine inputs method is applied to compare with four inputs method. The ANN model
is with MFF topology (three hidden layers: 5-5-5) with LM method and applied for
1000 iterations, which took 25 minutes. The results are shown in Table A-39.
Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) k_c1(W/(m2K))
k_c2
(W/(m2K)) Q (W)
k_c1
(W/(m2K))
k_c2
(W/(m2K))
7606 3000 400 6882 2904 317 16.6%
11410 1000 200 12404 1100 115 30.5%
13311 7000 50 13922 7390 42.1 13.0%
7131 2500 250 6436 2474 272 9.86%
Average 17.5%
Table A-39: Results from ANN3 (9 input method with MFF under LM rule)
The results are even worse compared to those from the four inputs method. The ANN
model is tested with GFF topology (three hidden layers: 9-6-6) with LM method for
1000 iterations, which took almost 725 minutes.
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Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) k_c1(W/(m2K))
k_c2
(W/(m2K)) Q (W)
k_c1
(W/(m2K))
k_c2
(W/(m2K))
7606 3000 400 6980 3059 453 11.7%
11410 1000 200 12422 964 188 9.09%
13311 7000 50 14091 7876 43.1 16.1%
7131 2500 250 6527 2495 274 9.14%
Average 11.5%
Table A-40: Results from ANN4 (9 input method with GFF under LM rule)
The results (Table A-40) are closer to the previous ones, but the error is larger than the 4
input method and it took longer to solve.
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Appendix C3. Detailed results from the application of the
ANN technique to a temperature dependent contact gap
conductance model
The applied ANN models are shown in Table A-41, varying by the thermal abstracting
methods, and ANN topologies.
ANN types
Abstracting methods
4 input 9 input 6 input
MFF (5-5-5), LM ANN1 ANN5 ANN9
MFF (9-6-6), LM ANN2 ANN6 ANN10
GFF, LM ANN3 ANN7 ANN11
MLP, LM ANN4 ANN8 ANN12
Table A-41: ANN topologies and thermal curve abstracting methods applied in the
study
C3.1 The 4 input method
The ANN model with MFF topology (three hidden layers: 5-5-5) with LM method and
iterated for 1000 times took 16 minutes to solve. The results in Table A-42 show a
reasonably large discrepancy.
Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1) Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1)
2377 12.86 1.40E-02 2162 8.78 1.54E-02 17.0%
2852 21.44 1.10E-02 2470 35.5 1.13E-02 27.1%
4754 30.02 8.00E-03 5108. 30.6 8.16E-03 3.73%
5229 23.59 6.00E-03 5453 26.8 5.50E-03 8.71%
Average 14.2%
Table A-42: Results from ANN1 (4 input method with MFF under LM rule, hidden
layer 5-5-5)
To reduce the discrepancy, the neurons in the hidden layer were increased to 9-6-6 for
testing. The results are shown in Table A-43 which shows no improvements, although it
took longer to train.
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Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1) Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1)
2377 12.86 1.40E-02 2169 1.74 1.45E-02 18.1%
2852 21.44 1.10E-02 2437 8.07 1.18E-02 27.9%
4754 30.02 8.00E-03 5121 7.66 8.43E-03 7.52%
5229 23.59 6.00E-03 5465 5.53 5.70E-03 3.37%
Average 14.2%
Table A-43: Results from ANN2 (4 input method with MFF under LM rule, hidden
layer 9-6-6)
As a more rapid working method, MLP topology (three hidden layers: 9-6-3) with LM
method is also applied for 1000 iterations, which took 4 minutes. The results as shown
in Table A-44 are similar.
Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1) Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1)
2377 12.86 1.40E-02 1905 12.8 1.42E-02 7.23%
2852 21.44 1.10E-02 1925 23.3 1.05E-02 15.2%
4754 30.02 8.00E-03 5702 25.5 9.94E-03 19.7%
5229 23.59 6.00E-03 5596 26.8 5.01E-03 12.3%
Average 13.6%
Table A-44: Results from ANN3 (4 input method with MLP under LM rule)
Further tried ANN model is with GFF topology (three hidden layers: 9-6-6) with LM
method for 1000 iterations and took 26 minutes. The results shown in Table A-45 are
again poor.
Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1) Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1)
2377 12.86 1.40E-02 2086 9.38 1.46E-02 14.6%
2852 21.44 1.10E-02 2339 13.5 1.09E-02 18.6%
4754 30.02 8.00E-03 5242 34.6 1.12E-02 21.8%
5229 23.59 6.00E-03 5407 16.3 6.04E-03 11.6%
Average 16.7%
Table A-45: Results from ANN4 (4 input method with GFF under LM rule)
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The results from MFF topology under LM method are better although they are still not
considered to be a good prediction. It is therefore worth investigating different
abstracting methods for this complex problem.
C3.2 The 9 input method
The first ANN model with this abstracting method is a MFF topology (three hidden
layers: 5-5-5) with LM learning method for 1000 iterations, which took 30 minutes. The
results are shown in Table A-46, which show that this method is able to predict the
results better for some conditions. Although the overall prediction is better than the
previous models, it is worth checking whether increasing the neurons in the hidden
layers into 9-6-6 improves the prediction quality. The result is shown in Table A-47, the
overall quality is slightly worse.
Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1) Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1)
2377 12.86 1.40E-02 2214 7.91 1.51E-02 17.7%
2852 21.44 1.10E-02 2548 21.7 1.16E-02 5.58%
4754 30.02 8.00E-03 5040 30.2 7.81E-03 2.97%
5229 23.59 6.00E-03 5476 21.5 5.69E-03 6.22%
Average 8.11%
Table A-46: Results from ANN5 (9 input method with MFF under LM rule, hidden
layer 5-5-5)
Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1) Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1)
2377 12.86 1.40E-02 1995 2.08 1.46E-02 17.1%
2852 21.44 1.10E-02 2276 6.89 9.81E-03 22.9%
4754 30.02 8.00E-03 5163 8.27 8.75E-03 12.0%
5229 23.59 6.00E-03 5541 5.63 5.53E-03 5.37%
Average 14.4%
Table A-47: Results from ANN6 (9 input method with MFF under LM rule, 9-6-6)
Applying MLP (three hidden layers: 9-6-3) with LM for 1000 iterations (7 minutes)
resulted in a poorer prediction, as shown in Table A-48.
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Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1) Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1)
2377 12.86 1.40E-02 1925 34.8 1.14E-02 69.5%
2852 21.44 1.10E-02 1921 7.46 1.49E-02 44.4%
4754 30.02 8.00E-03 5570 35.7 5.73E-03 21.5%
5229 23.59 6.00E-03 5642 35.7 5.07E-03 25.0%
Average 40.1%
Table A-48: Results from ANN7 (9 input method with MLP under LM rule)
Finally altering the ANN model into GFF topology (three hidden layers: 9-6-6) with
LM method for 1000 iterations (42 minutes) resulted in the best prediction of the
desired values, as shown in Table A-49.
Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1) Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1)
2377 12.86 1.40E-02 2110 10.1 1.45E-02 12.3%
2852 21.44 1.10E-02 2517 19.9 1.12E-02 7.00%
4754 30.02 8.00E-03 5094 35.7 8.01E-03 8.75%
5229 23.59 6.00E-03 5364 23.7 5.75E-03 2.39%
Average 7.62%
Table A-49: Results from ANN8 (9 input method with GFF under LM rule)
C3.3 The 6 input method
To investigate whether using cooling slope is necessary in this case, six input method is
applied for different ANN models. The first model is applied with MFF topology (three
hidden layers: 5-5-5) under LM method for 1000 iterations, which took 23 minutes. The
results are shown in Table A-50, which does not predict the desired values accurately.
The ANN model is modified into 9-6-6 for testing, and the results are given in Table
A-51, which are much better than the previous prediction.
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Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1) Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1)
2377 12.86 1.40E-02 1957 14.33 1.23E-02 13.65%
2852 21.44 1.10E-02 2149 32.70 6.60E-03 39.03%
4754 30.02 8.00E-03 5071 31.45 8.09E-03 4.18%
5229 23.59 6.00E-03 5255 31.90 5.19E-03 16.42%
Average 18.32%
Table A-50: Results from ANN9 (6 input method with MFF under LM rule, hidden
layer 5-5-5)
Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1) Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1)
2377 12.86 1.40E-02 2057 1.80 1.52E-02 20.7%
2852 21.44 1.10E-02 2284 4.15 1.24E-02 16.6%
4754 30.02 8.00E-03 5127 7.53 7.07E-03 9.02%
5229 23.59 6.00E-03 5479 5.32 5.55E-03 5.19%
Average 12.9%
Table A-51: Results from ANN10 (6 input method with MFF under LM rule, hidden
layer 9-6-6)
The usage of MLP topology (three hidden layers: 9-6-3) with LM method for 1000
iterations (4 minutes) resulted in a worse prediction quality (Table A-52), but this
method needs much less time for training:
Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1) Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1)
2377 12.86 1.40E-02 1943 15.7 1.51E-02 16.0%
2852 21.44 1.10E-02 1990 35.6 8.65E-03 39.2%
4754 30.02 8.00E-03 5582 8.61 7.75E-03 30.6%
5229 23.59 6.00E-03 5654 7.16 5.30E-03 29.8%
Average 28.9%
Table A-52: Results from ANN11 (6 input method with MLP under LM rule)
Alerting the ANN model into GFF topology (three hidden layers: 9-6-6) under LM
method for 1000 iterations (41 minutes) is able to improve the prediction to an
acceptable level, as shown in Table A-53.
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Desired Values Predicted Values
MRE
Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1) Q (W) a (W/(m2K)) b (K-1)
2377 12.86 1.40E-02 2105 9.69 1.39E-02 12.3%
2852 21.44 1.10E-02 2470 13.7 1.03E-02 18.6%
4754 30.02 8.00E-03 5133 34.1 7.90E-03 7.63%
5229 23.59 6.00E-03 5343 23.3 5.33E-03 4.83%
Average 10.9%
Table A-53: Results from ANN12 (6 input method with GFF under LM rule)
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Appendix D
The numerical results of the applied model types are given in the Table A-54 and Table
A-55, including the model conditions, heat generation results and deformation region
areas.
Rotation speed: 400 RPM
Model type CSRR Slip coefficient Viscous heat (W) Friction heat (W) Total heat (W) Area (m2)
1 100% 1816.4 1816.4 1.23E-04
2 100% 1816.5 1816.5 1.23E-04
3 100% 0.999 1814.5 1.83 1816.3 1.23E-04
4 68.4% 999.0 999.0 3.73E-05
5 68.4% 999.1 999.1 3.75E-05
6 68.4% 0.999 998.0 1.03 999.0 3.75E-05
Rotation speed: 600 RPM
Model type CSRR Slip coefficient Viscous heat (W) Friction heat (W) Total heat (W) Area (m2)
1 100% 2145.2 2145.2 1.40E-04
2 100% 2086.4 2086.4 1.33E-04
3 100% 0.64 1331.6 755.78 2087.4 1.29E-04
4 68.4% 1227.4 1227.4 4.21E-05
5 68.4% 1227.3 1227.3 4.23E-05
6 68.4% 0.99 1214.1 12.49 1226.6 4.22E-05
Rotation speed: 800 RPM
Model type CSRR Slip coefficient Viscous heat (W) Friction heat (W) Total heat (W) Area (m2)
1 100% 2395.8 2395.8 1.51E-04
2 100% 2114.2 2114.2 1.01E-04
3 100% 0.125 237.3 1877.23 2114.6 9.41E-05
4 68.4% 1404.0 1404.0 4.76E-05
5 68.4% 1403.9 1403.9 4.78E-05
6 68.4% 0.99 1388.8 14.21 1403.0 4.76E-05
Rotation speed: 1200 RPM
Model type CSRR Slip coefficient Viscous heat (W) Friction heat (W) Total heat (W) Area (m2)
1 100% 2786.1 2786.1 1.65E-04
2 100% 2134.4 2134.4 2.38E-05
3 100% No model was possible.
4 68.4% 1672.9 1672.9 5.65E-05
5 68.4% 1621.6 1621.6 5.33E-05
6 68.4% 0.62 999.8 621.35 1621.2 5.02E-05
Table A-54: The results of applying the different model types on 6082-T6, including
the heat generation, deformed region areas and corresponding boundary condition
values, categorized by different rotation speeds
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Rotation speed: 400 RPM
Model type CSRR Slip coefficient Viscous heat (W) Friction heat (W) Total heat (W) Area (m2)
1 100% 2139.3 2139.3 1.46E-04
2 100% 1716.0 1716.0 4.10E-05
3 100% 0.105 47.5 1668.9 1716.4 8.51E-05
4 68.4% 1207.9 1207.9 4.76E-05
5 68.4% 1206.6 1206.6 4.80E-05
6 68.4% 0.99 1194.4 12.4 1206.8 4.79E-05
7 100% 0.999 1.23E-04
8 68.4% 0.999 3.75E-05
Rotation speed: 600 RPM
Model type CSRR Slip coefficient Viscous heat (W) Friction heat (W) Total heat (W) Area (m2)
1 100% 2492.7 2492.7 1.57E-04
2 100% 1714.9 1714.9 2.35E-05
3 100% No model was possible.
4 68.4% 1481.1 1481.1 5.57E-05
5 68.4% 1304.6 1304.6 3.79E-05
6 68.4% 0.255 290.3 1015.2 1305.5 4.44E-05
7 100% 0.64 1.29E-04
8 68.4% 0.99 4.22E-05
Rotation speed: 800 RPM
Model type CSRR Slip coefficient Viscous heat (W) Friction heat (W) Total heat (W) Area (m2)
1 100% 2783.7 2783.7 1.63E-04
2 100% 1717.0 1717.0 2.19E-05
3 100% No model was possible.
4 68.4% 1661.1 1661.1 5.90E-05
5 68.4% 1295.7 1295.7 3.12E-05
6 68.4% 0.096 23.0 1272.6 1295.6 5.07E-05
7 100% 0.125 9.41E-05
8 68.4% 0.99 4.76E-05
Rotation speed: 1200 RPM
Model type CSRR Slip coefficient Viscous heat (W) Friction heat (W) Total heat (W) Area (m2)
1 100% 3269.1 3269.1 1.73E-04
2 100% 1726.0 1726.0 1.88E-05
3 100% No model was possible.
4 68.4% 1951.2 1951.2 6.53E-05
5 68.4% 1292.7 1292.7 2.64E-05
6 68.4% No model was possible.
7 n/a No model was possible.
8 68.4% 0.62 5.02E-05
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Table A-55: The results of applying difference model types on 7449-T7, including the
heat generations, deformed region areas and corresponding boundary condition values,
categorized by different rotation speeds
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